








A typology of marked-S
languages
Case-systems all over the world exhibit striking similarities. In most lan-
guages intransitive subjects (S) receives less overt marking than one of the
two transitive arguments (agent-like A or patient-like P); the other one of
these two arguments is usually encoded by the same form as S. In some
languages the amount of overt marking is identical between S, A, and P.
But hardly ever does the S argument receive more overt marking than A
or P. Yet there are some languages that do not follow this general pattern.
This book is about those languages that behave diﬀerently, the marked-S
languages.
Marked-S languages are well-known to be found in East Africa, where
they occur in two diﬀerent language families, Afro-Asiatic and Nilo-Sa-
haran. They can also be found in North-Western America and the Paciﬁc
region. This book is the ﬁrst investigation of marked S-languages that
treats the phenomenon on a global scale.
The study examines the functional distribution of the two main case-
forms, the form used for S (S-case) and the case-form of the transitive ar-
gument which receives less marking (the zero-case). It oﬀers a very ﬁne-
grained perspective considering a wide range of constructions. The con-
texts in which the case-marking patterns are investigated include nom-
inal, existential and locational predication, subjects in special discourse
function (e. g. focused constituents), subjects of passives and dependent
clauses, as well as the forms used for addressing someone (vocative form)
and for using a noun in isolation (citation form).
Apart from the functional distribution of case forms, the formal means
of marking are also considered. The main focus is on the synchronic de-
scription and comparison of marked-S languages, but historical explana-
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Syntactic typology traditionally distinguishes languages by the way they encode
the single argument of an intransitive verb (S) compared to the more agent-like
(A) and the more patient-like arguments (P) of a monotransitive verb (Comrie
1978; Dixon 1979, 2010a). On this basis, the two main alignment types, namely
nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive (Figure 1.1), are distinguish-
ed. While the nominative-accusative pattern employs the same form for S and
A (nominative case), the P argument receives a special form of encoding (so-
called accusative case). In an ergative-absolutive system, S and P are coded alike

















































Figure 1.1: Nominative-accusative vs. ergative-absolutive alignment
In most languages, overt formal marking is employed for the P argument in
nominative-accusative languages and the A argument in ergative-absolutive lan-
guages, while the relation including the S argument (i.e. S+A for the former and
S+P for the latter type) is typically left zero-coded.1 This tendency was promi-
nently phrased in Greenberg’s Universal 38:
1 The label ‘unmarked’ is often used for the case-form lacking overt morphological marking.
However, this terminology is problematic because the term ‘unmarked’ is used for a variety
of concepts in linguistics (Haspelmath 2006). I follow Haspelmath’s proposal to use the term
‘zero-coded’ for the formal manifestation of unmarkedness.
1 Introduction
Where there is a case system, the only case which ever has only zero allo-
morphs is the one which includes among its meanings that of subject of the
intransitive verb. (Greenberg 1963: 75)
However, there are clear exceptions to this generalization. I will use the term
marked-S language in the following to refer to those exceptional languages.
More precisely, there are two types of marked-S languages: marked-nomina-
tive and marked-absolutive. Both have in common the property that the sin-
gle argument of intransitive verbs is overtly-coded while one of the transitive
arguments (A or P) receives zero-coding.2 This study presents an in-depth sur-
vey of marked-S languages.
I will begin this ﬁrst chapter by deﬁningmarked-S languages, which constitute
a rare and somewhat unexpected type of encoding grammatical relations (Sec-
tion 1.2). Following this introduction, a brief digression will be made to discuss
the phenomenon known as grammatical markedness and the diﬀerent usages of
the term (Section 1.3). Then I will address the issue of terminology used in describ-
ing the case-forms of a nominal in a language of the marked-S type. Since a wide
range of diﬀerent case-terms are used in the descriptions of marked-S languages.
In order to assure consistency within this work, I will employ a uniform set of
case-terms. In addition, I will propose a new terminology to be employed when
comparing marked-S languages with each other (Section 1.4). Following that, I
will discuss the explanations and types of explanations given to justify the ex-
istence of this rare type of case-system (Section 1.5). These explanations will be
grouped into two types: historical and functional explanations. The subsequent
section discusses marked-S systems from the point of view of formal linguistic
theories. Not only do marked-S languages constitute a typological exception,
they also pose a serious problem for various formal theories of case-marking, as
will be demonstrated using the example of Lexical Decomposition Grammar (Sec-
tion 1.6). Alignment is most prominently associated with nominal case-marking,
and this study is likewise restricted to marked-S alignment as it is found in this
domain. However, the term ‘alignment’ is also used to refer to verbal agreement
and word order, as well as with reference to behavioral properties of nominals.
Marked-S coding in those other domains, or the domain-speciﬁc counterparts
thereof, will brieﬂy be discussed in Section 1.7. Finally, I will give an outline of
the remainder of this study in Section 1.8.
2 No examples are known to me of a language using zero-coding for both A and P but overt
coding for the S argument – a pattern which would by my deﬁnition be included in the group
of marked-S languages. Given the overall rarity of horizontal alignment (i.e. in which A and P
are treated alike but diﬀerently from S) and the rarity of marked-S systems, it does not come




Marked-S languages are more traditionally known by the name marked-nomi-
native languages. I have chosen this new term in order to allow the inclusion of
data from a related, yet not so widely recognized, phenomenon, namely marked-
absolutive languages. The term marked-S also nicely summarizes the central
characteristic of this type of language, namely the overt marking found on the
single argument of intransitive verbs (S) combined with a zero-coded A or P ar-
gument.
Themarked-nominative type is themost frequentmanifestation of themarked-
S coding type. As a subtype of the nominative-accusative alignment system,
marked-nominative languages exhibit the basic pattern exempliﬁed for this sys-
tem in Figure 1.1. In marked-nominative systems – like in standard nominative-
accusative – S is aligned with A and opposed to P. Unlike in the standard sys-
tem, the P relation is left without any formal encoding of its case relation. It
is in the zero-coded form, while the S+A relation (the nominative) has an overt
morphological marker (cf. Figure 1.2). In contrast, the standard – ‘unmarked’ –
nominative-accusative system uses overt marking either for both S+A (nomina-
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Figure 1.2: Marked-nominative coding
The two types of coding are illustrated here by some examples. The Turk-
ish data in (1) exemplify the standard nominative-accusative system with a zero-
coded Nominative3 case and an overtly coded Accusative case-marked by the
suﬃx -ı.






3 Throughout the text, I follow the convention of capitalizing case-labels, when referring to a









‘The teacher saw the man.’
The marked-nominative type is illustrated by examples from Cocopa. The S
and A relation in (2a, b) is marked with the overt Nominative suﬃx -c while the
P relation in (2b) is left zero-coded.












‘The man shot the deer.’
A parallel system to the marked-nominative type exists for ergative-absolu-
tive languages – the marked-absolutive type. Again, the marking relations are
reversed from the standard type. The standard ergative-absolutive system overtly
codes the A relation (ergative) and leaves the S+P relation (absolutive) zero-
coded. Conversely, in marked-absolutive languages one ﬁnds overtly coded S+P
and zero-coded A. The marked-absolutive system is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Just
like the marked-nominative, the marked-absolutive contradicts Greenberg’s uni-
versal quoted above since it has overt marking of the S argument while zero-




























Figure 1.3: Marked-absolutive coding
To illustrate the two patterns, I provide examples for ergative-absolutive and
marked-absolutive coding below. In Chechen, the S and P relation is zero coded
(3a, b, c) while the A relation in (3b, c) is overtly coded by the Ergative suﬃx -(a)s.
In addition to the ergative-absolutive case-marking, verbal indexing also has an
ergative-absolutive basis. The verb agrees in gender with the S and P argument.
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‘The mother has bathed the boy.’
The only known straightforward example of a marked-absolutive case-system
so far is attested in Nias.4 While the S argument in (4a) is in the overtly marked
Absolutive case, the A argument is in the zero-coded Ergative form of a noun
(4b). As illustrated in (4c), the P relation is also encoded in the overtly coded
Absolutive form.5
(4) Nias (Sundic, Western Malayo Polynesian, Austronesian; Sumatra, Indone-




















‘They killed a pig.’
4 Crysmann (2009), using a quite diﬀerent deﬁnition of marked-absolutive language, argues
against classifyingNias as such. In his approach, alignment is not considered to be construction
speciﬁc as it is in my account and many other recent works that study alignment from a cross-
linguistic perspective (cf. among others Bickel 2011). I will discuss this the notion in more
detail in Section 1.7 and Chapter 2.
5 The distinction between the Absolutive and Ergative case-form is not always as straightfor-
ward as in example (4a, c). In most cases the diﬀerence is marked by initial consonant muta-




In addition to this deﬁnition of marked-S coding, which is purely based on
the absence versus presence of overt case-marking, there is a second deﬁnition
of marked-S languages. König (2006) distinguishes between Type 1 and Type 2
marked-nominative languages. Type 1 languages are classiﬁed by the criterion
I have discussed above, namely the overt coding of the nominative case-form
and the zero-coding of the accusative. Type 2 languages have overtly coded case-
forms for both nominative and accusative. However, the accusative has a wider
range of functions; it is for example the form of a noun used in citation. I will
discuss this second deﬁnition of marked-S coding in Section 1.5.3.
1.3 Markedness in grammar
The term markedness, and more often the statement that a certain linguistic fea-
ture is marked, are often employed in grammatical descriptions. Markedness, in
its most basic meaning, is universally associated with the presence of overt ma-
terial, such as overt case morphology for example. Other aspects that are often
also calledmarkedness frequently correlate with formal markedness (i.e. the pres-
ence of overt material). These other factors include (often interrelated) phenom-
ena such as restriction in use, late and/or cumbersome acquisition of a structure,
specialization in meaning, or a low usage frequency of an item. Even if not cor-
related with formal markedness in any sense, structures that meet any of these
additional criteria may be referred to as marked by many linguists. Haspelmath
(2006) discusses the diﬀerentmeanings of the termmarkedness and distinguishes
between twelve basic senses. These twelve senses are roughly grouped into four
types that view markedness as either complexity, diﬃculty, abnormality or a
multidimensional correlation.
The notion of markedness has a prominent position in both functionally- and
formally-oriented linguistic traditions. In the functional tradition, this notion
goes back to the work of Roman Jakobson and other members of the Prague
School, while in the formal tradition the notion was made prominent by Noam
Chomsky. In both cases the concept of markedness appears to have been inspired
by phonological work. Battistella (1996) provides a detailed discussion of the
understanding and evolution of the term markedness in the Jakobsoninan and
Chomskyan traditions.
With respect to marked-S languages, the term marked is principally under-
stood as overt coding. As mentioned at the end of the previous section, an exten-
sion of the termmarked to other criteria can also be seen for marked-nominative
languages, namely in the deﬁnition of Type 2 marked-nominative languages pro-
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posed by König (2006). In the following, I will attempt to make clear which one
of the diﬀerent deﬁnitions of markedness is presently being discussed. When re-
ferring to the form-based deﬁnition of markedness, I will use the terms overtly
coded or respectively zero-coded. Only when directly quoting the work of
other authors, the terms ‘markedness’, ‘marked’ and unmarked’ may be used for
describing forms that diﬀer in term of more versus less overt material (i.e. the
form based criterion).
1.4 Case-labels
When describing the case-system of a given language, linguists often apply tra-
ditional case-terminology familiar from Latin. If a case does not resemble any
case in the Latin case-system, linguistic theory today provides a huge arsenal
of Latinate case-labels to be employed (cf. Haspelmath 2009). This practice of
reusing terms is not uncontroversial, since the range of functions or meanings
of case-forms will virtually never coincide between any two languages. Marked-
S languages are a prime example of this variation of functions. Their nomina-
tive/absolutive and ergative/accusative forms show properties quite unlike the
properties of case-forms that are known by the same name in standard nomi-
native-accusative or ergative-absolutive languages. This has led many scholars
working on marked-S languages to abandon the traditional labels. Yet many of
the alternate labels they came up with are equally inappropriate. In this section,
I will discuss the diﬀerent approaches for labeling cases in marked-S languages.
Furthermore, I will introduce the case-terminology to be employed in the remain-
der of this book.
As described in the deﬁnition of marked-S coding above (Section 1.2), the spe-
cial property of the marked-S system is that it combines the standard alignment
of nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive languages with an unexpected
pattern of overt/ non-overt marking of the nominal cases. The decision between
choosing a label according to the function of a form or according to the overt
marking relations is also the main problem when it comes to ﬁnding appropriate
names for the individual cases deﬁning this alignment system.
One possibility is to simply use the labels from the standard nominative-ac-
cusative and ergative-absolutive systems. So, the term ‘nominative’ is used for
the S+A relation in standard nominative-accusative as well as in marked-nomi-
native systems. Similarly, the label ‘absolutive’ refers to the S+P relation in stan-
dard ergative-absolutive and in marked-absolutive systems. However, the more
problematic issue is how to label the zero-coded case in the marked-S systems.
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Not only do the terms ‘accusative’ and ‘ergative’ suggest overt marking of the
case relation (Dixon 1994: 56–57), the uses of the zero-coded case-forms also go
beyond those of the accusative or ergative as found in the standard versions of
these alignment systems. Nonetheless the label ‘accusative’ is used in the de-
scription of a number of marked-nominative languages, namely Maa (Tucker &
Mpaayei 1955), Murle (Arensen 1982) and K’abeena (Crass 2005: 85–86). The la-
bels of ‘nominative’ and ‘accusative’ are also employed by König (2006, 2008) in
her overview of marked-nominative languages in Africa.
Diﬀerently, Dixon (1979) proposed the term ‘extended ergative’ for the marked
nominative case to reﬂect its overt marking, which is parallel to the mostly
overtly marked ergative in ergative-absolutive systems. The label ‘extended ac-
cusative’ for the marked-absolutive would be analogous to this label, though he
does not propose this term since he disputes the existence of marked-absolutive
systems altogether. The ‘extended ergative’, however, did not make it into the
terminology of grammar writers.6 If discussed at all, it is merely mentioned as a
possible alternative label, for example by Wegener (2008: 133), who irrespective
of this calls the Savosavo subject-marker ‘Nominative’. Dixon appears to have
had a change of mind on the appropriate terminology for marked-nominative
systems, as he concludes in his 1994 work that “it seems wisest to maintain the
standard use of ergative to refer to marking just of A function” (Dixon 1994: 64)
and proposes to stick to the term marked-nominative after all.
One strategy that avoids the terminological problem altogether is not to use
any of the traditional Latinate case names at all. Most often this results in labels
such as ‘subject-case’ and ‘object-case’ (or just ‘subject-marker’). This approach
is chosen by the grammar writers of some African languages, e.g. for Borana
Oromo (Stroomer 1995: 34) or Gamo (Hompó 1990: 364). Most commonly it has
been applied to languages of the North-American West-Coast – especially in
the 60s and 70s of the last century. This is the case for the Yuman languages
Cocopa (Crawford 1966: 104), Diegueño (Langdon 1970: 151), Mojave (Munro 1976:
18), Yavapai (Kendall 1976: 68) and Hualapai (Watahomigie et al. 2001: 38). The
same is true for the non-related language Wappo (Li, Thompson & Sawyer 1977:
90). However, in their grammar of Wappo – published about thirty years later
– the same authors have switched from the term ‘subject-marker’ to the use of
nominative (Thompson, Park & Li 2006). The labels ‘subject-case’ and ‘object-
case’ have the disadvantage that they carry theoretical connotations unrelated
6 In theoretical typology, the term has done a little better. Plank (1985) uses the terms ‘extended
ergative/restricted absolutive’ to refer to the marked-nominative system and also ‘extended
accusative/restricted nominative’ for the marked absolutive pattern.
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to marked-S case-marking. Not all nouns bearing the overt marking of subjects
might be subjects in a syntactic sense, and not all syntactic subjects might have
the subject case-marker in a certain language (unless one establishes overt case-
marking as the only deﬁning property of subjects in that language).
Drawing very much on the Latin grammar tradition, Mel’čuk (1997) makes an
idiosyncratic proposal for labeling compared to the current practice in descrip-
tive linguistics. For Maa, he suggests to stick to the literal translation of the
term ‘nominative’ as ‘the naming case’ and therefore proposes to use it for the
form used in naming a nominal (i.e. the citation form). Apart from the use as
citation form, this case also encodes the P argument of a transitive verb (‘Accu-
sative’ case in other descriptions of Maa). The subject-marking case he relabels
as ‘Oblique’ in turn. This usage of the term Nominative may be well motivated
from a historical and etymological perspective as Creissels (2009: 453) points out.
Still, if used for the case-form encoding transitive objects, the termNominative is
bound to give rise to confusion. Beyond being extremely confusing, there is – in
my opinion – a major problem with this approach, namely, that the etymological
meaning is not the meaning most prominently associated with the nominative. It
is rather its function as the ‘subject-case’ that comes to mind ﬁrst, maybe along
with the function as ‘default’ or ‘elsewhere’ case for some linguists.7 Both func-
tions are fulﬁlled by Mel’čuk’s ‘Oblique’ case and not his ‘Nominative’.
The terminologies traditionally employed for the marked-nominative langua-
ges of Eastern Africa are far less confusing. ‘Nominative’ is used in the traditional
way as referring to the S+A relation. To account for the special status of the form
used for the P relation, this form is not referred to as ‘accusative’ but as the ‘abso-
lute’ case – e.g. in Turkana (Dimmendaal 1982) or Datooga (Kiessling 2007). The
same terminology of ‘Absolute’ and ‘Nominative’ case was also introduced in an
early description of the Yuman language Yuma (Halpern 1946: 210), although it
did not catch on in the terminology of this genus, as noted above. Also Creissels
(2009: 456) proposes ‘absolute’ as a label for nouns in extra-syntactic function
such as citation forms, which tend to be zero-coded morphologically (all these
function are covered by the typical East-African absolute). Some linguists also
use the term ‘absolutive’ (rather than absolute). This is attested, for example, in
the description of Harar Oromo by Owens (1985). This, however, might lead to
confusion with the S+P relation in ergative-absolutive languages. Therefore ab-
solute should be preferred as a label. Finally, König (2008: 24), in her discussion
of themarked-nominative case-terminology, notes that the term ‘absolute’ might
also lead to confusion since it is used for the zero-coded Nominative case-form in
7 The notion of default case is discussed in more detail in Section 1.6.
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Turkish. This leads her to use the term ‘accusative’ also for marked-nominative
languages.
Given all these diﬀerent traditions and approaches to naming cases in marked-
S languages, one is bound to get mixed up in the terminology when comparing
data from diﬀerent languages. In order to spare the reader from confusion by
changing glosses from one example to the next, I decided not to stick to the case-
labels chosen by the linguists working on the individual languages. Instead, I
will change the glosses with the goal of achieving maximum transparency. All
examples from marked-nominative languages are uniformly named and glossed
as nominative and accusative. I have chosen this convention for the follow-
ing reasons. There seems to be a certain trend towards recognizing the overt
subject-marker as parallel to the nominative case-marker in any standard nomi-
native-accusative language. This trend is indicated by Thompson et al.’s (2006)
change of terminology as well as Dixon’s change of mind concerning the ‘ex-
tended ergative’ vs. ‘marked-nominative’ terminology. Moreover, this proposal
involves the least amount of relabeling of case-forms and thus makes going back
to the original sources less prone to requiring terminological adjustments.
‘Accusative’ and ‘absolute’ both appear to be good choices for the non-nomi-
native case in marked-S languages. The encoding of transitive P arguments is
just one of many functions the zero-coded case-form fulﬁlls in marked-nomina-
tive languages, as I will demonstrate in the following (Chapters 3–7). The label
‘accusative’ is traditionally associated with a case-form with the main function
of encoding P arguments. Using this label for a case-form that has a variety of
additional functions may lead to mild confusion on the ﬁrst encounter with ex-
amples in which the accusative argument is clearly not an object of any kind.
This study aims at exploring the functions of the diﬀerent case-forms in marked-
S languages, and thus wants to draw attention of those functions of the object-
case in marked-nominative languages that are unusual compared with standard
nominative-accusative languages. In contrast, the label ‘absolute’ is less familiar
and might be mixed up with ‘absolutive’ and thus lead to the wrong impression
that one is dealing with an ergative-absolutive language. In the remainder of
this study I will use the term ‘accusative’ to refer to the case-form that (among
other functions) encodes transitive P arguments in marked-nominative langua-
ges. First, I do so because of the greater familiarity of the term ‘accusative’ over
‘absolute’. Also, as noted above, the range of uses of the object case-form in
marked-nominative languages is a central aspect of this study. Therefore, unex-
pected occurrences of accusative case, from the standpoint of the more widely
known standard nominative-accusative system, are meant to be highlighted here.
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For the marked-absolutive system, we are not confronted with such hard de-
cisions about terminology, since one is not faced with any diﬀering traditions
of labeling. Brown (2001) uses the terms Unmutated and Mutated form of the
noun for Nias. These labels refer to the morphophonemic shape of the nouns
in question. The Mutated form covers the absolutive (i.e. S+P) function, while
the Unmutated form is used for A arguments among others. Since Nias is the
only language with a marked-absolutive system in my study, I will adopt the
language-speciﬁc terms Mutated and Unmutated form referring to the S+P rela-
tion (the absolutive) and A relation (the ergative), respectively.
The previous discussion has dealt with the issue of labeling cases in individ-
ual languages. In addition, terminology is needed to make general statements
about the overtly coded and zero-coded forms in both marked-nominative and
marked-absolutive languages. For this purpose I propose the following terminol-
ogy, which will be employed throughout the study whenever making compara-
tive statements. When referring to marked-S languages I use the terms S-case
and zero-case form. The label S-case refers to the case which includes among its
functions that of encoding the single argument of an intransitive verb (overtly
coded in all languages under investigation by deﬁnition). This is the nominative
(S+A) in marked-nominative languages and the absolutive (S+P) in Nias. The
zero-case on the other hand refers to the P argument in marked-nominative lan-
guages and the A argument in marked-absolutive languages. This case-form is
expressed by zero-morphology in the overwhelming majority of marked-S lan-
guages.
1.5 Explaining the existence of marked-S
1.5.1 Rare and geographically skewed
Languages of the marked-S type are a typological exception. Their occurrence
is unexpected, a view expressed for example by Greenberg’s (1963) Universal
38 cited above. Not surprisingly, languages of this type are extremely rare and
their occurrence is geographically highly skewed. The main locus for marked-S
languages is in North-Eastern Africa (König 2008: 138). Apart from the cluster
in Africa, the pattern is also found in the Yuman genus of southwestern North
America and a few other languages of that region, as well as in some languages
of the Paciﬁc region.
To account for the existence of this unexpected case-system, two types of ex-
planations have been put forward, a historical one and a functional one. The
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historical explanation describes how the marked-S system can evolve from one
of the more widespread systems. This explanation has been put forward for lan-
guages of the marked-nominative type, and considers them to be an extended
variant of ergative-absolutive systems with overtly coded ergative case-marking,
which has been extended to cover the S relation. Apart from ergative-absolutive
systems a variety of other sources have been suggested for marked-nominative
languages. What all of these historical scenarios have in common is that they
propose an origin for the nominative from a category which is expected to be
overtly coded from a cross-linguistic perspective. The second type of explana-
tion draws on the number of other functions the case-forms in the marked-S
system cover beyond S, A and P marking. This theory predicts that the overall
distribution of the zero-coded form will be broader than the distribution of the
overtly coded form if one takes into consideration other functions, such as mark-
ing of attributive possessors, marking of predicate nominals etc. Of course, these
two types of explanations are more diﬀerent points of view than mutually exclu-
sive approaches.8 Historical change in a language can certainly be explained by
functional motivations inmany cases. Some scholars would even argue that func-
tional motivations are the ultimate explanation for all language change (Keller
1994; Du Bois 1987; Croft 2000).
While both types of explanations try to account for the fact that marked-S
languages occur in the ﬁrst place, the two approaches fall short of explaining the
rarity of the phenomenon. In this section, the two lines of argumentation will be
discussed in more detail starting with the historical explanation in Section 1.5.2,
followed by the functional motivation in Section 1.5.3.
1.5.2 Historical explanations
A prominent advocate of the historical explanation of marked-S systems is Dixon
(1979, 1994). He deﬁnes marked-nominative languages purely on the basis of the
contrast between overt and zero-coding (Dixon 1994: 76ﬀ.). Yet, he also tries
to give an explanation for the existence of these typologically rare languages.
Dixon argues that marked-nominative languages exist because ergative-absolu-
tive languages constitute a somewhat unsatisfactory case-system in neglecting
the ‘universal concept’ of subject and might eventually amend for this by extend-
ing the use of A-marking to S.
The extension of ‘marked A case’ can be explained in terms of the universal
syntactic-semantic identiﬁcation of A and S as ‘subject’ (Dixon 1979: 78)
8 I have to thank Eitan Grossman for reminding me of this.
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Along the same line of argumentation, Dixon denies the existence of marked-
absolutive languages. Since, according to him, nominative-accusative languages
are more well-formed in this respect, there is no need for overt P-marking to ex-
tend its use to mark S.There is thus no reason why marked-absolutive languages
should emerge in the ﬁrst place.
There is a more slender semantic link between O and S, so that the fourth
logical possibility—‘marked O case’ being extended to also cover S—appears
not to occur.9 (Dixon 1979: 78)
An ergative origin of the marked-nominative coding-system has also been
suspected by linguists confronted with individual languages of this type. Li
et al. (1977) analyze the Wappo marked-nominative system as a recent innova-
tion. They vaguely hint that the overt subject-marker might be a trace of an
earlier ergative stage “where the absolutive case was unmarked and the modern
Wappo -i was the ergative case-marker that became generalized into a subject-
marker” (Li et al. 1977: 98). However, they elaborate an alternative pathway for
the means of encoding grammatical relations in modernWappo, which might be
in conﬂict with the hypothetical ergative in pre-modern Wappo. Their main ar-
gument for the innovative status of theWappo marked-nominative is its absence
from subordinate clauses and equational sentences. Both sentence types have a
rigid SOV word order, while main clauses (of the non-equational type) are more
ﬂexible in the ordering of constituents. Since “subordinate clauses are known
to be more conservative than main clauses in preserving” word order – citing
Lehmann (1974) and Vennemann (1975) on this – they conclude that Wappo must
be moving from a stage where grammatical relations were encoded by word or-
der to a stage where this is done via case-marking (Li et al. 1977: 100). So basically
they propose a change from word order to case-marking, on the one hand, and
a change within the case-marking system (namely from ergative-absolutive to
marked-nominative), on the other hand. Of course, it would be possible that the
two events took place sequentially. First, the word order-based system changed
to an ergative case-marking system with a freer word order, which then in turn
became a marked-nominative system. Yet this is a highly speculative proposal,
which cannot be backed up by any historical records of the language. The ﬁrst
records on the Wappo language date back to the early twentieth century and
at this time the marked-nominative system was already established, as the ﬁrst
grammar by Radin (1929: 131) shows. Since doubt is cast on the classiﬁcation of
9 Dixon’s ‘O’ corresponds to ‘P’ in the terminology used here.
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Wappo being closely-related to the Yukian languages by Sawyer (1980), a compar-
ison with these languages to reconstruct earlier stages of Wappo will most likely
not help in solving the riddle of the origins of the Wappo marked-S system.
The former-ergative analysis is the most widespread line of historical explana-
tion for marked-nominative languages, yet there are a number of other explana-
tions that have been suggested in the literature. An overview of various possi-
ble historical scenarios for the rise of overt-nominative marking is provided by
König (2008: 178). She proposes for example a passive agent marker as another
possible source for an overt nominative marker. She suggests that Maa could be
a case of this scenario. This proposal is parallel to what has been suggested as the
origin of ergative markers for many languages. Anderson (1977) lists Polynesian
languages such as Tongan, Niuean and Samoan, Australian languages, such as
Walpiri, as well as Indo-European languages of the Indic and Iranian subgroups,
for which a passive origin of ergativity has been proposed. The parallel scenario
has not been widely discussed for marked-nominative languages so far – not to
mention the doubts which have been cast on this origin for ergative languages
(cf. for example Hindi as discussed by Butt & King 2004).
While the theories mentioned so far all search for the origin of the marked-
nominative within a prior stage of the case-system, there are other hypotheses
suggesting that overt nominative-marking might have originated from a diﬀer-
ent domain of grammar altogether. The ﬁrst such proposal sees the nominative
marker as a reanalyzed deﬁniteness marker, while another suggest an origin as a
topic-marker. The deﬁniteness origin is proposed for the Northern Lwoo langu-
ages Anywa, Päri, and Jur-Luwo by König (2008: 179). Note also that Reh (1996)
still analyzes the form under discussion in Anywa as a deﬁnite subject and does
not consider the system a fully-ﬂedged case-system. An origin as a topic-marker
is suggested for the marked-nominative of East Cushitic by Tosco (1994). He lists
two reasons for this assumption. First, subject-marking only occurs with deﬁnite
subjects in some of the East Cushitic languages, a feature he associates with top-
icality. Secondly, Tosco notes that nominative case-marking is not found with
focused subjects in many of the languages under investigation.
One critical point that has been ignored by all proponents of the historical ex-
planations of marked-S alignment is the immense rarity of this system. In other
words, if there are so many routes that lead to marked-S alignment, why are
there so fewmarked-S languages around?This point is especially problematic for
the ‘extended ergative’ theory put forward by Dixon (1994), since this approach
states a universal pressure for ergative-absolutive languages to become marked-
nominative – yet standard ergative-absolutive languages are far more numerous
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than marked-nominative languages. Maslova (2000: 312–313) suggests two rea-
sons why a linguistic structure might be rare on a worldwide scale. One reason
is that something is rare because there are hardly any ways in which a given lin-
guistic structure can arise – a situation that does not seem to hold for marked-S
coding given all the historical scenarios discussed above. The other possible rea-
son for cross-linguistic rarity is that even though a linguistic structure may arise
through a number of pathways, there are still more pathways leading away from
that structure. So once a system has come into existence, it will very quickly be
lost because it changes into yet another structure.
One example for such a rise and quick demise of marked-S alignment is Old
French. While the old Latin case-system was abandoned, traces of the Latin No-
minative remained, which were in fact the only traces of overt nominal inﬂection
on full NPs. Therefore nouns distinguish only two case-forms (5), the Nominative
form that is encoded with the suﬃx -s in most cases and the zero-coded Oblique
form comprising all non-subject functions (Detges 2009; Jespersen 1992 [1924]:
182).






















‘It is the dog whom the man bites.’
In contemporary French, the Nominative endings have been eliminated, mak-
ing the marked-nominative stage a transitional episode during the transfer from
case-marking to positional licensing of grammatical relations. Notably, this quick
episode of the marked-S coding-system in French did not come about by any of
the historical sources proposed in the literature, but simply by morphophonolog-
ical attrition. However, not all marked-S systems appear to be this short-lived.
Since this alignment system spreads over major branches of language families, as
in, e.g. Cushitic or the Yuman languages, marked-S appears to be a rather stable
system in these genealogical groupings.
1.5.3 Functional explanations
The second proposal to account for the existence of marked-S systems is based on
the range of functions individual case-forms have in a language. This approach
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reduces the impact of the formal marking of case-forms. As a consequence, a
diﬀerent sense of the term markedness is employed for marked-S languages by
König (2006, 2008). She distinguishes between what she calls Type 1 and Type 2
marked-nominative languages. Type 1 languages overtly code the S+A relation,
while using a zero-coded form for P. Type 2 languages on the other hand employ
overtly coded forms for all core relations, but the form employed for P is func-
tionally unmarked (i.e. it covers the wider range of functions). I will refer to the
two types as formally (Type 1) and functionally (Type 2) marked-S languages.
The formal and functional criteria for identifyingmarked-S languages coincide
in the majority of cases. In other words, most languages which overtly code
the S-case will employ the zero-case in a wider range of functions than the S-
case. And vice versa, the case which covers the widest range of functions in
a language will typically receive the least amount of overt coding. However,
there are some exceptions to both generalizations. As this study will show, the
overtly marked S-case sometimes covers all the functions one would expect of
a non-marked nominative – Maidu (Shipley 1964) is a prime example of this.
And conversely, even if a non-S-case has a wider range of functions, it will not
necessarily receive less overt marking than the S-case – this situation is found
for example in Wolaytta (Lamberti & Sottile 1997) or Gamo (Hompó 1990).
The formal approach is the more traditional way of characterizing marked-
S systems and is based on the presence or absence of overt formal marking of
the diﬀerent case relations. One short-coming of this approach is that it exclu-
sively focuses on the encoding of the S, A and P arguments. Other functions the
case-forms might have in the language under investigation are neglected. Those
other functions are, for example, the usage to mark attributive possessors, pred-
icate nominals or subjects of passive clauses. These other functions are taken
into consideration in the second approach of deﬁning marked-S systems – the
functional one. This approach takes other functions besides S, A and P marking
into account when identifying which case is the marked one and which is the
default case. This deﬁnition coincides with a slightly diﬀerent notion of marked-
S languages in which overt marking of the S relation and zero-coding of one
transitive relation is not a prerequisite. The functional deﬁnition of marked-S
languages also includes languages in which all of the core verbal arguments (S,
A, and P) are equally marked in terms of overt morphology, but the form used
for the grammatical relation including S is used in less functions than the case-
form used for the other core argument (P with nominative-accusative and Awith
ergative-absolutive alignment).
The functional view of marked-S alignment is advocated by König (2006). It
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is also the predominant take on this system by most scholars working on the
marked-S languages of Eastern Africa – although it is usually not explicitly phra-
sed. The special role attributed to the zero-coded form in these languages is
for example mirrored in the label chosen for this case-form, i.e. ‘absolute’ or
‘absolutive’, which recognizes its wider use than just encoding the P relation (cf.
Section 1.4).
This functional approach is put to the test within this study by examining the
range of functions the diﬀerent case-forms cover within marked-S languages. In
her formulation of the functional approach König states quite openly that the
accusative is “used with the widest range of functions” (2008: 138). However,
she does not explicitly deﬁne how this widest range of functions is to be mea-
sured. It appears that she is counting the number of diﬀerent functions a certain
case-form has, without distinguishing how peripheral or central to the grammar
a certain function is. Also, she does not clearly explain how she arrives at the list
of functions she is using in her comparison. One could, for example, argue that
subjects of mono- and ditransitive verbs constitute two separate functions.10 Fur-
thermore, certain verb classes are known to employ non-standard case-forms for
their subjects in many languages, e.g. so-called experiencer-subjects. Marking
the subject arguments of these verb classes could arguably be seen as separate
functions. As a result, the number of function an individual case-form has will
vary considerably for the same language depending on the initial set of functions
one considers.
Irrespective of this, there are two possible interpretations of the claim of func-
tional markedness of the S-case inmarked-S languages, and correspondingly two
hypotheses one could test. In what I call the weak version of the functional
markedness hypothesis, the widest range of functions is simply measured by
comparing the range of functions of the zero-case with the range of functions
of the S-case in a given language. In the strong version of the hypothesis the
range of functions of the zero-case is not only measured against the number of
functions of the S-case, but also against the combined number of functions of
every other case-form in the language. Of course, for languages with a two term
case-system both hypotheses make the same predictions. However, as König
(2008) notes, quite a number of the marked-S languages of Africa have a larger
inventory of case-forms. Also the marked-S languages of North-America have
somewhat more complex case-systems. In this study I will test both versions of
the functional markedness hypothesis – the weak one and the strong one.




Like the historical explanations of marked-S coding, the functional approach
does not directly address the cross-linguistic rarity of this alignment system.
However, there is a promising line of argumentation for the dispreference of
marked-S alignment within this approach. In what Mallinson & Blake (1981: 91–
93) label the ‘discriminatory theories’ of case, one would expect that the S ar-
gument – which does not need to be distinguished from any other argument –
will be encoded with the zero-coded case-form. Therefore the same form will be
employed for any transitive argument aligning with S. Using overt morphology
on the S argument – though there is no need for discriminating it from some
other argument and thus no need for overt marking – is a dispreferred strategy
and therefore should not be widely distributed among the world’s languages.
For similar reasons a number of other functions of a noun will be encoded with
the zero-coded form. When using a noun in the citation form (or other isolated
context), there is no need for distinguishing its argument role from some other
argument.
In addition to providing the more promising explanation for the rarity of mark-
ed-S languages, the functional approach also scores better in explaining marked-
absolutive languages. While for the historical approaches integration of the
marked-absolutive system into the explanation is either doubtful or excluded by
deﬁnition – as it is the case for the ‘extended ergative’ theory – no such restric-
tion exists for the functional approach. The zero-case is the one with the widest
range of functions and whether the S-case comprises an S+A or S+P relation is
irrelevant.
1.6 Implications for formal approaches to case-marking
As noted in Section 1.2, the unexpectedness of the marked-S system has been
expressed by Greenberg (1963), based on cross-linguistic observations. The gen-
eral tendency for the nominative and absolutive to be encoded with less overt
material has also been acknowledged by some formal linguists. The following
quote by Chomsky (1993) expresses the same observation as Greenberg’s gener-
alization (and extends it to the domain of verbal agreement).
The ‘active’ element (AgrS in nominative-accusative languages and AgrO
in ergative-absolutive languages) typically assigns a less-marked Case to
its Spec, which is higher on the extractability hierarchy, among other prop-
erties. It is natural to expect less-marked Case to be compensated (again, as
a tendency) by more-marked agreement (richer overt agreement with no-
minative and absolutive than with accusative and ergative). (Chomsky 1993:
10)
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Beyond this brief statement, marked-S languages are of no further relevance
for Chomsky’s theory, which when it comes to case is mostly concerned with
the underlying deep-structure relations. Not much room is dedicated to the ac-
tual surface case-forms which are generated in spell-out. However, there are
other formally-oriented linguistic paradigms for which marked-S languages are
of great relevance, since their existence poses a great challenge to the mecha-
nisms of case-assignment underlying these theories.
Already in early work on case-systems, the nominative had a special status
among the case-forms of the paradigm. This observation was often expressed by
noting that, strictly speaking, only nouns in the nominative case can be viewed
as nouns, while all other forms were just ‘cases of a noun’, i.e. they were not
considered to be nouns themselves. Sweet (1876: 24) for instance held the view
that all “oblique cases are really attribute-words.” Likewise, in modern linguistics
a strict division is often made between the nominative and all other cases. As a
result of this, some scholars treat the nominative (at least if zero-coded) as an non-
case altogether, as exempliﬁed in the following quotation; similar formulations
can be found in Aissen (1999, 2003) and de Hoop & Malchukov (2008: 566):
We assume that nominative (or absolutive) case is in fact a label for ‘no
case’: that is, we assume that the absence of special morphological marking
indicates the absence of case. (de Hoop & Narasimhan 2005: 322)
Evenwithout denying case status to it, the special status of the nominative case
is undisputed by theories of case. This special status is often referred to as it being
the ‘default’ or ‘elsewhere’ case. The elsewhere case is not restricted in its usage
by any conditions on its occurrence, unlike, for example, GermanDative subjects,
which have to be licensed by certain mental state verbs. Because of its principally
unrestricted usability, the nominative is the case that occurs in the widest range
of functions, which is exactly the property ascribed to the zero-accusative by the
functional approach to marked-nominative languages. As a consequence, some
theories run into trouble when confronted with marked-S languages, since the
default case nature of the nominative is hard-wired into their structure.
In some theories, the default status of the nominative is not only an underlying
assumption, but is actually built into the theory via a set of features or some
similar technical apparatus. The cases within the paradigm are speciﬁed with
respect to those abstract features. Notably, the default case is then analyzed as
the maximally underspeciﬁed case (i.e. the set of features characterizing it is
the empty set). Hence there are no restrictions on the occurrence of the default
case, which means it could theoretically occur in all contexts. The default case
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is, however, subject to the Elsewhere Principle (Kiparsky 1973). Thus if a given
contexts meets the feature speciﬁcation of another case-form, this more speciﬁc
case-form will be picked over the default case.
As an example I will discuss Lexical Decomposition Grammar (henceforward
LDG) in some detail and the diﬃculties arising due to the existence of marked-
S languages. LDG (Wunderlich 1997; Stiebels 2002) assigns the following under-




• Nominative/Absolutive : [ ]
Arguments are assigned case according to their theta-structure. The feature
[+hr] translates to ‘there is a higher role’, which means in order for an argument
to be assigned a case with this feature, there must be another argument that has
a higher role. Conversely, the [+lr] feature requires an argument bearing a lower
role necessary. The lexical entry of a verb can override the features speciﬁed
in theta-structure (Wunderlich & Lakämper 2001); however, for the moment we
will neglect this. The following example illustrates the case-assignment in LDG.
In (6) the theta-structure and semantic form of the verb ‘to see’ are given. The
lambda abstractors in the theta-structure generalize over the argument variables
of the verb – s being the situation (or event) variable, which is not relevant for
the argument structure – increasing from left to right with respect to how deeply
they are embedded into the semantic form of the verb. For each argument (i.e.
x and y in example (6)), there is a higher role if another argument is embedded
less deeply into the semantic form. Conversely, if there is an argument that is
embedded more deeply, a lower role exists.
(6) λx λy λs|         {z         }
theta-structure
fsee(x ;y)g(s)|          {z          }
semantic form
The argument positions in theta-structure are fully speciﬁed with respect to
their [hr] and [lr] features, thus they can be assigned both positive or negative
values for the respective features. Example (7) demonstrates the mechanism of
case-assignment to the arguments of a verb. In this process, a language assigns
the case-forms which are at disposal in its lexical case inventory to these fully
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speciﬁed argument positions. Contradictions between the feature speciﬁcations
of argument position and case-marker are not tolerated by the mechanism. For a
position for which the language ﬁnds no better matching feature speciﬁcation in
its case inventory, the maximally underspeciﬁed default case will be picked. No-
minative-accusative languages assign accusative case to the y arguments since its
speciﬁcation as [+hr] ﬁts into this argument slot. For the x argument no case with
matching features is found. Hence, the default nominative case is assigned. Con-
versely, ergative-absolutive languages have a matching candidate for the [+lr]
feature of the x arguments – the ergative case – but no other candidate than the






While the LDG approach neatly derives the case-assignment in standard nomi-
native-accusative and ergative-absolutive languages, the system is not as suitable
for marked-S languages. The default case is best described, not by the case func-
tions it covers, but by stating that it is used in all contexts in which all other
cases cannot be used. For the standard systems, this property is reﬂected in
the LDG feature speciﬁcation. In marked-S languages, the role of a default case
must be ascribed to the zero-case, since this is the case with the elsewhere dis-
tribution. Thus, the feature-values LDG proposes for accusative and ergative
case do not do justice to zero-accusatives or zero-ergatives found in marked-S
languages. Furthermore, if one adopts the LDG case feature speciﬁcations, one
would have to assume a correspondence between zero-exponence (no overt mor-
phology) and non-zero feature sets for the zero-accusative [+hr] or zero-ergative
[+lr]. And conversely, one would postulate a relation between overt exponence
and zero-feature speciﬁcation for the marked-nominative or marked-absolutive.
That leaves one with a ‘NO form to meaning’ relationship on the one hand and a
‘form to NOmeaning’ relationship on the other hand. This is a most unsatisfying
situation, which violates basic principles of morphological theory. In the con-
cluding part of this work, I will come back to this issue (Section 9.4). For now, I
just note that in addition to being typologically rare, marked-S languages do not




1.7 Domains of alignment
1.7.1 Beyond case-marking
The discussion of marked-S languages so far has exclusively focused on nomi-
nal case-marking. The labels nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive are
commonly employed to classify the system of case-marking on the noun phrase
(i.e. dependent-marking). However, the terms are also applied more generally
for any morphosyntactic device treating S like A or P, and thus including ver-
bal indexing (i.e. head-marking). In some instances, the terminology has even
been expanded to word order (Buth 1981; Andersen 1988). In addition, behavioral
properties have been used to characterize the alignment system(s) of a languages
(Bickel 2011), thereby extending the term alignment beyond coding-properties.
I will discuss these other domains of alignment – head-marking (Section 1.7.2),
word order (Section 1.7.3) and behavioral properties (Section 1.7.4) – and clarify
for all of these domains what the marked-S equivalent would look like. All of
these domains have some limitation with respect to the possibility of investigat-
ing the marked-S system in them. For nominal case-marking, some restrictions
exist as well. In the ﬁnal section (Section 1.7.5), I will state these limitations and
thus deﬁne the exact domain of this study on marked-S languages, namely, nom-
inal case-marking of full noun phrases.
1.7.2 Head-marking
For indexing the S+A (or S+P) arguments, overt morphological marking is the
norm cross-linguistically (if a language chooses to employ head-marking devices
at all); cf. the Chomsky (1993) quote at the beginning of Section 1.6. So for the
indexing-system of a language, it would be unusual to lack overt coding of the
S+A (or S+P) relation, and instead only indexing the P (or respectively A) ar-
gument. Thus, a system that overtly marks S arguments via verbal indexing is
actually the expected, and most common system (for languages that encode their
arguments on the verb at all). A system that would be comparable to marked-S
case-marking in terms of its unexpectedness accordingly would lack overt mark-
ing of S arguments on the verb, while indexing some other arguments. The head-
marking counterpart of marked-S would thus be more appropriately called ‘un-
marked-S’.
Just like the marked-S dependent-marking, its equivalent in head-marking ap-
pears to be rare typologically. Miestamo (2009) lists Khoekhoe as the only lan-
guage with verbal indexing for objects but not subjects, while there are three
languages with a marked-S case-system in his 50 languages world-wide sample.
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Drawing on the larger sample of theWorld Atlas of Language Structures (WALS),
when combining the data from the two chapters devoted to verbal person mark-
ing (Siewierska 2005a,c), there are 18 languages that have nominative-accusative
alignment in their verbal person marking while indexing only their P argument.
These languages stand against 192 languages marking either only the A or both
A and P arguments. In addition there are 3 languages with ergative-absolutive
alignment cross-refencing only their A argument, which are compeeting with 14
language marking either only P or both A and P arguments.11
However, except for the fact that marked-S case-marking and unmarked-S
indexing are both rare, there is no structural or logical reason to compare the
two structures. Including both phenomena into this study would even lead to
methodological restrictions. In Chapter 2, I will outline an approach to compar-
ing marked-S languages by means of a number of functions such as attributive
possessor or subject of positive and negative existential constructions; a num-
ber of these functions cannot be studied in indexing-systems. This is the case
for those structures which are below clause level or extra-syntactic, namely, at-
tributive possessors and the form of a noun used in citation or address. Further-
more, in some of the more complex constructions the comparison of case- and
agreement-marking languages is also problematic. In nominal predications, for
example, not all languages employ a construction that exhibits verbal agreement.
On the one hand, there are languages in which no overt verbal element at all is
employed in this context. Zero-copulas are in fact most common in nominal
predications and only occur in other types of non-verbal predications when also
found there (Stassen 1997: 62–65). Also, overt copulas are most likely to be ab-
sent in third person contexts (Stassen 1997: 65), which comprise clauses with full
noun phrases – the domain of this investigation. On the other hand, if a language
makes use of a copula in nominal predications, this copula might not behave like
other verbs in terms of agreement and other properties. Pustet (2003) notes the
tendency of copulas not to behave like verbs in terms of morphosyntax.
1.7.3 Word order
When extending the notion of marked-S to word order, ﬁrst of all, a few con-
siderations have to be made on how alignment systems can be translated into
the ordering of constituents. While word order is seen as an alternate means
11 The languages with the unmarked-S agreement system are ‖Ani, Anejom, Batak, Ijo, Indone-
sian, Kera, Khoekhoe, Kisi, Mupun, Nakanai, Noon, Palikur, Panyjima, Selknam, Sema, Tiguk,
Warao, and Yapese, for the nominative-accusative alignment, and Atayal, Chamorro and
Nadëb, with ergative-absolutive alignment. The total number of languages shared between
the two WALS maps is 378.
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to distinguish arguments on a par with case-marking and verbal indexing, the
notion of nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive word order is not com-
monly found in grammars. A reason for this might be that word order is thought
to be on the nominative-accusative basis almost without exceptions.12 However,
there are a few examples of languages for which an ergative word order has been
proposed. This is the case in Päri (Andersen 1988) – though only in main clauses
– and Luwo (Buth 1981), which have a SV+PVA word order.13
One complication in associating the diﬀerent types of alignment with speciﬁc
word orders is the inherently relational nature of this property. The ordering of
a speciﬁc argument can only be identiﬁed in relation to some other element. At
least three factors could be taken into account here. First, there is the ordering
of an argument with respect to another argument. This measure can obviously
only be applied in clauses with more than one argument. So this factor in itself
is not helpful for identifying nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive align-
ment in a language, since the S argument of intransitive clauses is not parallel
to the A or P argument in preceding or following the other argument. Secondly,
one can take into account the ordering of an argument with respect to the verb.
Two sub-criteria can be called upon here, strict ordering (i.e. precedes/follows
the verb) and direct adjacency to the verb. And ﬁnally one can classify the order-
ing of an argument with respect to clausal boundaries, i.e. whether it occurs at
initial position (or ﬁnal or any other salient position one might be interested in
investigating) of the clause.
In verb-medial languages, there is an overlap between these two last factors.
The argument that precedes the verb will also typically be in clause-initial posi-
tion and be directly adjacent to the verb (unless there are good reasons to assume
an intervening clause structure position). For these types of languages, position-
ing with respect to the verb and with respect to clausal boundaries will iden-
tify the same type of alignment system: nominative-accusative for the ordering
of SV+AVP or VS+PVA and ergative-absolutive for languages with SV+PVA or
VS+AVP word order. If both transitive arguments are positioned on the same
side of the verb, the two criteria identify diﬀerent alignment systems. Taking
the adjacency and positioning to the verb as the unit of measure, SV+APV langu-
ages are ergative-absolutive, but with respect to the clause initial position, they
are nominative-accusative. Also there is the theoretical possibility – though not
12 Cf. the debate on syntactic ergativity (Anderson 1976, 1977; Dixon 1994) and whether such a
phenomenon exists at all – though this debate is not restricted to word order.
13 In order to make the alignment systems that are to be identiﬁed through word order more
clear, I will consistently use the S, A, and P labels for the arguments, rather than employing
the traditional word order abbreviations such as SOV or SVO.
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attested and supposedly highly unlikely to be found – of a language where both
transitive arguments are found on the same side of the verb, but intransitive S
occurs on the other side. Here in the ordering with respect to the verb, S does not
align with either A or P, but in terms of verb-adjacency it behaves like whichever
transitive argument is adjacent to the verb.
In conclusion, the deﬁnition of nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive
word order is somewhat problematic for verb-initial and verb-ﬁnal languages.
Only if a language is verb medial can a distinction based on word order be made
between a nominative-accusative (SV+AVP/VS+PVA) and an ergative-absolutive
basis to the word order (SV+PVA/VS+AVP).
Furthermore, the notion ofmarked versus unmarked orderingmust be clariﬁed
for identifying the marked-S equivalent in word order. As noted earlier, when
deﬁning alignment systems, the ordering of the A and P argument with respect
to each other is not of much use. However, previous research on the ordering
of subject and object has revealed that subjects tend to precede objects in word
order. This might be a good starting point to identify the marked types of word
order. Like marked-S case-marking, languages with objects preceding subjects
are rare on a worldwide basis. This ﬁnding suggests that the straightforward
equivalent of a marked-nominative language would be a language in which the
object precedes the subject in the canonical word order.
The tendency of ordering A before P was already stated by Greenberg as the
ﬁrst universal of his seminal paper on word order:
In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant or-
der is almost always one in which the subject precedes the object. (Green-
berg 1963: 61)
This observation is, however, biased toward languages with nominative-ac-
cusative word order. Though this is the cross-linguistic norm, there are some
remarkable languages not conforming to the S+A vs. P word order, as discussed
above. Therefore, in ergative-absolutive languages the ‘marked’ status of the
object-precedes-subject ordering might be questionable, since the term ‘subject’
is not applicable for the A argument in a language exhibiting a syntactic S+P
pivot by grouping those two arguments together in terms of word order.
Greenberg’s observation on the ordering of A and P was conﬁrmed by large
scale studies. For example, Dryer (2005b) ﬁnds 1017 languages in his sample in
which the subject precedes the object, while only 39 have the subject following
the object (172 languages are listed as having no dominant order of S, O and
V). With this ﬁgure, one has to take into account that – as discussed above –
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not all of these languages will allow for a clear classiﬁcation of having either
nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive alignment in terms of word order.
Only verb-medial languages allow for an unambiguous classiﬁcation. Out of the
39 languages with O-S order in Dryer’s sample, there are nine verb-medial ones
(two of which – Päri and Mangarayi – will be discussed in this study due to the
marked-S properties in their case-marking systems).14
As with verbal indexing, there are no good reasons to enlarge the scope of this
study of marked-S languages to this domain. The two phenomena are diﬀerent
in nature, and as with head-marking, some of the contexts of interest for nom-
inal case-marking have no equivalent. In addition, the deﬁnition of alignment
systems based on the ordering of constituents should be put on ﬁrmer theoret-
ical ground, before attempting to do a uniﬁed study of any alignment system
through all domains. As a consequence, word order as a means of classifying
languages as marked-S will not be used within this study. However, there will
be some discussion of the word order of marked-S languages in Chapter 5, which
deals with information structure.
1.7.4 Behavioral properties
Traditionally, the overt coding of case and verbal agreement have featured promi-
nently in studies of alignment systems. Additionally, behavioral properties such
as relativization, equi-NP deletion, conjunction reduction or control/raising are
also possible factors in establishing the alignment systems of a language (Bickel
2011).
Studies of behavioral properties have shown that the typical subject arguments
often allow for behavior that cannot be found with other arguments. So one
deﬁnition of behavioral marked-S would be a language in which subjects (or
S+P pivots in ergative-absolutive languages) are more restricted in their behav-
ior than non-subjects. For the domain of relativization, for example, it has been
shown that subjects are the most widely relativizable elements across languages.
Further, languages that allow for other types of relativization must also allow
subjects to be relativized (Keenan & Comrie 1977). All proposed counterexam-
ples to this so-called ‘Accessibility Hierarchy’ have not touched upon the special
status of subjects, but rather made amendments to the non-subject part of the
hierarchy. So, there do not seem to be any cases of ‘marked-S relativization’.
14 The remaining seven languages with marked-S word order are: Asuriní, Cubeo, Hixkarayana,
Selknam, Tiriyo, and Ungarinji. These languages could be considered marked-S word order
languages, unless they are revealed to be instances of ergative word order like Päri.
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It may well be that there are other interesting behavioral properties of marked-
S languages, but their investigation requires an extensive description of these top-
ics in a grammar. Hardly any of the materials available on marked-S languages
provide such an in-depth discussion of these issues.
1.7.5 The domain of investigation
For the reasons listed above, I concentrate on marked-S as a phenomenon in the
domain of nominal case. I adopt the broad deﬁnition of case as given by Bickel
& Nichols (2009), which includes all instances of morphological case-marking
(aﬃxes, stem change, tone, clitics) and also adpositional marking rather than
only case-marking via inﬂectional aﬃxes. Furthermore, it is case-marking of full
noun phrases (NPs) rather than pronominals which is the focus of this survey.
The reasons for this restriction are the following:
First of all, formal zero vs. overt coding is usually easier to identify for full
NPs. The pronominal system of a language often consists of two or more sets of
pronouns for the individual cases which are not historically related to each other
(or such a relationmight be blurred through language change). In these cases, the
identiﬁcation of the zero-coded vs. the overtly coded form of a pronoun either
in terms of non-aﬃxed vs. aﬃxed form, or underived vs. derived form, cannot
be performed easily and uncontroversially.
Secondly, not all languages make ready use of pronominal arguments. A large
number of languages (so-called ‘pro-drop’ languages) will not overtly realize
pronominal arguments in many instances. Moreover, if the pronoun is expressed
in one of these languages, then the pronominal element will bear some special
discourse status, such as expressing a contrast (either against the expectations
of the listener, or to highlight a change in participants). Such contrastive con-
texts are an important part of this study. However, they have to be compared to
contexts with a neutral information structure, in which often no overt pronouns
occur at all. Therefore, overt pronominals as the element most prone not to be
neutral with respect to their information structure are not the ideal domain for
this investigation.
Finally, the pronominal and the nominal systems of a language sometimes
behave diﬀerently in terms of their alignment. Split alignments along the so-
called Silverstein Hierarchy, which have long been noted for ergative-absolutive
languages (Silverstein 1976; Dixon 1994) are also found in marked-S languages
(Handschuh 2008, 2014). A discussion of all alignment splits found with marked-




Instead of lumping together the categories of pronominal and nominal case-
marking, full NPs have been selected for this study. Unavoidably, some of the
examples presented do contain pronouns, but this is only done when the de-
scription of the language makes it clear the behavior of pronouns and full NPs
is identical for the feature under investigation. Wherever possible, examples are
chosen where the relevant item is a full noun phrase.
1.8 Outlook
In the remainder of this study, an in-depth investigation of marked-S coding-
systems will be provided as found in the case-marking system of full noun phra-
ses. The next chapter will present the methodology of this investigation. This
methodology is based on the notion of micro-alignment. That is the notion
that the alignment system of a language can be established in a large number
of contexts, and that in fact the alignments regularly diﬀer between these con-
texts within one and the same language. This phenomenon is often referred to
as split alignment. Part two (Chapter 3–7) comprises the discussion of the con-
texts selected for this investigation (these will be introduced in the next chap-
ter) and demonstrates the strategies employed by marked-S languages to encode
these contexts. Based on these data, I will investigate how uniform or diverse the
marked-S languages are. Special emphasis will be put on systematic patterns aris-
ing in term of genealogically or areally deﬁned groups of languages (Chapter 8).
Finally, I will conclude this survey in discussing the validity of the ﬁndings, the
overall applicability of the methodology, the implications for theoretical linguis-




The functional approach to marked-S coding (König 2006, 2008) claims that the
zero-case will have a wider distribution than the S-case in every language. How-
ever, measuring the distribution of case-forms in such a way as to be compara-
ble across languages is not a trivial enterprise. A number of factors have to be
taken into account. In this chapter, I discuss these diﬀerent factors and develop
a methodology for measuring these distributions.
Traditionally, typological work on alignment systems has always considered
languages in a more ﬁnely-grained manner than simply to state that language
X has, for example, nominative-accusative alignment. Rather than classifying
languages as a whole as belonging to type A or B, a large part of the typologi-
cal literature has been focused on the investigation of the alignment in speciﬁc
domains of the grammar. Central to this take on alignment are languages with
a so-called split alignment-system – i.e. languages employing diﬀerent align-
ments in diﬀerent parts of their grammar. This study follows the spirit of such
approaches, which are discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.
The methodology of this study is outlined in the subsequent sections. Several
meta-linguistic contexts are deﬁned for which the case-realization in the individ-
ual marked-S languages is investigated (Section 2.3). These contexts constitute
possible split-up points for alignment, such that a language will use one case-
form to encode an S-like argument in one context but a diﬀerent case-form in the
next context. The contexts that turned out to be most interesting are discussed in
depth in separate chapters. These contexts are introduced in Section 2.4. Further,
there are various types of splits found only in a small number of languages in
my sample – in most cases only in a single language. These idiosyncratic splits
will be presented in Section 2.5.
Finally, I will look at the usage-based factors that inﬂuence the distribution
of zero-case and S-case (Section 2.6). These factors have not been dealt with in
previous studies on marked-S alignment. However, without taking the actual
overall usage of the case-form into account – as measured, for example, through
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textual frequencies – any claim about the distribution of S-case and zero-case can
only be of preliminary nature. The lack of well-designed corpora for marked-S
languages prevents me from doing a quantitative analysis of usage-based factors.
Therefore, I will discuss the inﬂuence of such factors only from a qualitative point
of view.
2.2 Split alignment
The standard method for identifying alignment systems is to compare the mor-
phosyntactic treatment of the S argument of intransitive verbs with the A and
P arguments of transitive verbs. In the previous chapter, it has been discussed
how on this basis the basic types of nominative-accusative and ergative-absolu-
tive alignment are distinguished (Section 1.1). However, it has long been noted
that the classiﬁcation of a languages as a whole as being ergative-absolutive or
nominative-accusative is problematic.
[…] it is rather misleading to speak of ergative languages, as opposed to no-
minative-accusative languages, since we have seen that it is possible for one
phenomenon in a language to be controlled on an ergative-absolutive basis
while another phenomenon in the same language is controlled on a nomina-
tive-accusative basis. Thus one should ask rather to what extent a language
is ergative-absolutive or nominative-accusative, or, more speciﬁcally, which
constructions in a particular language operate on the one basis and which
on the other. (Comrie 1978: 350–351)
The prototypical kind of languages not having a uniform alignment through-
out are languages exhibiting so-called ‘split ergativity’. As the terminology sug-
gests, this phenomenon has most prominently been studied for languages of a
basically ergative type (cf. Silverstein 1976; Dixon 1994). As a more general term,
I will use the term split alignment system for all cases in which two diﬀerent
alignment systems are employed in two domains of a grammar. Diﬀerences in
coding will also be subsumed in this analysis of splits, since, strictly speaking,
marked-nominative and marked-absolutive systems are coding variants of the
basic nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive alignment types.
Several observations have been made about split ergative languages. First,
splits in the alignment system seem to occur in a limited set of grammatical
domains (Dixon 1994). Most frequent are splits along the line of some kind of a
nominal prominence hierarchy and splits based on temporal or aspectual infor-
mation of the clause. Second , the ergative pattern is in most cases found on the
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same side of those splits, namely in themore salient part of the nominal hierarchy
(Silverstein 1976) and in the past tense/perfective aspect (Malchukov 2014). The
view that one side of a hierarchy is uniformly associated with the same type of
alignment system across languages has recently been challenged (Bickel 2008a).
Third, it has been observed that hardly any overlap is found between those two
splits, i.e. when a language has a split along the nominal hierarchy, it will not
have a tense/aspect split, and vice versa (Trask 1979).
Examples of the NP split ergative system can be found in many Australian lan-
guages. In Dyirbal (Dixon 1972) Accusative case (which is overtly coded) is distin-
guished from (zero-coded) Nominative for ﬁrst and second person pronouns. All
other nominals (i.e. third person pronouns, proper names and common nouns)
show a distinction between (overtly coded) Ergative forms and (zero-coded) Ab-
solutives. Splits based on tense, aspect, or modality of the clause are attested in
the Indo-Aryan languages and in Georgian (see Malchukov (2014) for a discus-
sion of splits of this type). In Section 2.5, I will discuss the extent to which the
split systems in marked-S languages behave in the same way as classical split-
ergative languages.
2.3 Micro-alignment
The goal of this study is to provide an in-depth view of the marked-S system
that goes beyond the encoding of the primitive S, A, and P. Instead, I will sur-
vey a variety of grammatical domains with respect to which case-forms are em-
ployed. Ultimately, this study aims to test the claim that in marked-S languages
the zero-coded form of a noun has a wider range of functions than the overtly
coded S-case (König 2006). So, instead of determining alignment by consider-
ing three diﬀerent possible occurrences of case-marking (the well-known S/A/P
trinity of alignment), I will look at fourteen possible diﬀerent contexts in which
case-marking can occur. The focus is on areas of grammar that are coded by the
S-case in typical languages of the standard nominative-accusative or ergative-
absolutive kind. The contexts deﬁne the possible split-up points for alignment.
The larger the number of contexts one considers, the more room there is for
cross-linguistic variation. Compared with broad classiﬁcations of languages as
nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive, this approach studies alignment
on a microscopic level. Hence, I call this take on alignment micro-alignment.
Various current typological approaches are attending to ever ﬁner-grained dis-
tinctions between languages. For example, Bickel (2007) proposes a multivariate
approach to language typology that aims at more precisely quantifying how dif-
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ferent individual languages are. This approach is employed for the domain of
grammatical relations by Witzlack-Makarevich (2011). A ﬁne-grained classiﬁca-
tion of the linguistic structures under investigation is vital for such quantitative
work.
When doing language typology, one has to consider the important issue how
the data from diﬀerent languages can be compared at all. The need for a tertium
comparationis has been highlighted in many works. Seiler (2000: 28–19) criti-
cizes the practice of choosing an individual language as the unit of measure to
compare other languages against. Furthermore, he agrees with earlier scholars,
such as Heger (1990/91), that the tertium comparationis should also not be taken
from beyond the domain of language activity. Wierzbicka (1995: 185) argues
that meaning is the only possible source a tertium comparationis can be derived
from since linguistic form and structure diﬀer among individual languages. Croft
(2003: 13–14) discusses the common practice in typological research of choosing
a semantic deﬁnition of the domain to be investigated (at least for typological
research that is concerned with morphosyntactic structures). He notes that the
traditional notion of semantics is too narrow to subsume all relevant aspects and
thus includes pragmatic structures into the domain from which means of com-
parison can be drawn. A similar stance is taken by Haspelmath (2010), who notes
that comparison across languages should not be done on the basis of grammati-
cal categories, since these are of language-speciﬁc nature. He suggests that one
should rather resort to ‘comparative concepts’, which are not language-speciﬁc
but speciﬁcally deﬁned as a cross-linguistic means of comparison.
The methodology underlying this study is visualized in Figure 2.1. The distinc-
tion between language-speciﬁc categories and comparative concepts is captured
on the horizontal axis – the left side being dedicated to language-speciﬁc cate-
gories, while metalinguistic comparative concepts are to be found on the right
side of the ﬁgure. The term surface on top of the left-hand side of the ﬁgure is
not to be understood in opposition to any deep structure level. Case-forms or
constructions that one wants to postulate for a given language must be identiﬁ-
able on the surface level. However, whether they are directly mapped from the
language-independent conceptual level or from a language-speciﬁc deep struc-
ture representation (which in turn receives its information from the conceptual
level) is not relevant here. For this approach I assume at least these two levels, the
conceptual level, which is employed to make comparisons across languages pos-
sible, and the surface level, which reﬂects the observable data from a language.
An additional language-speciﬁc level that comprises an underlying representa-






































































































Figure 2.1: Cross-linguistic comparison of case-forms based on the contexts of
use
Another aspect depicted in the ﬁgure is the level of granularity of the elements
considered; granularity increases from top to bottom. The left side of the graph
consists of two elements: case and construction. Case refers to a speciﬁc case
in a given language, e.g. the German Dative, the Latin Ablative or the Finnish
Partitive. A construction in the sense used here is a linguistic entity roughly
corresponding to a clause. The notion of construction is deﬁned more narrowly
than in Construction Grammar (Goldberg 2006: 18) where constructions go “all
the way down” and up. While in Construction Grammar individual case-forms
are considered to be constructions as well, in my deﬁnition, constructions are
larger entities. A typical construction in my view is a predication and thus takes
at least one argument. Note, however, that not all contexts I discuss in this work
easily fall under this deﬁnition, namely, the extra-syntactic forms of citation and
address. A use of the notion construction similar to mine can be found in de-
scriptive grammars, where labels such as ‘copula construction’, ‘existential con-
struction’ or ‘locational construction’ are used for language-speciﬁc ways of ex-
pressing a certain meaning. For example, the most commonly used existential
construction in English is the ‘there is an X’ construction. Nominals marked in
a given case-form constitute a part of a construction, i.e. cases are elements of
constructions.
On the right side of Figure 2.1 the topmost concept are roles, which are el-
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ements of the larger meta-linguistic contexts. The notion of role is quite fa-
miliar from works such as Fillmore’s 1968 ‘case roles’ or the ‘semantic/thema-
tic/θ -’ roles of other schools of linguistics. No consensual term has yet been
established for what I have labeled context here. Labels such as ‘meaning’, ‘func-
tion’ or ‘sense’ could be employed as well. This level of representation is meant
to represent some larger chunk of meaning that can have varying levels of ab-
stractness. Semantic forms along the lines of Dowty (1991) are a way to envis-
age this level of representation, as in: 9e[kissinд(e) & Aдent   o f (John;e) &
Patient  o f (Mary;e)]. However, these can be paired with additional contextual
information like the discourse properties of a given role within the speciﬁc con-
textual occurrence (like: “mono-transitive verb whose A is a contrastive topic”).
The double-headed arrows connecting the language-independent conceptual
level with the language-speciﬁc surface level represent the relation between the
two sides in a given language. The correspondences between the two sides can
be manifold (one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many). A given
context might be expressed by only a single construction in a language, but for
another context (or in another language) there can be multiple constructions en-
coding the same meaning. Conversely, a language may use a construction to
encode a whole array of contexts or it might have a construction that is exclu-
sively used for encoding a speciﬁc context. 1
In Figure 2.2 themapping between a number of contexts to individual construc-
tions in English and German is illustrated. English has a speciﬁc construction for
contexts A, B, and F while C, D, and E are all encoded by the same construction.
German on the other hand uses one construction for contexts B, C, and D, while
individual constructions are employed for A, E and F. For E even two diﬀerent
constructions are used.
English and German already diﬀer notably with respect to the mapping of con-
texts and constructions. The diﬀerence between the languages is also apparent
when considering the case-forms employed in the constructions. English uses
Accusative case for the only role in context A and B as well as for the patient
role in context F. All other roles are in the Nominative case. In German, the Ac-
cusative is used for the only role in context A and in one of the constructions to
express context E. In the other construction expressing E, this role is encoded by
Dative case. The patient role in context F is encoded in the Accusative again, and
every other role in the contexts listed is in the Nominative.
1 During the ﬁnal stage of production, Eitan Grossman pointed out to me that a very similar
idea is presented in Frajzyngier & Shay (2003). I was not aware of this work previously and
the production schedule does not permit me to review this work here in any detail.
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English
constructions







































Figure 2.2: Mapping between contexts and constructions in English and German
2.4 Contexts of investigation
For this study, I have selected a number of contexts which contain roles typically
encoded by the unmarked nominative/absolutive case in non-marked-S langua-
ges. Of course there is variation in the encoding of diﬀerent roles between the
languages of the standard nominative-accusative as well. However, in a small
test sample of non-marked-S languages all the roles studied here have indeed
been encoded with the nominative case in the majority of the languages. 2 For
each context one or more constructions will be discussed that are used to express
the context in each language. Special attention is given to the case-marking em-
ployed in these constructions. The full discussion of all data will be presented in
2 The test sample has not been of any representative size, however, the languages have been
chosen in order to represent diﬀerent genera. The following languages have been included:
German, Finnish, Turkish, Japanese, Maori and Kanuri.
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the following ﬁve chapters. Here I will introduce the contexts which have been
selected for this survey. A more detailed discussion is provided in the chapters
dedicated to a certain context.
For each language data on the encoding of prototypical transitive and intran-
sitive clauses have been collected (i.e. the traditional marking of S, A and P). In
addition, the following contexts have been investigated:
• subject of nominal predication
• predicate nominal
• subject of positive existential predication
• subject of negative existential predication
• subject of locational predication
• emphatic subject3
• subject of dependent clauses (more precisely: relative, adverbial and com-
plement clauses)
• subject of valency-decreasing operations
• attributive possessor
• noun in citation form
• noun used for addressing someone
The term subject used here is short hand for the argument that would be en-
coded with a nominative case in an ordinary nominative-accusative language.
For each context a more speciﬁc deﬁnition is provided in the chapter it is treated
in. Subjects of nominal predication and nominal predicates are discussed in Chap-
ter 3. Chapter 4 deals with subjects of positive and negative existential and loca-
tional predications. Subjects marked as having a speciﬁc role in the discourse (re-
ferred to as emphatic subjects) are dealt with in Chapter 5. Subjects of valency-
decreasing (passives, antipassives) and subordinate clauses are subsumed under
non-basic clause-types, discussed in Chapter 6. And ﬁnally a number of contexts
3 The term emphatic, which is used in the same way in many grammars, refers to an argument
that receives a certain amount of highlighting in the given context. Typical examples of this
are focused arguments and contrastive topics.
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that are below clause level (attributive possessors) or extra-syntactic altogether
(citation, address) are investigated in Chapter 7.
Unfortunately, the information on the encoding of all contexts is not available
for every language of the sample. I have included data as far as it is available,
with the result that some languages will only be discussed for a small number
of contexts. Those languages described in less detail are not very useful for the
typological and statistical analysis. However, since the data are still informative
for the more descriptive discussion, I have nonetheless included them. An in-
depth statistical analysis will be presented in Chapter 8 for a smaller sample of
languages for which I have suﬃcient data.
2.5 Incidental splits
2.5.1 Contexts versus other splits
The contexts listed in the previous section are set up in order to investigate dif-
ferent types of alignment (and also diﬀerent coding systems) that may exist in
a language. As noted already, not all splits encountered in marked-S languages
– let alone the world’s languages – are mirrored in this set of contexts I have
picked for more detailed investigation. This section discusses the residual splits
that will not be taken into account in the chapters to follow.
While it would in principle be possible to deﬁne the contexts listed in Sec-
tion 2.4 above in such a way that all splits are covered by them, this would radi-
cally increase the number of contexts surveyed. Therefore I decided to take only
those splits into account that regularly show up in the marked-S languages of
my sample. It is of course a matter of debate how to assess whether something
shows up regularly. I have made this decision on a somewhat impressionistic
basis rather than taking any hard arithmetic criterion, because of the limited
amount of information that could be gathered from grammars for some contexts.
Otherwise, a number of splits would have had to be discarded even though they
show up quite frequently in the small number of languages. Another factor lead-
ing to the inclusion of a context is the applicability of a domain across the sample
(e.g. excluding splits between genders, which are not applicable for languages
without a grammatical category of gender).
In the following three subsections, I will discuss all the types of split mark-
ing found in marked-S languages that are glossed over in the remainder of this
study. These are splits based on the semantics of the case-marked noun phrase
(Section 2.5.2), the semantics of the verb (Section 2.5.3), and splits conditioned
by morphophonological properties of the noun or noun phrase (Section 2.5.4).
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2.5.2 Splits based on the semantics of the noun phrase
The classical examples of split ergative languages discussed by Silverstein (1976)
are splits between pronoun and full NPs or within the diﬀerent persons of the
pronominal system. This type of split is also found in languages of the marked-
S type, for example in Oirata. This language marks ﬁrst and second person pro-
nouns functioning as S or A arguments of the verb by the Nominative suﬃx -te
(1). Third person referents (whether expressed by demonstratives – proper 3rd
person pronouns do not exist – or full NPs) receive no case-marking in either S,
A or P function (2). Thus there is a split marked-S system with marked-S coding
(i.e. a subtype of nominative-accusative alignment) for ﬁrst and second person
and neutral alignment for all elements lower on the referential hierarchy.























‘I fell out of the tree.’
















‘The dogi saw mej and ;i left.’
Other marked-S splits on the nominal hierarchy can be found in K’abeena
of the Cushitic language family (Crass 2005) and the Nilotic language Datooga
(Kiessling 2007). A more detailed discussion of marked-S splits along the nomi-
nal hierarchy and their implications for the theoretical analysis of split marking
in general can be found in Handschuh (2008, 2014).
Another domain of nominal semantics that has been noted to aﬀect the align-
ment system is in the gender system of a language (or of nominal inﬂection
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classes in general). The Neuter nouns of several Indo-European language (like
German and Russian) are known for notoriously conﬂating their Nominative
and Accusative case-forms. Looking at these systems from a split alignment per-
spective one could describe them as having nominative-accusative alignment for
some nouns (e.g. thosewithmasculine gender) and neutral alignment for another
class of nouns (neuter nouns). Gender-based splits in marked-S languages which
look similar to the Indo-European situation can be found in some Cushitic lan-
guages (Sasse 1984). This is for example the case in Qafar (Hayward 1998) where
only masculine nouns have marked forms for S+A function versus zero-coded P
function. All other genders do not distinguish these two cases.
Another – more complex – instance of gender-based splits is exhibited by
the Australian language Mangarayi (Merlan 1989). In each of the three genders
(Masculine, Feminine and Neuter), a diﬀerent alignment or coding system is em-
ployed. While Feminine nouns use a standard type of nominative-accusative
system (3), Masculine nouns are of the marked-nominative type (4) and Neuter
nouns are ergative-absolutive (5). 4























‘They taught the woman language.’







‘The man was hanging in the tree.’
4 Of particular historical interest is the fact that the Ergative marker of Neuter nouns is the same
form as the Nominative found with Masculine nouns. There seems to be a clear diachronic
relation between these two alignment systems. However, the exact historical scenario (either
the Ergative extended its domain to Masculine nouns, or the Nominative ceased to be used
for S arguments that were Neuters) has not been established so far. Also, the tendency for
Neuter nouns in some contexts to receive overt case-marking even as S arguments can be












‘I found the man.’




















‘Dust buried (i.e. blew into) my eye.’
2.5.3 Splits based on the semantics of the verb
Another domain in which languages might have multiple alignments in diﬀerent
categories of their grammar is verbal semantics. Splits in the domain of intran-
sitive subjects which are based on the semantics of the verb are often viewed as
a form of split ergativity (Dixon 1994: 70–83). This phenomenon is also known
under the name of stative-active, split-S/ﬂuid-S or semantic alignment. More
generally, it has been recognized that most languages have diﬀerent alignment
patterns that are found with speciﬁc classes of verbs or even individual verbs –
be they intransitive, monotransitive or ditransitive. In her survey of the world-
wide distribution of stative-active languages, Nichols (2008), for example, uses
a quantitative approach to identifying alignment systems. Only if a certain pro-
portion of verbs in a language uses the same alignment pattern does she refer to
this language as being of that alignment type.
In Nias, an Austronesian language of Indonesia, some types of verbs show spe-
ciﬁc alignment patterns. Mental state verbs take both of their arguments – the
one in experiencer role as well as the one in stimulus role – in the Mutated (i.e.
absolutive) form of a noun (6a). Change of state verbs exhibit another special
case frame: the participant undergoing the change is in the Mutated form while
the target of change is in the Unmutated (i.e. zero-coded) form of a noun (6b).
Since most other marked-S languages do not exhibit any diﬀerences in alignment
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between diﬀerent semantic classes of verbs, this domain – although a very inter-
esting one – will not be treated further in this study. For Nias, verbs of the types
exempliﬁed in (7) are used for the further typological comparison.
(6) Nias (Sundic, Western Malayo Polynesian, Austronesian; Sumatra, Indone-
















‘The water changed into ice.’






















‘The Dutch have often tried to plant potatoes in Nias.’
Another factor which falls under the heading of verbal semantics involves
splits based on the tense/mood/aspect properties of the clause. Though these
splits are commonly observed for ergative-absolutive languages, no straightfor-
ward example of a TAM-based split has been found for marked-S languages. Ur-
ban (1985) proposes an analysis of Shokleng (Gê) that suggests marked-nomina-
tive coding for stative aspect and ergative-absolutive alignment for dynamic as-
pect, but his data are rather controversial. In particular, the question whether the
elements discussed by him should be considered case-marking at all – or rather
as some kind of resumptive pronouns – remains to be answered conclusively.
2.5.4 Splits based on morphophonological factors
A ﬁnal factor that can lead to the absence of case-marking in a predictable con-
text is morphophonology – though this is usually not viewed as a form of split
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case-marking. If the segment(s) that a case-marker consists of are deleted in a cer-
tain phonological environment, any host (noun or other case-marked element)
meeting these requirements will be lacking this case-marking even in a context
where it usually would be assigned this case by the construction it is used in. This
situation holds in Cocopa where according to Crawford (1966: 104) the subject-
marker -c “is not usually attached to a noun ending in more than one consonant
or in /ṭ/.” Also in Nias the process of nominal mutation is not visible on all nouns.
Nominal mutation is straightforward with vowel initial nouns and those begin-
ning in a voiceless obstruent. Other segments do not (or do not always) undergo
this process (Brown 2001: 69). Considering that voiceless consonants become
voiced through the process of nominal mutation, the most likely explanation for
such a ‘split’ is a morphophonological one, namely that those segments cannot
receive any more voicing and thus do not undergo any visible transformation
between the Unmutated and Mutated form. I will ignore such ‘apparent’ splits
in the remainder of this study.
2.6 Usage-based factors
2.6.1 Frequency
After investigating the ways in which the grammar of a language can inﬂuence
the overall use of the diﬀerent case-forms, I will now turn to language usage.
In studies of marked-S languages, the main focus has been on grammar-based
factors, and the present study is no exception. However, usage-based factors can
strongly inﬂuence the distribution of the case-forms in actual language data.
For the present study, ‘usage-based factors’ basically is equated to ‘textual fre-
quency of the individual case-forms’. This factor is strongly inﬂuenced by the pos-
sibility of a language to omit overt arguments (and the use the language makes of
this possibility) and the optionality or non-optionality of the overt case-markers.
These two aspects of usage frequency will be discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.6.2 and Section 2.6.3 respectively. First, however, I will address the topic
of textual frequencies and how it is relevant for the present study from a more
general point of view.
Zipf (1935: 38) prominently noted “that the length of a word tends to bear an
inverse relationship to its relative frequency.” While this observation refers to a
language’s vocabulary in its totality, it can also be applied to the paradigmatic
structure of individual words, such as the diﬀerent case-forms of a noun. An
observation which more speciﬁcally addresses the relation between frequency
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and the length of morphological forms (of the same word) was made by Fenk-
Oczlon (2001) – among numerous other frequency eﬀects she postulates:
So we may say that relatively independent of its degree of markedness, that
which is more frequent because of its natural salience and/or cultural im-
portance: […] is encoded in shorter morphological form (Fenk-Oczlon 2001:
435)
Translated into the domain of case-marking this means that a case-formwhich
does not employ overt morphological marking should be more frequent than
case-forms which bear overt coding. For marked-S languages this can be broken
down to the formula: zero-case is more frequent than S-case. This prediction
in principle goes in the same direction as the functional approach to marked-S,
though it proposes a completely diﬀerent direction for research. While a case-
form might be used in a wider number of functions throughout the grammar
(because it covers a larger set of roles and/or appears in a larger number of con-
structions), this does not have to be reﬂected in any kind of usage frequency
eﬀect. A case-form that appears in a large number of marginal constructions
might still be signiﬁcantly less frequent than a case-form that is employed in the
most widely used construction. So the survey of the grammar of a language and
the contexts where case-forms are used does not necessarily give any insights
into usage frequencies.
In order to get informative results on the usage frequencies of individual case-
forms one would need extensive corpora with data from a wide variety of dif-
ferent genres (narratives, spoken discourse etc.). Statistically meaningful com-
parison across languages can only be achieved when the types of data used in
the analysis are comparable across languages. Otherwise the results cannot be
interpreted. If, for example, one compares languages A and B and the data for
language A comprise naturalistic examples from spoken discourse but language
B is only represented through elicited narratives, one runs into severe problems.
In this constellation any diﬀerences arising between languages A and B could
either be due to a diﬀerences between the languages studied or due to the diﬀer-
ent types of data. For a discussion on how representativeness in corpora can be
achieved see Biber (1990, 1993) and McEnery et al. (2006: 13–21).
Unfortunately the situation is such that for most of the languages from my
sample data of the nature described above are not accessible or do not exist at
all. Setting up corpora for twenty or so languages – for most of which quite an
amount of data would have to be gathered in the ﬁrst place – is certainly beyond
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the scope of this work. Therefore, as regrettable as it is, a frequency-based study
of marked-S systems is precluded from this study.
As just pointed out, it is absolutely necessary to have extensive, reliable and
balanced data from actual language use in order to make any strong claims about
the distribution of certain forms in a language. However, this does not mean that
the usage data of a language are completely detached from its grammar. The
grammar of a language can specify a number of parameters which will strongly
inﬂuence language usage. The parameters in question here are the ones which
determine what can and cannot be left out (and under which circumstances) in a
language. With regard to marked-S languages, and more speciﬁcally with regard
to the range of usage of the zero- and S-case-forms, this boils down to two fac-
tors, which are discussed in the following sections. First, can core arguments be
omitted? And second, is the use of the overt markers of core arguments optional
in the language? If a language allows for any of these possibilities, the question
arises, how frequently speakers make use of these possibilities, and what are the
factors that inﬂuence the choice between omission and occurrence of the marker.
2.6.2 Omission of arguments
The tendency to leave out arguments that are required by a verb’s semantic pro-
ﬁle has long been noted for a number of languages of otherwise completely dif-
ferent typological proﬁles. Gilligan (1987: 131–132) ﬁnds that in his genealogically
balanced sample of 100 languages around 80% allow the omission of topical sub-
jects. In addition, at least one third of the languages allow for non-topical subjects
to be omitted as well. This phenomenon is often referred to as ‘pro-drop’, a term
that is prevalently used for the phenomenon of subject omission – especially by
linguists of a more formal persuasion – but has been extended to the domain of
object omission by at least some scholars (e.g. Rizzi 1986).
Many languages allow for the omission of overt NPs if they can be understood
from the context, and indeed speakers of such languages make wide use of this.
Since subjects are typically highly topical, and subject NPs are especially prone to
lacking overt realization. This suggests that the actual textual frequency of overt
subjects (and thus S-case-marked NPs) will be lower than the frequency of overt
objects. For the reasons listed above, a corpus analysis supporting the fact that
subject NPs are omitted signiﬁcantly more often than object NPs inmarked-S lan-
guages will have to wait until representative corpora for the languages studied
will be available. At the current stage, I can only give an impressionistic evalua-




Most of the languages under investigation here allow for the possibility of
omitting arguments in actual speech. This is especially obvious where collected
texts are available. In cases in which the author of a grammar used mainly nat-
uralistic data for illustration instead of elicited examples, this has even led to
the situation that hardly any examples could be found of a given construction
to illustrate the nominal case-marker for the purpose of this study. Transitive
subjects expressed by overt nominals were the hardest to ﬁnd throughout all lan-
guages surveyed. This again hints at a lower frequency of S-case-marked forms,
at least in the languages of the marked-nominative type. For Nias, overt transi-
tive subjects were particularly hard to ﬁnd. This should lead to a lower ﬁgure for
the zero-coded Unmutated (Ergative) in textual counts, resulting in a situation in
which the overtly codedMutated form of the noun (the absolutive) could actually
be the most frequent case-form in a corpus.
2.6.3 Optional case-marking
A ﬁnal factor inﬂuencing the frequency of each case-form is the optionality of
case-marking. In some situations, an overt marker is employed only occasionally
to mark the subject relation, while in other instances the marker is absent from
an NP in the very same role. This is the case for quite a number of marked-S lan-
guages. These will brieﬂy be discussed in this section. The reasons usually listed
for this behavior are often related to need to distinguish between diﬀerent partic-
ipants and their relevant roles in a given situation. However, these explanations
are rather tentative, for the most part.
In the description of the Australian languageMalakmalak, it is noted that there
is an optional Nominative suﬃx. Birk (1976: 112) describes the distribution of the
marker with the following words “[it] can be suﬃxed to transitive or intransitive
subject, but not to transitive object.” The case-suﬃx is only employed when it
cannot be distinguished otherwise, if an argument is the subject or object of the
verb (i.e. if they are of the same person and gender, otherwise verbal indexing
gives clues for identiﬁcation). The need for disambiguating between participants
does not appear to arise very frequently in Malakmalak since the examples in
the grammar hardly provide any instances of the Nominative case-form. Two of
the few examples is given in (8).
























‘The little boy bites/bit the man.’
This phenomenon is often discussed under the title ‘optional ergativity’, even
though a language might permit this optional ergative marker to occur on intran-
sitive subjects as well. The phenomenon appears to be particularly widespread
in Australia and the non-Austronesian languages of Oceania (commonly referred
to as Papuan). The absence or presence of the overt marker is often linked to the
discourse structure of a given utterance (for a discussion of optional ergativity
see McGregor & Verstraete (2010) and the other papers in the special issue of Lin-
gua dedicated to this very topic). A more detailed discussion of the interaction
of these kinds of information will be provided in Chapter 5.
A similar situation seems to hold in some Yuman languages of North-West
America, though the Nominative marker seems to be used more often in these
languages. Munro (1976: 19) notes that in Mojave “[o]ccasionally, when the con-
text is clear, the subject case-marker may be omitted, particularly in fast speech,
and with intransitive verbs.” In the closely-related language Jamul Tiipay, the
Nominative marker -ch is optional with most noun phrases. According to Miller
(2001: 160), it “appears obligatorily on lexical demonstratives and on the inter-
rogative/indeﬁnite wordme’a ‘where?, somewhere”’ and is almost exceptionless
“on noun phrases marked with the demonstrative clitic -pu”, but in other context
the case-marker is optional. Also, some African languages allow for the omis-
sion of S-case-marking, as for example has been noted for the Cushitic language
Boraana Oromo (Stroomer 1995: 93).
The discussions of the mechanisms triggering the presence of the case-marker
are very sparse, if present at all, especially in the languages of Australia and
Oceania. This makes it very diﬃcult to include their data into this present study.
Usually, the discussion is restricted to the presentation of a few odd examples.
In the rest of the grammatical description, the phenomenon is not treated in any
more detail, so that for a given construction it is usually not clear whether it
would allow for the presence of the respective case-marker on either of its argu-
ments. Any judgments, whether a given role in encoded by the zero-case only,
or if marking with the S-case is also possible, would have to be based on nega-
tive evidence. Eyeballing texts from the languages in which the S-case-marker is
optional hints that they only rarely make use of the overt-S marker, so that for




In this chapter, the methodological basis of this study of marked-S systems was
presented. This methodology draws heavily upon the notion of split alignment
systems, which has been a central aspect in the research on morphosyntactic
alignment in past decades. In my approach, the idea of diﬀerent alignments ex-
isting in diﬀerent domains of a grammar is taken one step further. The alignment
systems of marked-S languages are investigated at a micro-level by surveying a
set of very speciﬁc contexts. By looking at all these contexts, the claim that the
zero-case in marked-S languages has the widest distribution is to be tested.
In the ﬁnal section, I have discussed another factor inﬂuencing the distribu-
tion of case-forms in a language, namely textual frequency. I have argued that
a corpus analysis would provide the ultimate measure for which case-form has
the widest distribution in a given language. For marked-S languages dealt with
here, no such corpora exist at present. 5 However, coming up with actual ﬁgures
on the usage of the two case-forms for at least a subset of the languages frommy
sample is a very desirable enterprise for future studies.
5 One exception to this is Savosavo, on which a large amount of corpus work has been done in
recent years, e.g. Haig et al. (2011). However, this workwas only published after the completion








In nominal predications, a predication over a noun (henceforward called the sub-
ject of the nominal predication) is expressed by means of another nominal
element (henceforward called the predicate nominal) rather than by a verb.
Since this construction consists of two nominals, which can both potentially be
case-marked, both functions – the subject of the nominal predication and the
predicate nominal – are of interest for this study.
The Wappo example in (1) demonstrates the general pattern of nominal predi-
cations. The subject of the nominal predication is the noun phrase ce k’ew ‘that
man’, while the second noun phrase i ek’a ‘my son’ is the predicate nominal. Note
that, unlike in other transitive or intransitive clauses in Wappo, the subject does
not receive Nominative case-marking, and neither does the predicate nominal
receive any overt marking.











‘That man is my son.’
Many languages employ additional grammatical means in nominal predica-
tions such as copulas. This is, for instance, the case in the Wappo example above.
However, no matter whether a language employs a copula in this context or not,
the predicate nominal functions as the predicator and not the copula. Hengeveld
(1992: 28–29) demonstrates that for all non-verbal predications (of which nomi-
nal predications are a subgroup), selectional restrictions on the arguments of a
predicate are due to the meaning of the predicate and independent of any copula
element.
Stassen (1997: 62–100) makes a number of observations about the distribution
of zero and overt copulas in the languages of the world, or in his terms ‘zero
strategies’ and ‘full strategies’. The usage of zero-copulas in nominal predications
has by far the widest distribution among the types of non-verbal intransitive
3 Nominal predication
predication and in fact is a prerequisite for the zero strategy to be used with other
non-verbal predication types. Furthermore, Stassen (1997: 65) notes that the zero
strategy is most commonly found with third persons – a subset of which are full
noun phrases, on which this study centers. For some languages of my sample the
question whether there is a copula in nominal predications or not is crucial since
nominal case-marking is diﬀerent in the two constructions. I will address this
issue in greater detail in Section 3.4, in which the research questions on nominal
predications for this study are outlined. However, the absence or presence of
a copula in a given language or context is not the only noteworthy property.
Copulas have quite diﬀerent properties cross-linguistically, ranging from more
verb-like (taking regular verbal inﬂections etc.) to less verb-like (mere particles,
which do not behave like other verbs of the relevant languages). However, these
diﬀerences will not be taken into consideration in this study (for a detailed study
of the category copula across languages, see Pustet 2003).
In the discussion of nominal predications a distinction is often made between
‘identity’ and ‘class-membership’ predications (Stassen 1997: 100). Since in al-
most all languages of my sample, the formal encoding does not diﬀer in the
two types of nominal predication, both types will be discussed in parallel in this
chapter. The distinction between these two types of nominal predication will be
explicitly discussed in Section 3.3. In that section, the data from Tennet (Nilotic)
– the only example I am aware of of a marked-S language with diﬀerent construc-
tions for encoding identity and class-membership – will be presented in greater
detail.
As I noted before, both the subject and the predicate nominal are of interest
for this study due to their nominal nature and the resulting potential for case-
marking. For the predicate nominal, however, there might be some uncertainty
with regard to the part of speech it functions as in this construction. It is possible
for the predicate nominal to have verb-like encoding – Stassen (1997) calls such
cases ‘verbal takeover’ of class-membership predicates. If the predicate nomi-
nal shows morphological marking used exclusively on verbs in that language
otherwise, I will consider it to function as a verb rather than a noun in this con-
struction. Thus the absence of case-marking on a lexical noun clearly showing
exclusively verbal marking in nominal predications will not be considered an in-
stance of zero-coding but as ‘not applicable’. In contrast, zero-coded predicate
nominals in a language that does not require any inﬂection on the verb could just
as well be treated as verbs as as nouns. In cases in which there is no evidence
for or against a nominal status of predicate ‘nominals’ I will consider predicate
nominals as belonging to the nominal rather than the verbal category.
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In the following section (3.2), I will review the (rather sparse) literature on case-
marking in nominal predications. Afterwards, the distinction between the two
semantic types of nominal predication – class-membership and identity predi-
cation – is discussed (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4, I will identify four patterns of
case-marking foundwith nominal predication, as well as outline further research
questions of the present study. The subsequent sections demonstrate the pres-
ence/absence of these four patterns in the marked-S languages of North America
(Section 3.5), the Afro-Asiatic (Section 3.6), and Nilo-Saharan (Section 3.7) phyla
and the languages of the Paciﬁc region (Section 3.8). Finally, a summary of the
data discussed in Sections 3.5–3.8 will be given in Section 3.9.
3.2 Case-marking in nominal predication
Case-marking is not a prominent topic in the literature on nominal predication.
Payne (1997: 111), for example, in his chapter on predicate nominals, discusses
various strategies of encodingwith respect to the presence/absence or type of the
copula, but does not mention case-marking at all. The literature that discusses
case-marking in nominal predications is largely concerned with the case of the
predicate nominal. On the subject of nominal predications, most authors seem to
assume that the same mechanisms apply as to subjects elsewhere. One exception
to this general tendency is Dixon (2010b: 162, 165–168), who treats subjects of
nominal predication – his ‘copula subjects’ (CS) and ‘verbless clause subjects’
(VCS) – as a distinct category (more accurately two distinct categories) from
transitive and intransitive subjects. He notes that in individual languages CS
and VCS can have diﬀerent syntactic properties than the other types of subjects,
among these properties being case-marking. The data in (2) exemplify a language
which uses diﬀerent case-marking for subjects in nominal predication than in
basic (in)transitive clauses.







‘The eagle is a bird’
Comrie (1997) proposes two possible accounts for case-assignment to nominal
predicates (under which he also subsumes predicative adjectives): case-assign-
ment through government by the verb and case-assignment through agreement
with the subject of the nominal predication. He argues that both possibilities are
attested in the languages of the world. Hence, the mechanism of case-assignment
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to the predicate nominal – either through government or agreement – is a typo-
logical variable that languages vary with respect to. For languages in which the
subject and predicate nominal do not match in case-marking only the govern-
ment hypothesis is plausible. If, however, both nominals have the same case, both
analyses could potentially account for the observed behavior. To test which anal-
ysis is correct, one needs detailed data on nominal predications in that language.
Also, the language must allow subjects to have a non-uniform case-marking in
the ﬁrst place, otherwise there would not be any observable diﬀerence between
the two hypotheses. Most marked-S languages of my sample use diﬀerent case-
forms for the subject and predicate nominal, hence the agreement hypothesis
would not work for them. Of the remaining languages, there are not enough
data on nominal predications to decide which account works best to explain the
case-assignment to predicate nominals.
A more formal approach dealing with case-assignment to predicate nominals
is provided by Yip et al. (1987: 243–246). In their approach, case is represented on
a tier separate from phrase structure; case-assignment to individual NPs happens
through association of the two tiers (unless case is lexically assigned through the
verb). Yip et al. give two possible accounts for languages in which the predicate
case agrees with the subject-case (their example language being Icelandic). In
one account, the case assigned to the subject spreads to the nominal predicate;
Yip et al. compare this process to the phonological principle of ‘Geminate In-
tegrity’, and state that this is implemented in the lexicon through a joint linking
of the two nominals. In the second account, the nominal predicate receives its
case from copying the case of the subject, with which it is co-indexed. In this
approach the predicate nominal is assigned a special case – called ‘predicative’
by Yip et al. (1987) – through the lexical entry of the verb ‘to be’ (i.e. the copula).
This predicative case has the property of copying the case of the co-indexed ar-
gument. Since Yip et al. (1987) only model the data from Icelandic, in which the
subject and predicate of nominal predications agree in case, no implementation
is proposed for languages that use diﬀerent cases for the two roles. The second
approach appears to be more promising for implementing such languages, since
one would simply have to change the lexical case-assignment to the nominal
predicate from ‘predicative’ to the respective case found on predicate nominals
in a language.
Finally, Fillmore (1968: 84) – in his seminal paper on the semantic roles in
language (referred to as ‘case roles’ by him) – makes some reference to nominal
predications. He states that “they represent a distinct type from those involving
any of the case relations discussed above, though more than one case relation
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may be provided in these sentences.” He ponders introducing the terms ‘essive’
and ‘translative’ for the type of case relations introduced in sentences of this
type. Still, he views the requirement of number agreement between subject and
predicate nominal as an issue that lacks implementation in an approach that
simply introduces a new case-label for the nominal predicate.
3.3 Identity predication
So far, I have discussed nominal predication deﬁned as a clause containing two
nominal elements, one serving as the subject and the other as the predicate of
the construction. The distinction between identity predication and class-member-
ship predication has been glossed over.1 The two types of nominal predication
diﬀer with respect to the semantic type of their predicate nominals. If the pred-
icate nominal uniquely identiﬁes an individual, then the predication is of the
identity type. This type of nominal predication is illustrated in (3). Otherwise
the predication is one of class-membership. In that case, the predicate nominal
identiﬁes a certain class of which the subject is a member as in (4).
(3) a. That man is her husband.
b. The morning star is the evening star.
(4) a. She is a teacher.
b. Whales are mammals.
From a semantic perspective, this distinction is crucial, as Doron (1988) argues.
For English (and to some extent also for French), she suggests that this semantic
distinction also has syntactic relevance, putting forward a number of tests to
distinguish between the two types of predicate nominal constructions. Adger &
Ramchand (2003) claim that there is no structural distinction between the two
types of clauses. They support their claim with data from Scottish Gaelic and
argue that the two types of clauses are identical in their syntactic representation.
Stassen (1997) distinguishes between identity and class-membership, yet he
claims that the strategy of encoding identity is very frequently extended to class-
membership. His ‘principle of identity pressure’ states that whenever predicate
nominals are encoded by a strategy diﬀerent from all other types of intransitive
1 The terminology of ‘class-membership’ vs. ‘identity’ is taken from Stassen (1997). Other terms
used for the same distinction are ‘predicational’ vs. ‘equative copula clauses’ (Adger & Ramc-
hand 2003) or ‘predicational’ and ‘referring predicate nominals’ (Doron 1988).
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predication, the strategy will be taken over from the encoding of identity predi-
cation (Stassen 1997: 111). The overlap of the encoding strategies of identity and
class-membership predication is also revealed in my sample of marked-S langu-
ages. Only in one language of my sample, Tennet, the two types of predication
are encoded by diﬀerent constructions.
In Tennet, the subject is in the Accusative form rather than the Nominative
for sentences interpreted as identity predications. This is irrespective of whether
the clause contains an overt copula (5a) or not (5b).2 In class-membership predi-
cations the subject is in the Nominative, as is illustrated in (5c).





















‘I am a teacher.’
3.4 Research questions
The following examples (6–9) demonstrate the variability of case-marking with
subjects and predicates of nominal predication in marked-S languages. Maidu
(6) marks both nominals with the overt Nominative case-suﬃx -m. In Savosavo
(7) only the subject of a nominal predication is marked with the Nominative
case (=na) while the predicate nominal is zero-coded. Conversely, Mesa Grande
Diegueño marks the predicate nominal with the Nominative case-suﬃx -c while
the subject remains zero-coded. Example (2) from above is repeated as (8). Fi-
nally, in Wappo (9) both the subject and predicate nominal are zero-coded, as
was already seen in (1) that is repeated here.
2 In some marked-S languages of my sample, case-marking depends on whether or not a clause
has an overt copula (see Section 3.4).
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‘Is that old woman your grandmother?’



















‘and the green ﬂower (is) on top of the pillow’ (lit.: ’and the green ﬂower
(is) the pillow its top’)







‘The eagle is a bird’











‘That man is my son.’
These are all four logical possibilities of case-marking that can be derived from
a set of two case-forms – S-case and zero-case – and two roles – subject and
nominal predicate.3 However, these four patterns are quite unevenly distributed
within the languages of my sample, as will become apparent in Sections 3.5–3.8,
in which the nominal predications in the marked-S languages of my sample will
be presented in greater depth.
After introducing the four patterns of case-marking found in nominal predi-
cations, I will now turn to the other element often present in the constructions
encoding this context: the copula. With respect to the occurrence of copula ele-
ments in nominal predications, the languages of my sample also exhibit a number
of distinct patterns. Some languages do not have a copula element, while others
must have a copula present in this context, yet again other languages exhibit
3 If one includes the possibility of additional case-forms, the number of possible patterns is
multiplied. The vast majority of languages of my sample does, however, restrict the case-forms




variation between presence and absence of the copula in nominal predications.
For the last type of language – those languages in which a copula can be either
present or absent – ﬁner distinction can be made. First, some languages seem to
have free variation between the two constructions while other languages behave
in a more systematic fashion. The systematic languages employ copula elements
in certain contexts, usually in clauses that are negated or non-present tense. The
copula in these contexts serves as a means to mark tense or negation, a pattern
well known from many languages of the world, not just marked-S languages
(Payne 1997: 119). Another distinction addresses the case-marking of the nomi-
nals in the relevant construction(s). In some of the languages that exhibit varia-
tion between presence and absence of the copula (either free or systematic), this
distinction correlates with a diﬀerence in case-marking. While the overt S-case
is found in the constructions with having an overt copula, this case-marking is
absent in the construction lacking the copula. For the languages in which some
of the described variation is found, this will be addressed in more detail in the fol-
lowing sections discussing the data. The data are subdivided by macro-area and
genealogical aﬃliation. The latter classiﬁcation is only applied to the African
languages since for the other areas the number of languages is rather small and
most genealogical units have only one member in the sample. Furthermore, the
data are organized by the four patterns of case-marking for nominal predications
introduced above, repeated here for convenience:
• overt marking of both nominals
• overt marking of only the predicate nominal
• overt marking of only the subject of nominal predication
• no overt marking on either nominals
3.5 North America
TheNorthAmerican languages ofmy sample are all located near the Paciﬁc Coast
in an area reaching from Northern California to Mexico and stretching inland as
far as Arizona. Among these languages, the remarkable pattern exempliﬁed in (8)
above is found, in which the nominal predicate is marked with Nominative case
and the subject is zero-coded. This pattern appears exclusively in the Yuman
genus. It is predominant in the Yuman languages, but does not appear to be
attested in any other language worldwide. However, as we will see below, some
Yuman languages employ some of the other patterns under certain conditions.
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As in Diegueño (cf. 8), in Mojave the Nominative suﬃx -č is attached to the
predicate nominal and – unlike in other clauses – not to the subject, which in
turn remains zero-coded (cf. 10).









‘My husband is a doctor.’
Comparable structures can be found in most other Yuman languages. This is
illustrated by the examples from Maricopa (11), Yavapai (12) and Walapai (13)4
below.














‘The man is a doctor.’







‘John is my enemy.’














‘I am a cat.’
In the closely-related language Havasupai, this pattern is also found for encod-
ing nominal predications. As is demonstrated in (14a), in this construction the
4 Since the two Walapai examples come from diﬀerent sources, the orthographies and levels of
phonetic detail represented diﬀer between the examples.
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noun phrase referring to the predicate nominal is marked with the Nominative
suﬃx -c, while the subject remains zero-coded. However, this is not the only
possibility for encoding nominal predications in that language. In (14b), another
possible construction is illustrated. If a sentence expressing nominal predication
does not contain an overt copula, a zero-coded predicate nominal – as well as a
zero-coded subject – is found according to Kozlowski (1972). However, there is
no general correlation in the Yuman language family of zero-coding of predicate
nominals with copula-less sentences. Other Yuman languages do mark the pred-
icate nominal with overt Nominative case, even in sentences that lack a copula.














‘John is my friend.’
While in Havasupai the example in (14b) exempliﬁes an alternative construc-
tion, in Jamul Tiipay it is the only possibility for expressing nominal predications.
As can be seen in (15a), both the subject of nominal predications and the predi-
cate nominal are zero-coded. However, there is another construction in the lan-
guage consisting of two nominals in which the subject is in the Nominative case
(15b). Miller (2001: 184–185) explicitly distinguishes this construction from nom-
inal predication. She calls it the ‘copula construction’, since, unlike the regular
nominal predication in Jamul Tiipay, it contains the verb ‘to be’. In this copula
construction, the subject is in the Nominative case and the other noun is zero-
coded. At least in some cases, there seems to be a diﬀerence in meaning between
the copula construction, as in (15b), and the regular nominal predication, as in
(15a). While the (a) example clearly makes a statement about class-membership,
the (b) example does not.












‘That woman is playing Indian/pretending to be an Indian.’
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Another North American language with zero-coded subject and predicate in
nominal predications is Wappo, as was already noted in the previous section.
This pattern has already been illustrated in example (9) above with two full noun
phrases. (16) exempliﬁes an instance of class-membership predication with a
pronominal subject.







‘I am a doctor.’
Only one of the North American marked-S languages marks both the subject
of nominal predication and the predicate nominal with the overt Nominative
case-marker. This language is Maidu. Although this pattern is the one that is
most familiar from nominative-accusative languages of the standard type, for
marked- S languages it seems to be an exceptional pattern. As demonstrated in
(17), both subject and predicate nominal are marked with the Nominative suﬃx
-m in Maidu nominal predications. In general, Maidu employs the overtly coded
Nominative more than one would expect from a standard nominative-accusative
language, that is, in a wide variety of contexts. It thus behaves counter to the ex-
pectation of König (2008) that in a marked-nominative language the zero-coded
accusative will have a wider range of functions than the overtly coded nomina-
tive.









‘That woman is my daughter.’
In the Yuman languages, a reinterpretation of the nominal predication con-
struction appears to be ongoing. In some instances, the subject of a nominal
predication receives Nominative case-marking as well, as Gordon (1986: 39–40)
demonstrates for Maricopa. According to Munro (1977: 469–471), this tendency
can be observed in other Yuman languages as well.







‘My husband is a cowboy.’
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The data provided in this section are summarized in Table 3.1. The table pro-
vides an overview of the case-marking in nominal predications in the marked-
S languages of North America. Maidu is exceptional – not only for this region
– in marking both nominals with overt Nominative case. Wappo, on the other
hand, has both nominals zero-coded, a pattern that is also found as one possi-
ble pattern in the Yuman languages Havasupai and Tiipay, where it is the most
common pattern. The other Yuman languages have the remarkable pattern of
using nominative case on the predicate nominal and zero-coding the subject in
this context. This pattern is also found for Havasupai in clauses with an overt
copula).
language subject predicate nominal
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc nom
Havasupai acc nom/acc







Table 3.1: Marking of nominal predication in the marked-S languages of North
America
3.6 Afro-Asiatic
The predominant pattern in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S languages is to have overt
nominative case-marking on the subject of the nominal predication and zero-
coding on the predicate nominal. This pattern can be found in numerous langu-
ages of the Eastern Cushitic and Omotic genera. Yet in some cases the predicate
nominal does receive overt case-marking, which does not necessarily have to be
the nominative case.
In Boraana Oromo, the Nominative suﬃx -ii marks the subject of the nominal
predication in (19), while the predicate nominal – obboleesa kiya – remains zero-
coded. In the closely-related Harar variety of Oromo, a parallel structure is used,
as shown in (20).
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‘This man is my brother.’
















‘He is not my elder brother.’
This typical Afro-Asiatic pattern of marking nominal predication with the sub-
ject in Nominative case and the predicate nominal in the accusative is also found
in Gamo (21), K’abeena (22), and Zayse (23)5









‘Chabo is not a good man.’







‘This man is a thief.’





‘The man is a farmer,’
Wolaytta has a construction parallel to the Afro-Asiatic languages discussed
so far (24a). However, it is also possible to mark the predicate nominal with
5 It might appear a bit puzzling at ﬁrst glance that the ‘zero-coded’ predicate nominal has extra
material following the noun stem. Hayward (1990: 280–281) gives the following description of
the copular element popping up in this construction: “[t]he copula attaches to a phrase (NP or
PP) which is focused”. He also demonstrates the use of the copula in cleft-like constructions
with focused subjects, objects, temporal nouns, and prepositional phrases.
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Nominative case, as there is no diﬀerence in meaning between examples (24b)
and (24c). According to Lamberti & Sottile (1997), this alternation is especially
common with feminine nouns.

















‘This is a girl.’
Finally, Arbore has a dedicated case-form for encoding predicate nominals, the
so-called ‘Predicative’ case (25). The subject of nominal predications, as in the
other Afro-Asiatic languages, is in the Nominative case.







‘The man was my father.’
All data from the Afro-Asiatic marked-nominative languages are summarized
in Table 3.2 on the facing page. Uniformly the subject of nominal predications is
marked with the Nominative case in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S languages. The
predicate nominal exhibits some minor variation with respect to the overt en-
coding. While most languages use the zero-coded Accusative form to encode
this function, Wolaytta exhibits an alternative variant of encoding it with the
Nominative case (at least for some nouns) and Arbore has a special dedicated
case-form for this role.
3.7 Nilo-Saharan
Like Afro-Asiatic, the Nilo-Saharan languages prefer nominative case-marking
on the subject and zero-coding of the predicate nominal. Similar to the situa-
tion described above for Yuman Havasupai (14), there is also an interaction be-
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Oromo (Boraana) nom acc
Oromo (Harar) nom acc
Wolaytta nom acc/nom
Zayse nom acc
Table 3.2: Marking of nominal predication in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S
languages
tween presence/absence of a copula in the nominal predication and the pres-
ence/absence of overt case-marking in one Nilo-Saharan language, namely Tur-
kana.
Themost widespread pattern ofmarking nominal predications in Nilo-Saharan
is to mark the subject of the construction with nominative case, while the pred-
icate nominal remains in the zero-coded accusative form. This pattern is found
in the Surmic languages Murle (26) and Tennet (27). A parallel structure is also
found in the Nilotic languages, such as Maa (28)6 or Nandi (29), and to some
extent in Turkana (30).





‘The pelican is a bird’







‘I am a teacher.’






6 Maa case is marked through a variation in the tonal pattern of the noun. The tone pattern of
the Accusative case is assigned lexically, while the tonal shape of the Nominative is derived
from the lexical tone in a regular pattern.
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‘Kibet is a Nandi.’














‘He was a witch.’
Apart from the predominant pattern just described, there is also another pat-
tern in Nilo-Saharan. In this minor pattern, both the subject of nominal pred-
ications and the predicate nominal are in the zero-coded accusative form. This
pattern occurs in Turkana when the clause lacks an overt copula – this is the case
in all positive, non-tense-marked clauses (31). In the related language Datooga,
both nouns, the subject and predicate nominal, are also in the zero-coded Accu-
sative case, even if an overt copula appears in the construction (32). The Tennet
equational predication already discussed in Section 3.3 is of the same type.





‘I am a witch.’
















‘He was a hero.’
The data presented above are summarized in Table 3.3 on the next page. As can
be seen, all Nilo-Saharan marked-S languages mark the predicate nominal in the
zero-coded accusative case. The subject of nominal predications is treated like
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Tennet (class-membership) nom acc
Tennet (identity) acc acc
Turkana nom/acc acc
Table 3.3: Marking of nominal predication in the Nilo-Saharan marked-S
languages
other S/A arguments in most languages. Only the Nilotic languages Datooga and
Turkana deviate from this pattern. While in Datooga subjects of nominal predi-
cations are always zero-coded, Turkana has a split between nominal predications
that have an overt copular element and those that lack an overt copula. In the con-
struction with the overt copula, the subject is in the Nominative case, while the
Accusative case is used for subjects in the construction without an overt copula.
Tennet, the only language of the sample with a distinct construction for identity
predication, uses a construction with both nouns in the zero-coded case-form for
encoding identity.
3.8 Paciﬁc
Themarked-S languages of the Paciﬁc (Savosavo, Ajië and Nias) pattern similarly
to the African languages in marking the subject of nominal predications with the
standard subject-case and leaving the predicate nominal zero-coded.
This pattern is illustrated by the Savosavo examples in (33a, b). However, We-
gener (2008: 212) notes that the Nominative case-marking on the subject noun is
often dropped in this type of clause, as is exempliﬁed in (33c).










‘[Talking about eggs of amegapode] Her child (i.e. egg) has a nice smell
(when cooked).’,


























‘I was the only Solomon Islander.’
lit. ‘I myself (was) a Solomon Island person.’
The marked-absolutive language Nias has a parallel pattern of zero-coding the
predicate nominal, while the subject of the nominal predication receives overt
marking (34).7
(34) Nias (Sundic,WesternMalayo-Polynesian, Austronesian; Sumatra, Indone-







‘This pan was a gift.’
Apart from the noted tendency of Savosavo to leave the subject zero-coded,
there is another type of nominal predicate clause without Nominative case-mark-
ing on the subject (35). In Nias, a similar structure exists with subject of nominal
predications in the Unmutated case (36). For both languages, the respective con-
text involves a high discourse prominence of the subject of the nominal predica-
tion. This behavior is, however, not restricted to nominal predications as such.
There is a general tendency of marked-S languages to use the zero-coded form
of a noun if the noun is emphasized (see Chapter 5).







‘Her name (was) Polupolu.’







‘This pan, (it was) a gift.’
7 Recall that the so-called nominal mutation in Nias is used for S and P arguments, while A
arguments are in the basic non-mutated form (Brown 2001).
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Table 3.4: Marking of nominal predication in the marked-S languages of the
Paciﬁc
Nominal predications are not discussed as a construction in the descriptions
of Ajië. I found only two examples of it in the data (37, 37b), both of which do not
have the subject expressed as an independent nominal. The third singular form
in example (37) is the pre-verbal subject-marker rather than the independent
form of a third person pronoun ce. In (37b), one also ﬁnds the subject agreement
marker for the ﬁrst person rather than the independent form ɡɛ-ɲa. The only
generalization for Ajië thus must be that predicate nominals are zero-coded (at
least as one of the options of the language), while the marking of the subject
remains unknown so far.
(37) Ajië (Oceanic, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian; Austronesian; New Caledonia;














‘I wish I were chie’
The data from the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc region are summarized in
Table 3.4. All three language of that region have zero-coded predicate nominals.
The subject of nominal predications can be coded in the S-case, which is also
used also for subjects of intransitive clauses in Savosavo and Nias (and possibly
also in Ajië). However, at least in Savosavo zero-coded subjects are often found.
3.9 Summary
Table 3.5 summarizes all data given on the marking of nominal predications in
marked-S languages in the above sections. For each language, the case-form used
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for subjects of nominal predications (shortened to ‘subject’ in the table) as well
as the predicate nominal are listed. In addition, I list the information on whether
or not an overt copular element is used in the construction. If a language has
alternative constructions for the encoding of nominal predication, e.g. one with
an overt copula and one without, each construction has its own line in the table.
Supposedly free variation of case-marking on either of the arguments that cannot
be pinned down to any clear conditions, such as: nom in copula clauses, acc in
copula-less clauses, is represented with a slash in the respective cell.
Most genealogical units of languages behave rather uniformly with respect to
case-marking in nominal predications. For some of the languages with a deviat-
ing pattern, this is conditioned by other structural properties of the construction
such as presence or absence of a copula (Turkana and Havasupai), or a diﬀerence
in the case inventory (Arbore’s Predicative case). Some languages behave diﬀer-
ently from genealogically related languages without there being a base for this
in any apparent structural conditions (Daatoga and Jamul Tiipay). Also, there
is in general no correlation between whether a copula is obligatory, optional, or
never present in a language and the case-marking found in nominal predications




language subject pred. nominal zero copula
Ajië - acc possible
Arbore nom pred possible
Datooga acc acc possible
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc nom possible
Gamo nom acc possible
Havasupai (construction 1) acc nom no
Havasupai (construction 2) acc acc always
Jamul Tiipay (construction 1) acc acc always
Jamul Tiipay (construction 2) nom acc never
K’abeena nom acc no
Maa nom acc no
Maidu nom nom no
Maricopa acc nom no?
Mojave acc nom possible
Murle nom acc yes/always
Nandi nom acc always
Nias abs erg always
Oromo (Boraana) nom acc possible
Oromo (Harar) nom acc possible
Savosavo nom/acc acc always
Tennet (class-membership) nom acc no
Tennet (identity) acc acc yes
Turkana (construction 1) nom acc no
Turkana (construction 2) acc acc always
Walapai acc nom no
Wappo acc acc only future
Wolaytta nom acc/nom restricted
Yavapai acc nom no
Zayse nom acc no
Table 3.5: Overview of the marking of nominal predication
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4 Existential and locational predication
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two types of predications are discussed: existential and locational
predications. The two types are exempliﬁed by the English sentences in (1a) and
(1b) respectively.
(1) a. There is a tree (in the garden).
b. The tree is in the garden.
While in the existential construction (1a) a statement about the existence of an
entity is made, existence is presupposed in the locational construction (1b) and
said entity is categorized with respect to its location in space. In many languages
the formal properties of the constructions, such as deﬁniteness/indeﬁniteness of
the arguments, correlate with these pragmatic implications of the two structures.
From a descriptive as well as a formal semantic point of view, existential and
locational sentences have been treated as similar to one another, if not identical
in their underlying semantic structure. Sometimes, other contexts such as pred-
icative possession and nominal predication are also put into the same category
(Payne 1997: 111–113). Nominal predication in marked-S languages has already
been discussed in Chapter 3. I have chosen to treat that topic separately since
in some languages in my sample nominal predication has a number of special
properties that are not shared with existential or locational predications. In con-
trast, the context of predicative possession did not reveal any special properties
in my study. The languages of my sample employ two strategies for expressing
this context: either there is a transitive verb ‘have’ or predicative possession uses
the same construction as existentials (while adding the possessor either as an ad-
positional phrase or an attributive possessor). These are also the two main types
that Stassen (2009) distinguishes in his typology of predicative possession. He
further introduces three subtypes of the locational possessive construction – the
‘locational possessive’, ‘with-possessive’ and ‘topic-possessive’ – the details of
which are not relevant here. Another approach to the classiﬁcation of types of
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predicative possession are the eight types of possessive ‘event schemata’ distin-
guished by Heine (1997: 47). Five of these eight schemata use a formula including
a predicate ‘exist’ or ‘be located’, while a sixth uses a predicate ‘be with’ which
can be considered a locational concept. This approach also indicates a strong
relation between the encoding of location and existence, on the one hand, and
possession, on the other. For those languages of my sample that have an exis-
tential/locational/possessive construction, the data from possessive contexts are
included in this chapter. Otherwise, this context is not treated in this study.
For a small number of languages in my sample, a diﬀerent case-form is used
for the subject of negative and positive existential predications. From a cross-
linguistic perspective, this behavior is not unheard of, though also not very
common (Matti Miestamo, p.c.). For instance, in Russian and Finnish, subject
case-marking is diﬀerent for positive and negative clauses in a number of con-
texts. While positive copula clauses mark their subjects with Nominative case,
in the negative counterparts, Finnish employs Partitive case while Russian uses
the Genitive (Dixon 2010b: 167).
The overwhelming majority of languages in my sample use the same construc-
tion to express locational and existential predication. This is, however, not a
peculiar fact about languages of the marked-S type, but has been noted for the
majority of the world’s languages. Historical as well as philosophical explana-
tions have been given in order to account for this relation. In addition, when
the two predications are not encoded by the same construction, the structural
diﬀerences appear to be triggered by the same types of factors across languages.
A brief overview of the literature treating these topics is given in Section 4.2. Af-
terwards, I will present the diﬀerent patterns found in existential and locational
constructions for the languages of my sample and formulate the research ques-
tions for the present study (Section 4.3). In the subsequent sections, I will present
data from Nilo-Saharan (Section 4.4), Afro-Asiatic (Section 4.5), North-American
languages (Section 4.6), and languages from the Paciﬁc area (Sectin 4.7). Finally,
I summarize the languages in my sample in Section 4.8.
4.2 Linguistic properties
Lyons (1967, 1968) argues that existential constructions are historically derived
from locational constructions in most of the languages of the world, unless the
two kinds of constructions are completely identical to each other. Indeed, the
locational nature is still very obvious in the existentials of many languages since
they require some locational phrase – be it as vague as ‘here’ or ‘there’ – to be
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present in this construction (cf. the English existential construction ‘there is a
X’). As a motivation for this historical connection, Lyons (1968: 499) argues for
an ontological relation between existence and location since existence implies
existence at a speciﬁc (though possibly unspeciﬁed) location. And, conversely,
absence of a entity from all locations implies non-existence.
While Lyons’ discussion is concerned with the semantic and ontological re-
lation of the two types of constructions, other scholars have concentrated on
the syntactic relation between the two. Among these scholars is Freeze (1992),
who argues that the underlying syntactic structure of existentials and location-
als is identical. Any diﬀerences in the surface realization of the two structures
in a given language are triggered by other factors such as deﬁniteness of the S
argument.
One structural correlate of these factors is an alternation of word order in the
two types of constructions. These word order eﬀects are the main focus of the
study byClark (1978) on existential, locational and possessive constructions. She(,
argues that the ordering correlates with the properties of the subject in terms of
deﬁniteness and speciﬁcity. This is shown, for example, by the English data (cf.
example (1a) and (1b) above), in which the indeﬁnite subject of existentials is
not in the canonical subject position but instead a dummy location is inserted
in this position.1 The (usually) deﬁnite subject of locationals on the other hand
preferably occurs in the canonical subject position (i.e. sentence initially). Clark’s
ﬁndings suggest that this is not only the case in English, but that the correlation
between word order and predication type is a cross-linguistic tendency, since the
overwhelming majority of her sample of 30 languages (with some bias toward
European languages) showed this tendency. The correlation between word or-
der and existential vs. locational sentences was particularly high for languages
without a morphosyntactic means to distinguish deﬁnites and indeﬁnites.
Though Clark’s ﬁndings are intriguing, her collapsing of the categories exis-
tential and locational with the notion of indeﬁnite versus deﬁnite subject may
be somewhat problematic. To distinguish between existentials and locationals,
the criterion whether the subject of a clause in deﬁnite or indeﬁnite is a good
approximation, but counterexamples do occur. The following made-up tabloid
headline would probably be interpreted as a statement about existence rather
1 The example such as (i.a) and (i.b) are possible in English, but very unusual. Example (i.a) gets
better when the locational phrase is added.
(i) a. A tree is (in the garden).
b. A tree exists.
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than location by most speakers of English, yet the subject is marked with the
deﬁnite article (2).
(2) The Yeti exists.
So the question has to be answered whether Clark’s correlation really is be-
tween word order and existential versus locational predications, or rather be-
tween word order and deﬁniteness, which in most cases coincides with the dis-
tinction between existentials and locationals.
In studies of existential and locational predication, not much is said about the
case-marking of subjects in these constructions. Or, to put it in other terms, the
question is whether the S-like argument in existentials and locationals behaves
like other S elements. Given the topic of this study, this is my main interest with
regard to these contexts. Payne (1997: 123) notes that there “[u]sually is no or
reduced evidence of grammatical relations in existential constructions.” If this is
true, one would not expect S of existential predications to be encoded like more
typical intransitive subjects in marked-S languages.
4.3 Research question
In the subsequent sections, I will present data on locational and existential pred-
ications in the languages of the marked-S type. The special focus is on the case-
forms employed for the S-like arguments in these clauses. More speciﬁcally, I
selected three contexts: locational predications, as well as positive and negative
existential predications. In each of these contexts, the marking of the respective
subject is investigated. Thus, data for the following three roles were collected for
each language of the sample:
• subject of positive existential predication
• subject of negative existential predication
• subject of locational predication
The distinction between negative and positive predications is only made for
existentials here. If a language uses the same construction for existential and lo-
cational contexts, any diﬀerences between negative and positive existentials will
also be found with negative locationals. However, there are languages in which
the diﬀerence between positive and negative contexts is only found with existen-
tials to the exclusion of locationals, while no language makes such a distinction
exclusively in the locational context.
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Most marked-S languages use the same constructions for existential and loca-
tional predications. Usually, these constructions encode their subjects like sub-
jects of regular intransitive clauses. A distinction between the encoding of sub-
jects of positive and negative contexts is only found in few of the languages. Not
all languages appear to have dedicated constructions for locationals and/or exis-
tentials. The contexts (or subset of these contexts) are often expressed through
the use of a generic intransitive verb expressing some kind of local orientation,
such as ‘sit’, ‘stand’ or ‘lie’. In these cases, the locational and existential predica-
tions can be regarded as instances of regular intransitive clauses. Thus subjects
are expected to be in the S-case.2
First, I will give an example of this majority pattern. The S element in (3a)
and (3b) is marked with the Nominative case-suﬃx -č in Mojave, just as any
intransitive S argument is. Note that Mojave does not have a single existential or
locational verb, using instead a number of stative verbs in both existential and
locational predications.




















‘The man who’s going to kill the chicken tomorrow is in the house.’
Nias also uses the same type of construction to encode locational and existen-
tial meanings. However, diﬀerent constructions are used for positive and nega-
tive contexts. While the construction used for positive contexts (4a) employs the
S element in the Mutated form of a noun (i.e. the same as for regular intransitive
S), in negative contexts the S-like element is in the Unmutated form (4b).







‘There’s a cockroach here.’
2 Recall that the label S-case is a shorthand for: the nominative case if a language has no-
minative-accusative alignment and the absolutive case if a language has ergative-absolutive
alignment.
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‘There are no pigs in this village.’
Finally, there is one language inmy sample inwhich diﬀerent constructions are
used for existentials and locationals (at least by some speakers). While in Tennet
existentials the subject can be zero-coded (5a), with locationals the Nominative
case is always used (5b).
















‘Loudo is under the tree.’
The following sections provide a detailed study of the contexts of positive and
negative existential predication and locational predication in marked-S langu-
ages. The data are divided by genealogical and areal grouping into the Nilo-
Saharan (4.4) and Afro-Asiatic languages (4.5), and the languages of North Amer-
ica (4.6) and the Paciﬁc area (4.7). In many cases, it has been diﬃcult to obtain
information on the contexts studied here for individual languages. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that clauses of the existential and locational type are often
encoded like regular intransitive clauses and thus are not explicitly discussed in
many grammars. Hence, in the following sections there are no data on one or
the other context for a number of languages.
4.4 Nilo-Saharan
For most marked-S languages of the Nilo-Saharan stock, the S arguments of ex-
istential and locational predications are encoded alike, since the same construc-
tions are used in both contexts. However, some languages show interesting pat-
terns, especially in having alternative constructions in the diﬀerent subdomains.
In Murle, the prototypical situation is attested, in which parallel constructions
are used for existential (6a) and locational predication (6b). And indeed this con-































‘The big crocodile goes into the river.’












‘Kiprono is in Kitale.’




















‘The women were among the cattle.’
As noted before, the same is true for the majority of languages in my sample.
However, there are some languages which have an alternative construction for
one of these two types of predication that diﬀers from the encoding of the other
type. Also, in some languages at least some types of existential and/or locational
predications do not encode their subject in the same way as prototypical intran-
sitive clauses encode their subjects (S). In the following, I will focus on these
languages.
The ﬁrst Nilo-Saharan language which exhibits some variation with respect
to the encoding of the S argument in existential and locational predications is
Turkana. At least two diﬀerent constructions are used in Turkana for encoding
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existential and locational contexts. First, existentials can be encoded like nom-
inal predicates. As seen in the previous chapter (3.7), this construction usually
does not have a verb, unless it is negated or in non-present tense. In those verb-
less clauses, the S argument is in the Accusative case (9a). If a verb is present –
whether to encode negation or past tense, or because construction with a lexi-
calized verb is used, as in the next example – Nominative case is used for the S
argument (9b).3












‘There are four children.’
The second construction I will discuss here is interpreted as either existential,
locational or possessive. Other than the nominal predication construction, in
which an overt copula only occurs when it is needed to host negation or tense
marking, the copula is usually used in all cases. As is to be expected in construc-
tions which have an overt verb, the Nominative case is used for the S argument
(10). In the possessive interpretation of this construction, the possessee is al-
ways interpreted as being indeﬁnite (11a). If one wants to formulate a possessive
sentence with a deﬁnite possessee, the non-verbal construction used in nominal
predications has to be employed (11b) according to Dimmendaal (1982: 82).












‘There is one girl (or one girl is there).’
3 The example in (9b) is an idiomatic expression, in which the verb ‘drink’ is deprived of its
lexical meaning. The high potential of verbs of eating and drinking to undergo metaphorical
extensions is discussed in Newman (2009).
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‘These cows are mine’
Maa is another language that shows some variation on the constructions used
for existential and locational contexts. According to Payne (2007), there are two
types of existentials in Maa, those constructed with the verb tii ‘be at’ and those
constructed with the verb ata ‘have’. The ﬁrst construction, i.e. the one with
tii, encodes both existential and locational contexts. In this construction, the
S argument is always marked with the Nominative case (12a, b). Existentials
constructed with the verb ata on the other hand have zero-coded S arguments
and do not have a locational meaning (12c).





























‘They knew that there is God who is the father.’
In the above example of the ata-existential, the verb is in the passive. Since pas-
sive verbs always take their subjects in the zero-coded Accusative form in Maa,
this is not surprising.4 However, there are some non-passive ata-existentials
which nevertheless take zero-coded subjects. Examples of the type demonstrated
in (13) make up a quarter of the instances of ata-existentials in Payne’s corpus.
4 The following examples, from Payne (2007: ex.16, ex.15), demonstrate the Maa Passive and the
corresponding active clause:
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‘There isn’t a warrior who doesn’t want to (have his) hand be made
blue.’
In the previous section, data from Tennet have already been introduced. Ran-
dal (1998: 236) notes that in Tennet not all speakers use parallel constructions
for existential and locational predications. Some speakers use the standard loca-
tional construction for existentials as well. In this construction, the S argument
is in the Nominative case (14a, b). Other speakers use a diﬀerent construction
for existential contexts, which has a zero-coded S argument (15a). For negative
existential and locational predications the subject is always zero-coded (15b). The
basic variation between the two groups of speakers is thus whether the positive
existential context is covered by the same construction as the negative existential
context or as the positive locational context.




























‘The policemen have arrested the thief.’
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‘There’s no water in the house.’
The Nilo-Saharan data are summarized in Table 4.1. The data from Maa and
Tennet are split up between two lines for each of the two languages. For Maa,
the ﬁrst line represents the construction with tii ‘be at’, while the second line
represents the construction with ata ‘have’. In Tennet, the two lines represent
the inter-speaker variation regarding which construction to use for positive ex-
istentials. The table shows that all languages use nominative case for locational
subjects. Most languages also make use of the nominative for existential subjects,
but in this context more variation is found. A distinction in encoding between
negative and positive existenials in only found in Turkana and with some Ten-
net speakers. While in Turkana negative existentials receive Nominative case-
marking, in Tennet this context is zero-coded.
language S exist. (+) S exist.(-) S loc. pred.
Datooga nom nom nom
Maa (be at) nom - nom
Maa (have) acc acc n.a.
Murle nom - nom
Nandi nom - nom
Tennet (variety 1) acc acc nom
Tennet (variety 2) nom acc nom
Turkana acc/nom nom nom
Table 4.1: Overview of the marking of existential and locational predication in
the Nilo-Saharan languages
4.5 Afro-Asiatic
For the Afro-Asiatic marked-S languages, very little information on existential
and locational predications is given in the relevant grammars. Most of the data
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given in the following were gathered by extensively studying all examples pro-
vided throughout the grammars and trying to identify the ones with locational
or existential meanings. The data that could be gathered on the relevant contexts
did not reveal any remarkable patterns. Whether a grammar provided data on
existentials, locationals or both types, the subject element always was marked
with the S-case. A minor exception to this pattern was attested in Harar Oromo
and will be discussed below. Also, no variation between negative and positive
contexts could be identiﬁed in any Afro-Asiatic language, but then again, hardly
any negative examples were found at all.
The only Afro-Asiatic language in which alternations in case-marking on the
S argument of existential and locationals can be observed is the Harar dialect of
Oromo. The subject of locational phrases is normally in Nominative case, espe-
cially when deﬁnite (16b). In some situations, the emphatic subject form is used
(16c) and thus no Nominative case-marking occurs on the subject. The construc-
tion with the emphatic subject-marker appears to be limited to the existential
reading, but this might just be a tendency parallel to the correlation between in-
deﬁniteness and existential reading observed by Clark (1978) and not an absolute
selectional restriction. For negative contexts, no examples were found.

























‘There is a book on the table.’
In K’abeena (17), locationals as well as existentials mark the S argument in No-
minative case. Also, there does not seem to be any alternation between positive
and negative sentences – unless the non-accessible negative existentials reveal
an alternative pattern. However, since the same verb is used for existential and
locational predications, even though yoo is sometimes glossed as ‘to exist’ and
sometimes as ‘to be located’ by Crass (2005), negative existentials very likely
employ the same pattern as negative locationals.
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‘He has got many friends,’ lit.:‘Many friends are to him.’
original translation: ‘Er hat viele Freunde’







‘The man is in the house.’









‘In Wolkite there is no water right now.’
original translation: ‘In Wolkite gibt es jetzt kein Wasser.’
In Arbore, only examples of the existential predication could be identiﬁed. The
subject of this construction in the Nominative case as demonstrated in (18).5







‘There is a louse.’
For Boraana Oromo (19), Gamo (20), and Wolaytta (21), only locational exam-
ples could be extracted from the grammatical descriptions. The Nominative case
is always used to encode the S argument.













‘That other brave man is here.’









‘His children are around the peasant.’
5 The Nominative form ʔiNgiré is distinct from the zero-coded form of the noun ʔingir.
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‘They are in their new houses.’
For Zayse, ﬁnally, it was not completely clear whether the only relevant sen-
tence that could be found should be classiﬁed as an existential, as the English
translation suggests, or rather as a locational. Regardless of this question, the
construction demonstrated uses the Nominative case for the S argument (22).







‘There is a man in the house.’
The data are summarized in Table 4.2. There are a lot of missing data for the
Afro-Asiatic languages on the contexts of existential and locational predications.
Therefore, any tendencies described here have to be viewed as a preliminary
result. The languages of this family encode existential as well as locational sub-
jects in the nominative case. No diﬀerences between the encoding of subjects in
positive and negative existential predications could be found in the Afro-Asiatic
marked-S languages.
language S exist. (+) S exist.(-) S loc. pred.
Arbore nom - -
Gamo - - nom
K’abeena nom nom nom
Oromo (Boraana) - - nom
Oromo (Harar) emphatic subjet - nom
Wolaytta - - nom
Zayse nom - nom
Table 4.2: Overview on the marking of existential and locational predication in
the Afro-Asiatic languages
4.6 North America
The marked-S languages of North America tend to have no dedicated construc-
tions for encoding existential and locational predications. They usually employ
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stative verbs in these contexts. However, at least for the Yuman languages, the
option not to use the S-case on subjects in existential contexts seems to exist, or
even to be preferred or obligatory for some languages. This is generally the case
if the S-case is an optional marker (cf. also Section 2.6). This tendency is in ac-
cordance with the claim by Payne (1997: 123) that existentials mark grammatical
relations only to a limited degree.
Mojave has been shown in Section 4.3 to use the same type of construction for
locational (23a) and existential predications (23b). In this construction, a num-
ber of stative verbs can occur, and the S argument is usually encoded with the
Nominative case. Hence, these contexts can best be analyzed as being regular
intransitive clauses. Negative existentials also exhibit this intransitive pattern
with Nominative marking on the S argument (23c).



























‘There are no blue dogs’
Out of the dozens of existential examples that I found for Mojave, the S argu-
ment is always in the Nominative case, with one exception. Example (24) sug-
gests that the Nominative case-marker can be missing on this argument. Since
Munro (1976) notes the optionality of the Nominative case-marker, this is no sur-
prise.







‘There’s no water here’
In Jamul Tiipay S arguments of presentational clauses are always zero-coded
(25a), whereas in locational contexts Nominative marking does occur (25b). In
the closely-related language Diegueño6, S arguments of existential clauses are
6 Until recently, Jamul Tiipay was treated as a dialect of Diegueño.
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apparently also zero-coded (26a). Whether they also allow for encoding of the
S argument in the Nominative like locational clauses (26b) is not clear, since
unfortunately none of the materials on the language give information on this
question.


















‘She knows that I was there.’





















‘That man is already here.’
For Yavapai, all examples listed in the grammar are of an existential nature
if one takes the English translation into account. Whether a locational reading
is also possible cannot conclusively told from the information in the grammar.
All S arguments are in the Nominative case. And ﬁnally, in Havasupai, only one
example was found, which is existential according to the translation provided.
In this example the S argument is in the Nominative case (28).





























‘There is an ant in the sugar.’









‘There is a man in the moon.’
The Wappo data provide a mirror image of the Yavapai situation. The trans-
lations suggest an existential reading of the following examples. Possibly, ex-
amples such as (29c) can also be interpreted as locationals, depending on the
previous discourse, but the grammar does not provide any information on this
topic. One reason for this might be the lack of textual data due to the fact that,
as Thompson et al. (2006) note in the introduction to their grammar, their infor-
mant (and last speaker of the language) did not enjoy working on narratives. Be
that as it may, all the examples have Nominative S arguments, and no diﬀerence
is made between positive (29a) and negative clauses (29b).



















‘There are lots of birds on the tree.’
InMaidu the S argument of existential (30) and locational clauses (31) ismarked
with Nominative case.













‘ “There shall be blood in the world”, he said’
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‘His riﬂe was there under his coat.’
A summary of the data is provided in Table 4.3. In Jamul Tiipay and Diegueño,
existential subjects are in the zero-coded accusative. Both languages mark loca-
tional subjects with the Nominative. All other marked-S languages of this area
appear to use the nominative case in locational as well as existential contexts.
Although for many of the examples, the grammars give an existential transla-
tion, the same sentences can probably also be translated as locationals in a given
contexts since they employ regular intransitive verbs such as ‘sit/stand/lie’, and
in many cases a locational phrase is added. For none of the languages of this
area was any variation found in the subject-marking of positive and negative
existentials.
language S exist. (+) S exist.(-) S loc. pred.
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc - nom
Havasupai nom - nom
Jamul Tiipay acc - nom
Mojave nom nom nom
Yavapai nom - nom
Maidu nom - nom
Wappo nom nom nom
Table 4.3: Overview of the marking of existential and locational predication in
the languages of North America
4.7 Paciﬁc
The languages of the Paciﬁc region, though there are only three of them with
informative data in my sample, exhibit the most interesting patterns with regard
to existential and locational predications. All languages have at least two diﬀer-
ent constructions to encode this domain of grammar. The semantic distinctions
that individual constructions encode vary to quite an extent between the langua-
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ges. Diﬀerences between negative and positive contexts are wide-spread in this
very limited selection of Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages of this
region.
The distinction between positive and negative existentials in Nias has already
been demonstrated in Section 4.3. Now I will discuss the data in more detail. In
Nias, existential and locational predications use parallel constructions (posses-
sive constructions use the same pattern as well). For both types of predication,
there is one construction that is used for positive sentences (existence, location)
and another one for negative ones (non-existence, absence). Positive existen-
tial/locational constructions are built with the verb ga which takes the Mutated
form of the noun it predicates over (32). Negative existential/locational construc-
tions contain the verb löna7, which takes a noun in Unmutated form (33).














‘She has two children.’
















‘She doesn’t have any children.’
Ajië is an Austronesian language fromNew Caledonia. It has two positive exis-
tential constructions, one positive locational construction, and one construction
used for both negative existentials and locationals. First there is the ‘unmarked’
existential verb wii/wi (34a,34b). With this verb, the Nominative marker is op-
tionally used (Lichtenberk 1978: 109).
7 Löna is also the form of the standard verbal negator in Nias. When used as verbal negator, the
case-marking is the same as it would be with the non-negated verb (Brown 2001: 471–475).
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‘Where is its trunk?’
Apart from this construction, there is the human existential verb ta/tʌ. The
Nominative is always used to mark the subject with this verb (35a). In addition,
there is a locational verb tɔ ‘be at a place’. Most examples given of this verb do not
have an overt subject nominal. Those that do have one mark it with the Nomina-
tive preposition na (35b). For the negative contexts, the same construction is used
for existentials and locationals. For both non-human and human S arguments in
negative existential/locational predications, it is not possible to be marked with
the Nominative preposition, thus they are always zero-coded. Those sentences
are constructed with the negative existential yɛri (36).




























‘You are going to stay over there.’
















‘There is no money.’
Savosavo – the only non-Austronesian languages of the Paciﬁc discussed in
this chapter – has a large number of locational constructions. Only one of these
constructions can have an existential interpretation. In this type of locational
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construction (a subtype of what Wegener (2008) calls ‘predicate-subject loca-
tional’) the predicate is marked by the focus emphatic =e, and the following
S argument may (37a) or may not (37b) be marked with the Nominative clitic.
Other than for positive existentials, which do not seem to have a dedicated con-
struction, negative existentials are formed with the verb baighoza ‘not exist’. The
S argument is marked with the Nominative in this construction (37c).






































‘The teaching of the parents does not exist (any more)’
Locational contexts can be expressed with a number of diﬀerent constructions
in Savosavo. In addition to the ‘predicate-subject locational with an emphatic
predicate’ (38a) already discussed above, there is also the ‘predicate-subject loca-
tional with a particle subject enclitic’ (38b) as well as the ‘subject-predicate loca-
tional’ construction (38c). The S argument of all these locational constructions
is in the Nominative case. However, as noted above, zero-coding is possible for
the ‘predicate-subject locational’ with an emphatic predicate.
















‘With me (is) it.’ lit.: ‘At me (is) it.’
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‘His brush is at his bushwards side.’
The data from the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc area are summarized in
Table 4.4. Subjects of locational sentences are predominantly coded by the overt
S-case (Nominative in Savosavo and Ajië, Absolutive in Nias), but in one of the
Savosavo locational constructions they can also be zero-coded.8 All languages
of this region have – at least optionally – variation between negative and posi-
tive existential contexts. While this variation is always found in Nias, Ajië and
Savosavo have two coding options for postive existentials – overt nominative
case or zero-coding – but only one in negative contexts. Ajië negative existentials
are always zero-coded, Savosavo on the other hand codes negative existentials
with Nominative case.
language S exist. (+) S exist.(-) S loc. pred.
Ajië nom/acc acc nom
Nias abs erg abs
Savosavo nom/acc nom nom/(acc)
Table 4.4: Overview of the marking of existential and locational predication in
the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc
4.8 Summary
The encoding of subjects in positive and negative existential predications as well
as locational predications is summarized in Table 4.5. In locational predications,
all languages allow for the marking of subjects with the overt S-case. In most lan-
guages, this is the only pattern available for this role. Languages that show varia-
tion in the encoding of existentials (either between positive or negative contexts,
or simply have multiple coding options) may also exhibit the same variation in
locationals (e.g. Nias and Savosavo). With existentials in a number of languages
encoding the subject in the zero-case is at least one of the options. This is, for
example, the case for North American Jamul Tiipay and Diegueño, Nilo-Saharan
8 Remember that for the locationals only the positive context is included here, since no language
has a variation between negative and positive locationals but not with existentials. Thus the
Nias negative locational construction is not represented in the table.
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Tennet and Turkana and all three Paciﬁc languages. Variation in subject-marking
between positive and negative existentials can be found in a small number of lan-
guages (for example Nias and Turkana). However, there is no clear directionality
in the distribution of overt versus zero-coding between positive and negative con-
texts. Ajië, Nias, and Tennet use the zero-coded form in the negative contexts,
while the positive contexts have overtly coded case-forms (at least as an option).
In Turkana and Savosavo, overt marking is used in the negative context, while
positive existentials can have zero-coded subjects. Since zero-coding of subjects
is more commonly foundwith existentials thanwith locationals, the data to some
extent support the claim that existentials exhibit a limited degree of grammatical
relation marking (Payne 1997: 123).
language S exist. (+) S exist.(-) S loc. pred.
Ajië nom/acc acc nom
Arbore nom - -
Datooga nom nom nom
Diegueno acc - nom
Gamo - - nom
Havasupai nom - nom
Jamul Tiipay acc - nom
K’abeena nom nom nom
Maa nom/acc acc nom
Maidu nom - nom
Mojave nom nom nom
Murle nom - nom
Nandi nom - nom
Nias abs erg abs
Oromo (Boraana) - - nom
Oromo (Harar) emphatic subjet - nom
Savosavo nom/acc nom nom/acc
Tennet nom/acc acc nom
Turkana nom/acc nom? nom
Wappo nom nom nom
Wolaytta - - nom
Yavapai nom - nom
Zayse nom - nom





For the languages of East Africa, it has been repeatedly observed that discourse
function plays a crucial role for case-marking of subjects. König (2008: 240–271)
concludes that overt nominative markers in many of these languages are absent
in pre-verbal position. More generally, she notes a tendency of all languages of
North-Eastern Africa not to employ overt case-marking in this position. This
tendency is referred to as the ‘no case before the verb’ rule by König. The Nilotic
languages, for example, are predominantly verb-initial, thus the canonical posi-
tion for all arguments is post-verbal. Whenever a subject argument is fronted –
usually for discourse structure reasons – it will occur in the zero-coded form.






















‘He found the ﬁeld in a trampled state.’
Most grammars are vague on the exact function that this fronting of arguments
fulﬁlls. What seems to be common to all languages is that special emphasis is
put on the fronted argument, hence, I refer to the context to be studied in this
chapter as emphatic subjects.1
In this chapter, I will investigate the marking of discourse-prominent subjects
in marked-S languages. First, I give a very brief overview of the diﬀerent patterns
of interaction between the marking of discourse structure and case-marking, as
well as a general overview (Section 5.2). Following this brief introduction, I will
1 Remember that I use the term subject as a shorthand for the S argument of intransitive verbs
plus whichever transitive argument is encoded in a parallel fashion in terms of the overt case-
marking.
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discuss the accounts oﬀered for the absence of case-marking in emphatic con-
texts (Section 5.3). Next, I will discuss overt case-marking exclusively found on
emphatic subjects, another pattern of interaction of the domains of case-marking
and discourse structure, which can be analyzed as a very special instance of
marked-S coding, though the languages in question are not typically included
in the study of marked-nominative languages (Section 5.4). Afterwards, I will
summarize the diﬀerent patterns and point out the research questions that are
of interest for this study (Section 5.5). The subsequent sections provide detailed
information on how the individual languages of the Nilo-Saharan (Section 5.6)
and Afro-Asiatic stocks (Section 5.7), as well as the Paciﬁc (Section 5.8) and
North American areas (Section 5.9) behave with respect to the interaction of
case-marking and discourse structure. Finally, a summary of these data will be
provided in Section 5.10.
5.2 Case-marking and discourse structure
Zero-coded emphatic subjects are not an exclusive feature of African marked-
S languages. A similar structure can be found in some languages of the Paciﬁc
region. Also in the Paciﬁc region, another opposite type of discourse-structure
sensitive marked-S system exists: languages in which overt marking of the S
argument is exclusively found in emphatic contexts. The discussion of this kind
of marked-S system is commonly subsumed under the phenomenon of optional
ergativity (McGregor & Verstraete 2010), even if the optional ergative marker
is found on intransitive S. Further, case-marking does not distinguish between
emphatic and non-emphatic contexts in a number of marked-S languages. These
languages are mostly found in North America but some African languages are
of this type as well.
The main focus of this chapter will be on the two patterns that distinguish be-
tween emphatic and non-emphatic subject arguments in terms of case-marking.
For both systems, diﬀerent explanations have been proposed on how the respec-
tive system arose. The two systems and proposed explanations are discussed in
the subsequent sections (5.3 and 5.4). First, I will introduce the basic concepts of
information structure in this section.
The term ‘information structure’ has been coined by Halliday (1967), but the
study of this domain of grammar can be traced back to the classical works of
Aristotle. Nowadays, information structure is often treated within the larger
ﬁeld of discourse analysis. It is concerned with the introduction and tracking of
referents within a larger discourse and the formal means used for this purpose.
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Thewhole domain of information structure is a ﬁeld in which little consensus on
the basic concepts or the meaning of speciﬁc terms appear to exist (Payne 1997:
261–276). In contrast, information structure is a ﬁeld that is only rarely treated
by linguists working on little described languages. Possibly as a result of this,
typological work on discourse structures is still rarely carried out (Myhill 2001).
The following discussion is meant to introduce the basic concepts of the study of
information structure as well as to deﬁne the terminology used in this chapter.
The two concepts ‘topic’ and ‘focus’ are the most widely used types of dis-
course relations in the literature. The terms ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’ are often used
instead for these concepts. Lambrecht (1996) for example dedicates a complete
chapter of his book to each of the two concepts. Topics are generally understood
to be the things that one is talking about, or formulated less vaguely, they have a
high level of mental activation with the discourse participants and are repeatedly
expressed as arguments within the discourse. As a result, topical elements are of-
ten expressed through very little overt material once they have been established.
Pronominals are typical discourse representations of topics. If a language has the
option to not overtly express an argument, topical elements are the prototypical
candidates for this process (see also the discussion on the omission of arguments
in Section 2.6.2). Focused elements, in contrast, are unexpected in the given
context. They do not have to be mentioned in the previous discourse and typi-
cally have a low level of mental activation. Focused elements tend to be realized
with more overt material (e.g. as full noun phrase rather than as pronoun). In
more philosophical treatments, topics are often equated with the subject of a
clause while focus is linked to the predicate. The following English examples are
typical topic (2a) and focus (2b) structures.
(2) a. Speaking of John, he was involved in a car crash.
b. It was John (not Susan) who was involved in a car crash.
The broad notions of topic and focus are often subdivided into subcategories,
which might have quite diﬀerent properties with respect to their linguistic ex-
pression. A special kind of topic is the so-called ‘contrastive topic’ (Lambrecht
1996: 291–296). This type of construction is used in cases where more than one
possible discourse topic has been established and after referring to one of them,
reference to another of these topical elements is made. This switch of topic is
usually marked overtly, but usually no more overt material is used than is neces-
sary to establish the reference. In languages that have gender-speciﬁc pronouns,
for example, the switch between a male and a female topical participant is trans-
parent through the use of the respective pronoun. In addition, topics are some-
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times classiﬁed with respect to their position in the clause. One cross-linguistic
generalization that is often repeated is that “old information precedes new in-
formation” (Ward & Birner 2001: 119). However, this is just a tendency. Apart
from the observation that topics (i.e. old information) can also be left out from
overt realization since they are already known, a number of languages have a
special topic construction, the so-called ‘afterthought topic’. In this construction
the topical element, which has not been prominently realized in a proposition,
is added after the proposition has been made as a sort of addition to the clause
into which it is not syntactically integrated.
Focus constructions are often distinguished by the grammatical status of the
element in focus (Lambrecht 1996: 226–235). The ﬁrst type of focus construction
is ‘predicate focus’. In this situation a topic (most likely a person) is established
within the discourse and some additional information on this participant is given.
‘Argument focus’ constructions, in contrast, are used if what happened is already
known but there is some uncertainty or misunderstanding about the involved
participant(s), as exempliﬁed by (2b) above. Furthermore, an entire sentence can
consist of new information, in which case one speaks of ‘sentence focus’. A dif-
ferent terminology for sentences like this is ‘thetic’, which is contrasted with
‘categorial’ sentences (Sasse 1987). In addition, the term ‘contrastive focus’ is
also used for constructions in which the focused element is opposed to another
element of the same syntactic category. All of the focus constructions introduced
above can be used contrastively. This type of focus corrects an assumption that
the listener had about an event (concerning the predicate, argument(s) or entire
proposition respectively).
5.3 Zero-coded emphatic subjects
As noted above, the absence of nominative case-marking in pre-verbal position
is one of the signature features of the African marked-nominative languages.
However, this pattern is not found exclusively in this region of the world. A
similar pattern is also found in some languages of the Paciﬁc region.
The following are some examples of languages in which the emphatic S is not
marked for case in the sameway as the non-emphatic S.The (a) example is always
the one with the emphatic subject while in the (b) example no emphasis is put
on the subject. In the Nilotic languages Nandi (3) and Turkana (4) emphatic
subjects are in the zero-coded accusative case and occur in pre-verbal position.
In non-emphatic contexts, on the other hand, subjects are in the nominative case-
form, which has a diﬀerent tonal pattern and is derived from the accusative form
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of a noun. The Western Malayo-Polynesian language Nias behaves in a similar
fashion. When S or P arguments occur in the non-canonical pre-verbal position,
they are in the Unmutated form (5a) while in post-verbal position they would be
in the Mutated form (5b). The fronting of an argument is a communicative means
employed to express the importance in discourse of the respective argument.
















‘Kibet is looking at the child.’






















‘I only have two cows.’






















‘He planted that stick in the ground.’
There are two types of explanation for this alternation in case-marking with
emphatic subjects. The ﬁrst explanation argues that the emphatic S argument is
in a structural position in which it cannot be assigned the regular S-case. The
second approach is only suitable for those languages that mark the emphatic
S argument by some other device, e.g. a focus-marker. For the languages of
this type the occurrence of the S-case-marker might simply be blocked by the
presence of another marker on the S argument and not by its structural position.
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The ﬁrst explanation – i.e. the one claiming that emphatic subjects are outside
of the domain inwhich they can be assigned S-case – comes in amore speciﬁc and
a more general version. The more speciﬁc variant analyzes the whole structure
as a biclausal cleft-construction while the second analysis more generally states
that the emphatic argument is outside the domain of case-assignment.2 I will
ﬁrst turn to the more speciﬁc version of the structural explanation, which I will
refer to as the cleft analysis. It states that sentences with an emphatic subject
have a structure similar the the one exempliﬁed by the English cleft-construction
in (6).
(6) It is John who lost his wallet.
The whole structure of the clause with an emphatic subject argument is inter-
preted as actually consisting of two clauses. The ﬁrst clause, i.e. the cleft, only
consists of the logical subject of the entire structure. However, it is not real-
ized as a grammatical subject but as a predicate nominal. The second clause is a
headless subject relative clause modifying the predicate nominal. This analysis
predicts that since the logical subject does actually function as a predicate nom-
inal, the emphatic S will have the same marking as a predicate nominal in the
respective language. As has been shown in Chapter 3, many marked-S languages
indeed employ the zero-coded form for predicate nominals. This analysis of em-
phatic subjects as biclausal structures is put forward by König (2008) for African
marked-S languages. Also Payne (1997: 278–281) discusses cleft-constructions as
a source for focus-constructions in general.
This line of argumentation can either be interpreted as a synchronic analysis
or merely as the historical source of the modern construction. In either way,
this analysis is only plausible if a language meets the following typological re-
quirements (or met them at the point in time, when the emphatic S construction
developed):
1. The formal marking of predicate nominals and emphatic subjects must be
the same.
2. The language must allow for nominal predications to lack an overt copula
(or an additional marker, that functions as a copula must be present in the
construction).
2 The more general analysis of the emphatic argument being outside the domain of case-
assignment also captures the more speciﬁc cleft-analysis.
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3. The language must either allow for relative clauses to be formed without
an overt relative marker, or such a marker that introduces relative clauses
must be present in the constructions.
These requirements are easy to check as a synchronic claim. However, as a
diachronic claim this check is not always possible. In addition, there will be
languages that meet only some of these criteria, that one would nevertheless
want to analyze in a parallel fashion.
For some languages this analysis appears to be quite promising, since they
meet all requirements. With regard to Tennet, Randal (1998: 261) strongly argues
in favor of an analysis of emphatic statements like (7a) as structures consisting
of a predicate nominal plus a headless relative clause. The so-called ‘associative
marker’ (am) linking the predicate nominal to the relative clause is also used with
other nominal modiﬁers such as adjectives. Randal also states that the same utter-
ance can be made in the longer variant in (7b), making the nominal predication
more transparent. However, this approach does not explain why in the fuller ver-
sion of the nominal predication both arguments are in the Accusative case. From
the description of nominal predication in Tennet, one would expect the subject
argument of the nominal predication (i.e. ‘Lokuli’) to be in the Nominative case.




















‘Lokuli is the one who is beating Loham’
A good argument for the status of the initial noun as a predicate nominal is
provided byArbore. In Arbore there is a special case-form used only for predicate
nominals – the so-called ‘Predicative’ case – which is also found on emphatic
subjects (8a), while non-emphatic subjects receive standard Nominative case (8b).
Also there is a reduced amount of morphological marking found on the verb in
the emphatic context. For instance, the so-called ‘pre-verbal selector’ (pvs) is

















A more general structural explanation for the lack of case-marking on em-
phatic S-arguments is provided by Donohue & Brown (1999: 60) based on Nias.
They state that “when an argument receives a degree of pragmatic salience, and
appears focused or topicalized, then it is beyond the scope of the case-marking
system.” The argument that emphatic subjects are outside of the domain in which
they can be assigned case by the verb (or any other node that in a given syntac-
tic theory would assign case to the subject argument) also comprises the cleft-
construction analysis, since in a biclausal structure an element in the ﬁrst clause
(i.e. the cleft) is outside of the domain in which the verb of the second clause
can assign any case to it. However, it is not necessary to assume that the verb
and logical subject are in diﬀerent clauses for this more general analysis. It is
suﬃcient for the emphatic subject to be located on a higher level of projection.
However, because a claim like this presents a very abstract explanation, it is hard
to conﬁrm or disprove.
At least for Tennet, there can be made a clear case that it is not simply the pre-
verbal position that prohibits Nominative case-marking on an argument, since
there are also pre-verbal arguments with Nominative case-marking, as example
(9b) illustrates. Other languages may of course behave diﬀerently in this respect,
and one could still argue that the logical subject in (9a) and (b) are located in
diﬀerent structural positions.


















‘And then Crow came.’
Further, there is a whole diﬀerent line of argumentation to explain the lack
of S-case-marking on emphatic subjects that could be used in some languages.
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Instead of disallowing S-case-marking for structural (i.e. syntactic) reasons, mor-
phology seems to be the important factor in this scenario. In the languages to
which this explanation applies, the emphatic status of the subject argument is not
only encoded by its position in the clause but by a special marker of discourse
structure. The occurrence of this marker apparently blocks other markers such
as overt S-case-markers. However, these languages do not have zero-coded em-
phatic subjects in the same sense as the languages previously discussed since
emphatic subjects are overtly marked, though not for their role as the subject
argument of a clause. The Savosavo example in (10) illustrates this pattern (also
see the discussion of Savosavo in Section 5.8).











‘One thing (is) at its/the side.’
5.4 Overtly coded emphatic subjects
The phenomenon of optional case-marking and more speciﬁcally optional erga-
tivity has gained recent prominence in linguistic work (see McGregor & Ver-
straete 2010). It has been noted that case-markers are sometimes dropped in
syntactic context in which they normally would be expected in a language.3 The
conditions for the dropping of overt case-marking often relate to information
structure. Many languages which show this optional type of case-marking only
employ the overt marking when the relevant constituent is in focus, while the
marker is usually omitted otherwise. However, often there are additional con-
texts in which the markers can occur. Special reference has been made to the
optional nature of ergative case-marking in particular. For some languages it is
noted that the optional ergative case is sometimes also used for intransitive S
arguments. Thus, the languages would be better described as having optional
marked-nominative case-marking. However, because of the strong association
between overt marking of agents and the label ‘ergative’ that has been put for-
ward by Dixon (1979), the term ‘optional ergative’ has stuck. Another reason
might be that the overt markers are only rarely found in intransitive clauses be-
cause in these contexts a need for disambiguation of the participants arises far
3 The inﬂuence of optional case-marking on the overall frequency of individual case-forms have
already been brieﬂy discussed in Section 2.6.3.
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less frequently. It is in such contexts that optional ergative markers are often
found in. This practice is for example expressed in the following quote:
I have labeled the aﬃx -ro […] as an ergative marker. It is true that it only
occurs on subjects of transitive verbs. However, it does not occur on all
subjects of transitive verbs […]. As in many PNG languages, it seems to
occur most commonly where there is potential ambiguity as to which noun
phrase is the subject. (Clifton 1997: 22)
Despite this claim that in Kaki Ae the relevantmarker occurs only on transitive
subjects, Clifton (1997) provides some examples in which the samemarker occurs
on intransitive subjects as will be demonstrated in the following.
Languages that have a marked-nominative system only in speciﬁc contexts,
such as focusing or disambiguation, are especially common in the Paciﬁc region.
In his survey on participant marking in the so-called Papuan languages (a cover
term for non-Austronesian languages of Oceania),Whitehead (1981) lists Siroi,
Waskia, Kunimaipa, and Nabak as having an optional S+A marker in combina-
tion with zero-coded P arguments.4 Further, the descriptions of Kaki Ae, Eipo
and Yawuru suggest these languages are also of this special type marked-no-
minative languages that employ overt marking only for emphatic subjects. The
pattern is exempliﬁed in the following. TheWaskia sentences in (11) demonstrate
the alternation between emphatic contexts, in which the marker ke follows the
subject (11a), and non-emphatic contexts, which lack this marker (11b). The Kaki
Ae clause chain in (12) demonstrates the marking of emphatic and non-emphatic
subjects. While the mother is marked with the marker -ro (glossed as Ergative
by Clifton) the noun aua ‘children’ that is the subject in the following clauses
does not receive this marking. Thus, the status of the mother is marked as a
participant that has not been present in the previous discourse.














‘My brother is a policeman.’
4 Instead of the labels S and A, Whitehead (1981) uses the terms ‘actor’ and ‘agent’.
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‘The mother returns, the mother calls, and the children run down to the
mother, some carry blocks of wood, some carry ﬁshing line and many
other things, they get them and go up.’
While this general pattern of marking (intransitive) subjects only in contras-
tive or emphatic contexts is quite widespread in the Paciﬁc region (also extending
to some Australian languages), the system is analyzed quite diﬀerently by diﬀer-
ent linguists. For all languages for which I could get information on, this struc-
ture, the variation between absence and presence of the marker is inﬂuenced
by information structure. The languages exhibiting the system described in this
section employ markers that have both discourse structure and case-marking
properties. The linguists working on the relevant languages vary in assigning
the pattern to either the domain of grammatical relations or pragmatic discourse
relations. These two domains of grammatical marking are often diﬃcult to tease
apart (Payne 1997: 276). Furthermore, there is often a strong correlation between
a certain discourse status with a certain syntactic role. Therefore, it is no sur-
prise that historical relations between the two types of markers are pretty com-
mon. It has already been discussed that markers of discourse relations have been
proposed as a source for marked-S systems (cf. Section 1.5.2). It thus might be
the case that the respective markers in the Paciﬁc languages just presented are
currently in a transitional phase from one of the domains to the other. Some
authors note that the optional (or focal) nominative marker in these languages
is cognate to an ergative marker in related languages. However, the direction
of change cannot be clearly established on this basis, since the ergative stage of
related languages could either be more conservative or more innovative than the
pattern of the language that does not use the marker to unambiguously encode
grammatical relations. For other languages, both directions of change have been
argued for: from discourse marking to case-marking and vice versa. Shibatani
(1991) discusses the grammaticalization of marking of a discourse category into
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the marking of grammatical relations, taking the example of topics and subjects.
A change from case-marking to discourse marking, on the other hand, has been
suggested, e.g. for the Australian language Jingulu (Pensalﬁni 1999).
The in-depth investigation of the focal marked-nominative type according to
the parameters of this study is particularly diﬃcult. For most languages only a
few odd examples of subject arguments receiving overt marking are given. These
examples are usually accompanied by a mere impressionistic explanation of the
factors leading to the presence of the marker (if any). From these few examples it
is not possible to deduce in which of the contexts investigated in this study (other
than basic (in)transitive clauses) the marker could or could not occur, given the
relevant argument is emphatic. Therefore, the languages of this type will only
be discussed in this chapter of the study, due to the missing data on for example
emphatic existential subjects.
5.5 Research questions
The subsequent sections will provide an overview of the marking of emphatic
subjects in marked-S languages. The languages can be classiﬁed as using one
of three patterns (or a combination of these patterns). These patterns are the
following:
1. Emphatic subjects do not receive S-case-marking.
2. Only emphatic subjects receive a special marker for the S-case.
3. Subjects receive S-case-marking independent of their discourse status.
For each language of the sample, I investigate which of the three patterns are
found. Pattern 1 and 2 have been discussed in greater detail in the two previous
sections. In this section, I will give examples of the all of these possibilities of
encoding emphatic subjects.
Pattern 1 is exempliﬁed by the Boraana Oromo sentence in (13). While the ﬁrst
clause demonstrates the prototypical marking of subjects via Nominative case
jaldees-ii, the subject of the second clause (kinniis) is focused and does not receive















‘But the baboon did not overcome the bees, it was the bees that won.’
The proposed origin of structures like this as cleft-constructions has been dis-
cussed before. Data on the marking of predicate nominals and the possibility
of having zero-copulas in nominals predications will be provided in Section 5.10.
Also, many of the languages with zero-coded emphatic subjects have in common
that while their canonical word order is verb-initial, emphatic subjects (or other
element on which special emphasis is put) are placed before the verb. Therefore,
in this chapter’s summary I will also note the basic word order(s) of each lan-
guage discussed here. Examples of this strategy have already been discussed in
Section 5.3 in some detail.
The second pattern of case-marking on emphatic subjects is only found among
the languages of the Paciﬁc region.5 In some of the languages of this region, em-
phatic subjects receive a special marker while morphological marking of gram-
matical relations is absent in other contexts. This pattern is exempliﬁed by Was-
kia. In this language the marker ke follows after subject arguments that are
focused among other functions (14a) while non-focused counterparts of these
sentences the subject NP does not receive case-marking (14b).














‘My brother is a policeman.’
5 Special forms only found with emphatic subjects are more widespread. Bruil (2014: 158–163)
discusses the subject-marker -bi in Ecuadorian Siona (Tucanoan). The marker is used with
focused subjects, but there might be additional uses, such as the disambiguation of arguments.
Similar systems can be found in other languages of the same area. However, Ecuadorian Siona
also has overt case-markers for (some types o) objects (Bruil 2014: 163–169), and thus does
not fall under the deﬁnition of a marked-S language. Yet it is very likely that languages with a




The ﬁnal pattern of interaction between case-marking and discourse struc-
ture is the absence of any interaction between the two systems. In other words
subject-like arguments are marked with the overt S-case irrespective of their dis-
course structure relation.
This pattern is found in a number of languages of my sample. In Wappo, fo-
cused as well as non-focused subjects receive the Nominative ending in -i. When
the subject is focused the case-marked noun is followed by the focus-marker
lakhuh (15a). In sentences with non-focused subjects, this marker is not found
(15b).















‘The corn has been ash-roasted.’
Another language inwhich the case-marking is identical for emphatic and non-
emphatic subjects is K’abeena (Eastern Cushitic). Unlike inWappo, the discourse
prominence of the subject (or other argument or adjunct) is not encoded by overt
morphological marking. This is rather achieved by putting a noun phrase into
the position immediately preceding the verb.





















‘Kamal does not believe in familiar spirits.’
original translation: ‘Kamal glaubt nicht an Schutzgeister.’
The following sections provide an in-depth study of the marking of emphatic
subjects in marked-S languages organized by areal and genealogical grouping
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into the Nilo-Saharan (5.6), Afro-Asiatic (5.7) Paciﬁc (5.8) and North-West-Ame-
rican languages (5.9). In the ﬁnal section, the data is summarized and combined
with additional information on the marking of nominal predications and basic
word order for each language (5.10).
5.6 Nilo-Saharan
Most of the Nilo-Saharan marked-S languages have a verb-initial basic word or-
der. Fronting of an argument to pre-verbal position leads to the loss of any overt
case-marking. König (2008) uses the slogan ‘no case before the verb’ to allude to
this property of these languages. The marked-S languages of the Nilo-Saharan
stock are almost completely uniformwith regard to this expression of emphatic S
arguments. Minor variations can be found in theAgar dialect of Dinka, which has
a topic-initial rather then verb-initial word order, according to Andersen (1991).
Furthermore, in Tennet two types of pre-verbal subjects can be found, one with
(zero) Accusative case-marking and the other one with regular Nominative case.
First, I will present the prototypical Nilo-Saharan system in which emphatic
S arguments occur in pre-verbal position and are in the zero-coded accusative
case, while non-emphatic post-verbal S arguments receive overt nominative case-
marking. This system is found in Datooga (17), Turkana (18) and Nandi (20); the
(a) examples demonstrate the emphatic construction while the (b) examples are
non-emphatic contexts. Maa behaves in the same fashion (19).






















‘Other youths went home.’
























‘I only have two cows.’














‘The ox sees the road.’
















‘Kibet is looking at the child.’
In addition to the structure demonstrated in (20) above, Creider & Creider
(1989: 124–125) discuss a second type of topicalization for Nandi, namely topic ﬁ-
nal sentences. The structure demonstrated above is referred to as ‘topic fronting’.
However, from Creider & Creider’s (1989: 150) description of the use of this topic-
ﬁnal construction, it seems clear that this is rather a focus construction in the ter-
minology introduced in Section 5.2. Unlike in the construction with the fronted
S argument, S arguments in the topic-ﬁnal structure keep their Nominative tonal
shape (21).








In the Agar dialect of Dinka, basically the same situation is found as in the
other Nilo-Saharan languages. Pre-verbal subjects do not receive Nominative
case-marking (22a, b), which they would receive in post-verbal position. The
diﬀerence from the languages described previously is that there does not seem
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to be a verb-initial basic word order in Dinka (or at least not anymore). Andersen
(1991) analyzes Agar Dinka as a topic-ﬁrst language. That means that whichever
element occurs in clause-initial position is the topic, usually this is the S or A
argument. Only if some other argument is the topic of the discourse, like the
P argument occurring sentence-initially in example (22c), the subject is marked
with the overt Nominative case. In addition, verbal agreement is with the topic
rather then the subject (Andersen 1991).



















‘The animal is killing THE PERSON.’
A diﬀerent variation of the Nilo-Saharan pattern ‘no case before the verb’ is
found in Tennet. This language distinguishes between two diﬀerent S-initial em-
phatic structures. The ﬁrst construction behaves like the examples discussed be-
fore, as the fronted subject is in the zero-coded Accusative case (23a). Randal
(1998) explicitly states that this construction is an instance of clefting and the
fronted subject is part of a nominal predication. The other construction used
to put emphasis on an argument also involves fronting of this argument before
the verb. However, this construction is not a cleft, as can be seen by the lack
of the Associative Marker (am), which among other function introduces relative
clauses. Also, the Nominative case-marking is retained if the subject is fronted
using this construction (23b).


















‘And then Crow came.’
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Table 5.1 summarizes the marking of emphatic subjects in the Nilo-Saharan
marked-S languages. All languages use overt Nominative case-marking for non-
emphatic subject arguments. For emphatic subjects, all languages have at least
one construction that marks this argument with the zero-coded Accusative case.
Tennet and Nandi have diﬀerent constructions that can be employed to encode
emphatic subjects, so that these arguments are either in the zero-coded Accusa-
tive or in the overtly coded Nominative case. Further, the marking of the pred-
icate nominal (Chapterr̃efnompred) coincides with the predominant pattern of
marking emphatic subjects for all languages. This supports the cleft-analysis of
these structures to some extent.
language non-emphatic S emphatic S predicate nominal
Datooga nom acc acc
Dinka (Agar) nom acc -
Nandi nom acc/nom acc
Tennet nom acc/nom acc
Turkana nom acc acc
Table 5.1: Marking of emphatic S arguments in the Nilo-Saharan marked-S
languages
5.7 Afro-Asiatic
In the Afro-Asiatic languages, there is no uniform pattern for emphatic contexts.
There are some languages that use cleft-structures for focusing, and thus use
the same case-form on the emphatic S as on predicate nominals, whether this is
the zero-coded form or not. In other languages, however, emphatic subjects use
the nominative case-form, diﬀerently from the case-marking used for predicate
nominals.
A cleft-strategy for emphatic subjects is used in Boraana and Harara Oromo
as well as in Arbore. In Boraana Oromo, the so-called ‘linker’ (functioning as a
Genitive, among other uses) attaches to focused constituents. The range of func-
tions of this marker is pretty wide; one of them is to introduce relative clauses.
This makes a cleft-analysis of this structure very plausible. Subjects which are
focused via the linker precede their cleft-sentence and are zero-coded for case
(24). Harar Oromo behaves similarly: emphatic A arguments do not receive No-
minative case-marking. Instead they receive some other marking, which consists
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of the lengthening of their ﬁnal vowel and attaching the (non-obligatory) suﬃx
’-túu.6 In this construction the agreement on the verb is invariably third person
masculine (Owens 1985: 108). This indicates that the logical subject does not func-
tion as the syntactic subject in these contexts and is possibly located outside of
the clause containing the verb.
In Arbore, emphatic S arguments are in the Predicative case (26a). In this lan-
guage, it is thus clear that those elements are predicate nominals. This in turn
strengthens the cleft hypothesis, as already noted in Section 5.3. Also note that
the verb does not agree with the subject in this construction (Hayward 1984: 113–
114), indicating that those clauses are probably not simply derived from their
counterparts with unmarked information structure (26b).











‘But the baboon did not overcome the bees, it was the bees that won.’







‘It is my car that is red.’













No diﬀerence in case-marking of emphatic and non-emphatic subjects seems
to exist in Gamo and K’abeena. The details of information-structure marking in
Gamo are interpreted diﬀerently by diﬀerent scholars. The main problem is prob-
ably the diﬀerent use of terminology, which is not uncommon in the domain of
information structure (Payne 1997: 262). What Hompó (1990: 359–360) refers to
6 The diacritic before the aﬃx indicates a tonal change of the stem.
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as ‘focused elements’ are moved to sentence initial position. This position is also
the canonical position of the subject. Sentence-initial as well as non-sentence-
initial subjects (with other constituents in ‘focus’) are marked with the Nomi-
native case-marker. In contrast, Taylor (1994: 222) claims that in standard SOV
order it is the object that is focused, and that altering the order to OSV results in
subject focus. He also ﬁnds no case-marking alternations between the diﬀerent
word orders (27). Given that Hompo analyses the clause initial position as the
canonical subject position, her focused elements can probably be understood as
discourse topics, an analysis that would be compatible with Taylor’s analysis.
The situation in K’abeena resembles the one described for Gamo by Taylor.
Focused arguments immediately precede the verb, where they receive the same
case-marking as in unfocused position (Crass 2005: 327). There is also the em-
phatic suﬃx -nu (Crass 2005: 256), though the interaction between this suﬃx
and the word order alternations is not discussed by Crass. The data shows that
both subjects immediately precede the verb (28a) and S arguments marked with
the emphatic aﬃx (28b) are in the Nominative case.














‘Chabo saw a horse.’









‘It is God who prepares the path of our religion.’







‘When it comes to me, I can cope with hunger well.’
original translation: ‘Was mich betrifft, ich kann Hunger gut ertragen.’
An overview of discourse-motivated marking in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S
languages is presented in Table 5.2. Gamo and K’abeena do not use any case-
marking in the emphatic context that diverges from non-emphatic subjects. They
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employ the regular Nominative case, and thus a diﬀerent case-form than with
predicate nominals. Another form of overt marking of emphatic subjects is found
in Arbore. Instead of using the Nominative case, the Predicative case is employed.
This case is otherwise used to encode predicate nominals, and thus Arbore is a
good example of the cleft-strategy to encode emphatic subjects. Boraana and
Harar Oromo use Accusative nouns to encode emphatic subjects. In both lan-
guages the relevant construction attaches additional material to the emphatic
noun. In the Boraana dialect, this material (the so-called ‘linker’) is used to con-
nect nouns to relative clauses that modify them, among other functions. This
supports the cleft analysis of this structure.
language non-emphatic S emphatic S predicate nominal
Arbore nom pred pred
Gamo nom nom acc
K’abeena nom nom acc
Oromo (Boraana) nom acc+lin acc
Oromo (Harar) nom foc acc
Table 5.2: Marking of emphatic S arguments in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S
languages
5.8 Paciﬁc
The languages of the Paciﬁc region exhibit the most diversity in the interaction
between case-marking and discourse structure in my sample. Ajië and Nias
behave similarly to the Nilo-Saharan languages. In both languages, discourse-
prominent arguments are fronted to pre-verbal position and do not receive case-
marking. In Savosavo, the situation is a bit more complex. Subjects marked
with the so-called ‘emphatic marker’ do not receive their usual Nominative case-
marking and also occur in clause initial position. However, there are also in-
stances in which Nominative case-marking is found on subjects that have the
same discourse status properties as the emphatically-marked subjects but that
lack the emphatic marker. Further, there are a number of languages in this area
that only mark subjects that are in some prominent discourse relation with an
overt marker. These systems are usually not treated as proper case-marking sys-
tems, but most grammar writers acknowledge that the relevant marker is found
with subject arguments only (or at least predominantly).
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Nias basic word order is verb-initial. To put special emphasis on an argument,
it can be fronted to pre-verbal position – this construction is analyzed as encod-
ing both topic or focus function by Donohue & Brown (1999: 60). In this position,
all arguments take the Unmutated nominal forms. Thus, if the fronted argument
corresponds to an argument that would be in the Mutated form of a noun in a
basic clause, the case-marking will be dropped in emphatic contexts (29). Ajië
is also verb-initial in its basic word order. The preposition na marks S and A
arguments (30). This marker does not appear on S or A arguments in pre-verbal
position.7






















‘He planted that stick in the ground.’



















‘As for the dog, it sleeps.’
In Savosavo, on the other hand, the basic word order is SOVwhen constituents
are realized as full NPs, a situation that, however, seldom occurs in naturalistic
data (Wegener 2008: 199–200). The emphatic marker =e (and its set of allomorphs
used when cliticizing to pronouns) is used very often in Savosavo.8 The element
marked with the emphatic enclitic is fronted. The exact function of this marker
does not seem to correspond to any of the categories usually distinguished in the
linguistic analysis of information structure. Wegener (2008: 228–229) describes
7 Claire Moyse-Faurie (p.c. at the Syntax of the World’s Languages conference in Berlin on
25.09.2008) analyzes the marker glossed as ‘pause’ by Lichtenberk as a focus-marker that she
regards as obligatory in this context.
8 Wegener (2008: 221) states that it is the second most common morpheme in her data.
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the marker as having to do with information structure, though it does not oc-
cur exclusively on either focused elements or topic expressions. Furthermore,
perfectly grammatical sentences with elements that would be analyzed as corre-
sponding to one of these functions without the emphatic marker also occur.
Themarker =e is found in non-verbal as well as in verbal clauses. In non-verbal
clauses, it attaches either to the subject (31a) or predicate (31b). When attaching
to the subject of the clause, Nominative case-marking does not appear on this
argument (31a). In verbal clauses, the emphatic marker can also attach to the
subject argument (though this seldom occurs) and like in non-verbal clauses, the
Nominative-marker does not occur in this case (32a). Nominative case appears to
be blocked by the emphatic marker, possibly due to morphological restrictions.























‘Because here (is) the road.’






































‘Jeﬀ, he didn’t have any thoughtwhatsoever about/because of thewom-
an.’
However, there are instances when an emphatic subject – even in clauses with
the emphatic marker – receives Nominative case-marking, as in the following
two constructions. Often, the subject is repeated as a pronoun at the end of a
clause. In these cases, the Nominative case occurs on this ﬁnal pronoun even if
the preceding noun phrase referring to the subject argument does not receive
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case-marking due to the occurrence of the emphatic marker (33a). Also, if the
full NP referring to the subject argument of a clause is added as an afterthought
topic, while the clause internal subject referent is realized as a subject enclitic,
the postposed subject is marked with Nominative case (33b).




































‘and he stands facing close to Sesepi, the man.’
Also in the languages of the Paciﬁc region, a quite diﬀerent pattern is found,
namely, nominative case-marking only with emphatic arguments. This pattern is
exempliﬁed by Waskia, for which Ross (1978: 36) notes that “the subject-marker
ke is intimately related to topicalisation.” The following examples demonstrate
the usage of this marker and its absence in non-emphatic contexts on the same
grammatical relations.9 Subject arguments are marked by ke if they are answers
to constituent questions (34) or if the speaker wants to correct a wrong assump-
tion about the subjects of nominal predications (35) or the S argument of any
verb (36).




















‘Gagi saw the snake.’
9 At least the ﬁrst two contexts – answers to constituent questions and correction of wrong


















‘My brother is a policeman.’



























‘Gagi is at school in Madang, isn’t he?’
Ross’ discussion of Waskia is the only instance in which the emphatic subject-
marker is explicitly treated as Nominative case-marking.10 Other authors treat-
ing similar markers as instances of case rather than information structure mark-
ers usually analyze themarker as an ergative . As noted in Section 5.4, one reason
for this might be the more frequent occurrence of this marker on transitive sub-
jects than on intransitive ones. Also, in some languages, this marker appears on
transitive subjects in diﬀerent sorts of contexts, not only emphatic ones, while
intransitive subjects receive this marker exclusively in emphatic contexts. If the
marker in question serves to disambiguate argument structure as well as in con-
trasting functions, the absence of the marker in the ﬁrst context would be ex-
pected for intransitive subjects. Two languages exhibiting this sort of system are
Kaki Ae and Yawuru.11 The Kaki Ae example (37) has already been discussed on
page 109. The marker -ro marks the S argument in the ﬁrst two clauses, which is
newly introduced in the discourse, while other subjects remain zero-coded. The
Australian language Yawuru has a similar structure. It employs the (optional)
Ergative marker -ni in so-called contrastive uses for encoding intransitive sub-
jects as well such as in (38a), while in other contexts S arguments cannot be
marked with it (38b).
10 Ross (1978) uses the term ‘subject-marker’, including both transitive and intransitive subjects
and thus the domain of a typical nominative case-marker.
11 Following Lynch (1998), I include languages of Australia into the group of Paciﬁc languages.
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‘The mother returns, the mother calls, and the children run down to the
mother, some carry blocks ofwood, some carry ﬁshing line andmany other
things, they get them and go up.’





















Other authors, like Fabian et al. (1998) for Nabak, mainly discuss the discourse
structure functions of similar markers, while its predominant or even exclusive
appearance with subject arguments is not paid much attention. He labels the
Nabak marker -aŋ as ‘focus’. The marker is mainly used to (re-)introduce partic-
ipants to the discourse. The use of this marker is demonstrated in (39a), while
absence on regular subject arguments is shown in (39b). The marker is suppos-
edly cognate to ergative markers in related languages.














‘That pig went over there.’
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The Eipo postposition arye appears to have a diﬀerent diachronic origin. This
marker is also used as a semantic case, and is used to encode instrumental, alla-
tive and related meanings. However, it is also used to mark the subject noun
phrase especially if the subjects are used contrastively.
























‘It was me who created man.’
A summary of the data from the Paciﬁc languages is given in Table 5.3. Two
language non-emphatic S emphatic S predicate nominal
Ajië nom acc acc
Eipo bare noun loc bare noun
Kaki Ae abs erg abs
Nabak bare noun foc bare noun
Nias mut unmutated unmutated
Savosavo nom acc + emph acc
Waskia bare noun foc bare noun
Yawuru abs erg abs
Table 5.3: Marking of emphatic S arguments in the languages of the Paciﬁc area
distinct patterns are found in these languages. Nias, Ajië and Savosavo do not
use the overt S-case-marker in emphatic contexts. In Savosavo, blocking of the
marker through the emphatic clitic could be analyzed as the reason for this. Simi-
lar to the Nilo-Saharan languages, in Nias and Ajië the emphatic subject appears
in a position preceding the otherwise initial verb.
The second pattern found in the Paciﬁc is not usually included in the discus-
sion of marked-S languages. It is exclusively found with languages of this region.
The languages in question exhibit marked-S properties only with emphatic sub-
jects. In non-emphatic contexts, they either use no marking of the case relations
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S, A and P at all (Eipo, Nabak, Waskia) or have an ergative-absolutive alignment
with an overt ergative case (Kaki Ae, Yawuru), this marker is extended to S con-
texts for emphatic subjects. For the languages that have neutral alignment in
non-emphatic contexts (i.e. they encode S, A and P identically), the origins and
properties of the overt S-case-marker found on emphatic subjects vary to some
extent. At least two diﬀerent sources have to be considered. In Eipo the marker
is used as a Allative case in other contexts, while for Nabak and Waskia it is
considered to be cognate to an ergative marker in related languages.
5.9 North America
The North American marked-S languages show no remarkable patterns with re-
spect to the marking of discourse prominent arguments. For most languages, the
discussion of discourse structure is very sparse. The reason for this might be that
apart from intonation and possibly word order, there are no dedicated devices to
mark the discourse properties of the participants, as Munro (1976: 276) notes for
Mojave. The languages that do have information on these constructions mark
emphatic S arguments in the same way as non-emphatic S.
In Wappo, special morphology is used to put emphasis on an argument. If the
focus-marker lakhuh is attached to the S argument of a clause, the Nominative
case-marking remains on this argument (41). Similarly in Maidu, the emphasis
marker -ʔas can follow every element of a sentence except the verb, and the
emphasized element is sentence-initial, case-marking stays invariant (42).










‘It’s the bread that got stolen.’









‘The dog bit me.’
For the Yuman languages, not much information on discourse structure mark-
ing is provided. The Mojave situation is probably prototypical for the whole
language family. Munro (1976: 276) states that she “has not found any evidence
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that Mojave has any syntactic devices for indicating topic, other than changes in
stress or (possibly) word order.”
The only special discourse structure elements that are discussed for any Yuman
language are afterthought topics (i.e. right-dislocated arguments). S arguments
in this position bear the same nominative case-marking as elsewhere in Jamul
Tiipay (43) and Yavapai (44), the two languages for which the context is explicitly
discussed.











‘He was afraid of that (bull), the orphan boy (was).’
































‘(We) mixed the sheep and the goats.’
Table 5.4 on the next page summarizes the data for the languages of North-
America. They behave quite unremarkably concerning the marking of emphatic
subjects. In the Yuman languages, no special marking of discourse prominence in
subjects is found on a segmental level and these element receive the regular no-
minative case. Maidu behaves in a parallel fashion, marking emphatic subjects
identically to non-emphatic subjects with Nominative case. Only Wappo uses
special morphology to mark focused elements. This marking is, however, not re-
stricted to subjects and combines with the regular case-marking, i.e. Nominative
case for subjects. Coincidentally, the marking of emphatic subjects and predi-
cate nominals is the same for the marked-S languages of North America except
Wappo. However, the emphatic structures do not show any cleft-like properties
otherwise (e.g. fronting of the subject).
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language non-emphatic S emphatic S predicate nominal
Jamul Tiipay (nom) (nom) acc
Mojave nom nom nom
Yavapai nom nom nom
Wappo nom nom + foc acc
Maidu nom nom nom
Table 5.4: Marking of emphatic S arguments in the marked-S languages of North
America
5.10 Summary
In this section, the data on emphatic subjects in marked-S languages are summa-
rized. Table 5.5 on the facing page provides an overview of the diﬀerent systems
of marking emphatic subjects in the languages discussed in this chapter. First
of all, for each language the table indicates how it marks emphatic and non-
emphatic subject arguments. The table lists the case-form a noun appears in as
well as any additional markers occurring on the noun in the given context. Fur-
ther on, the basic word order (BWO) and the word order in emphatic contexts
(emphatic WO) is given. The table also summarizes the case-form a nominal
predicate receives in the given language (this data is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3). And ﬁnally, I indicate whether a language allows for zero copulas
with nominal predications.
An interesting generalization is that all languages of the sample with verb-
initial word order in non-emphatic clauses front emphatic subjects (and other
emphatic elements). The tendency that languages with a dominant VSO order
allow for an alternative SVO order has also been observed by Greenberg (1963)
as his Universal 6. In addition, the overt S-case-marking found on post-verbal
subjects is not found in this pre-verbal position in all these languages. This pat-
tern holds for the Nilo-Saharan languages Datooga, Nandi, Tennet and Turkana
as well as for the Polynesian languages Nias and Ajië. Also, the zero-coded form
of emphatic subjects is identical to the form of predicate nominals in these lan-
guages, making an analysis of these structures as a cleft-construction likely. Ad-
ditional support for the cleft hypothesis comes from the fact that all these lan-
guages generally allow zero-copulas. Three other languages for which the cleft
analysis of emphatic subjects might work out are the Eastern Cushitic languages
Arbore, Boraana Oromo, and Harar Oromo. In Arbore, the emphatic subjects
are overtly coded, though not with the Nominative case. Instead, the Predicative































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.5: Overview on the marking of emphatic S arguments
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6 Subjects of non-basic clauses
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, case-marking in a number of non-basic clauses will be discussed.
Under non-basic clauses, I subsume various types of dependent clauses, as well as
clauses in which the number of arguments that a verb takes is changed through
morphosyntactic processes. For the latter type one can distinguish between pro-
cesses that decrease the number of arguments – passivization and antipassiviza-
tion – and those that increase the number of arguments, such as causativation.
Since only the processes that decrease the number of arguments show any excep-
tional patterns (i.e. patterns that do not employ the S-case), only these contexts
will be discussed here. Basic clauses in contrast are deﬁned here as consisting of
a single predicate which has not undergone any argument-aﬀecting derivation.
Dependent clauses exhibit special marking strategies in many languages, far
exceeding the domain of marked-S. The verb-ﬁnal word order found with Ger-
man dependent clauses as opposed to verb-second main clauses is one example
of such special marking. Deviating patterns of case-marking are also found in
this domain. The domain of dependent clauses can be subdivided into smaller do-
mains, such as relative clauses or adverbial clauses. Each of the diﬀerent clause-
types potentially has its own distinct type of encoding. A brief discussion of
diﬀerent types of dependent clauses and their grammar is given in Section 6.2.
However, this topic cannot be covered in depth here.
Next, I will discuss valency reducing operations (Section 6.3). The speciﬁc la-
bels that are used for these constructions often carry strong implications about
their formal encoding. The promotion of the logical object to subject status is
usually seen as a prerequisite for labeling a construction as ‘passive’. The more
neutral term ‘valency-decreasing operations’ is more readily applicable to a wide
range of phenomena that might not be captured by a more speciﬁc label such
as passive. Apart from formal marking properties, valency-decreasing construc-
tions are also associated with a speciﬁc information structure. The passive, for
example, puts attention on the patient argument. However, a similar commu-
nicative eﬀect can also be achieved by other formal means. So-called ‘imper-
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sonal constructions’ are a prime example of this. I will brieﬂy discuss these in
Section 6.3 as well, yet, whether constructions of this type should be considered
to be valency-decreasing is at least debatable.
The contexts studied in this chapter are associated with a rather formal regis-
ter, such as written rather than spoken language. A large number of passive and
dependent clauses for example are typical indicators of written texts of an aca-
demic nature. For a number of languages of my sample, these types of register
are not very elaborate or commonly used. Thus, the contexts of interest are often
not well represented in the description of a language or not even discussed at all.
After introducing these diﬀerent types of non-basic clauses in Sections 6.2
and 6.3, the patterns of case-marking found in these contexts will be outlined in
Section 6.4. Subsequently, I will present data on the encoding of these contexts
in the individual languages of North America (Section 6.5), the Paciﬁc region
(Section 6.6), the Nilo-Saharan (Section 6.7) and Afro-Asiatic (Sectio n6.8) family.
Finally, a summary of the data is provided in Section 6.9.
6.2 Dependent clauses
A common distinction between clause-types is the one between independent
clauses that can stand on their own and subordinate or dependent clauses. The
meaning of the latter clause-type is tied to another clause and thus they cannot be
fully interpreted on their own. However, most languages diﬀerentiate between
a number of diﬀerent types of dependent clauses, which often diﬀer according
to their grammatical encoding. For the present study the marking of subject ar-
guments is the central aspect of grammatical encoding to be investigated.
Instead of making a binary distinction between main and dependent clauses,
it is possible to establish a hierarchy of grammatical integration ranging from
structures that constitute one fully integrated clause to two completely indepen-
dent clauses (Payne 1997: 307). Structures which are typically considered to con-
sist of one independent and one (or more) dependent clause(s) are located in
the middle section of this continuum with relative clauses being less grammati-
cally integrated than, e.g. adverbial or even complement clauses. Payne’s scale
of grammatical integration of clauses is given in Figure 6.1, where the parts of
the scale commonly referred to as dependent or subordinate clauses are set aside
from the rest of the scale by a box in this version of the scale.
The exact ordering of this continuum is not uncontroversial. While Payne lo-
cates the relative clause in the position which is closest to the ‘two separate






















































Figure 6.1: Level of integration of clauses (after Payne 1997: 307)
structures), Thompson et al. (2007: 238) state that, unlike relative or complement
clauses, adverbial clauses “are viewed as (hypotactic) clause combinations with
respect to the main clause.” They consider adverbial clauses to be subordinated
to a lesser degree than the other two clause-types.
In the following I will brieﬂy introduce the three types of dependent clauses
which are relevant for this study, namely relative clauses, adverbial clauses and
complement clauses. Since only one of the languages of my sample has clause-
chaining, namely Savosavo (Wegener 2008: 286–297), I did not include this struc-
ture in my study. The three types of dependent clauses are sometimes also re-
ferred to as ‘adjectival’, ‘adverbial’ and ‘nominal’ clauses corresponding to the
part of speech that they resemble in function.
Relative clauses modify an argument (and in some languages also other par-
ticipants) of the main clause. They are often discussed among other nominal
modiﬁers such as adjectives or demonstratives, especially in terms of word or-
der typology (cf. Dryer 2005a). Since the relative clause makes a statement about
one of the participants of the main clause this participant is also an argument of
the relative clause.1 Dixon (2010b: 314) refers to the argument shared between
main and relative clauses as the common argument (CA), a term I will use in
the following discussion. Languages diﬀer with respect to whether the common
argument is realized in the main clause, in the relative clause or in both. If there
is only one instance of the common argument, there can be ambiguity with re-
spect to the question in which clause the argument is located. In this study, I
1 The term participant is used in a very broad sense here and may include the role of location or
possessor in a given language.
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am interested in the realization of the subject element of the relative clause. In
situations in which the subject of the relative clause is the common argument,
its case-form in the relative clause is often diﬃcult to identify, since it will not be
realized as an independent noun phrase in many languages. Therefore, the best
example sentences for the purpose of this study are those in which the subject of
the relative clause is not the common argument and is represented by a full NP
(e.g. the book that my sister bought). However, this type of relative clause could
not be found in all languages due to lack of data or possibly ungrammaticality of
this construction. There is another caveat concerning the study of case-marking
found in relative clauses. In some languages, the relative clause construction is
actually a nominalization. Instead of having verbal marking – either identical
to the marking found in main clauses, or special dependent verb morphology –
the verb has nominalizing morphology. Though verbal arguments can be real-
ized in nominalized structures, case-marking is usually not preserved but rather
substituted by a genitive, for example.
Adverbial clauses do not modify a single participant of the main clause, but
rather modify the verb phrase or entire main clause. They establish a relation
in terms of temporal structure or other factors such as presenting the reason
for or desired goal of the action in the main clause. Based on their diﬀerent
functions, a large number of subtypes of adverbial clauses can be distinguished,
such as temporal, locational, purposive or conditional clauses (for a discussion
of these diﬀerent subtypes seeThompson et al. 2007: 243–265). Main clauses and
adverbial clauses do not necessarily share an argument between them, though
they might.2Therefore instances of full NP subjects within the adverbial clauses
are usually easy to ﬁnd (provided the grammar discusses this type of clause at
all).
Complement clauses serve as arguments of the main clause – or the matrix
clause, as the non-complement clause in this construction is usually referred
to.3 Though there are subject complement clauses, typical complement clauses
2 The following English examples are adverbial clauses having a diﬀerent (i.a) and co-referential
subject (i.b).
(i) a. John served the meal, after Jack had brought the wine.
b. Johni served the meal, after hei had brought the wine.
3 The term matrix clause is often preferred, since in order to function as a grammatical sen-
tence, the argument position ﬁlled by the complement clause would have to be ﬁlled ﬁrst in
most cases. Some complement verbs, however, still form grammatical utterances when the
complement is deleted, as illustrated in (i.b) for English.
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function as the P argument of a complement taking verb. Such verbs can be
subdivided into several semantic types such as verbs of utterance or desideratives
(an extensive discussion of the diﬀerent types of complement verbs can be found
in Noonan 2007: 120–145). A language may distinguish between diﬀerent types
of complements. This type of dependent clause has its own argument structure
and in many cases one of its arguments is co-referential with an argument of the
main clause. The co-referential argument is often not realized in the complement
clause. Case-marking in complement clauses is often special, and may also vary
between diﬀerent types. The English examples in (1) demonstrate the diﬀerent
case-marking of the complement-internal subject in non-ﬁnite (1a) and ﬁnite (1b)
complement clauses.
(1) a. She wants [him to leave.]
b. She hopes [(that) he has already left.]
Complex syntactic structures like dependent clauses are a feature found more
often in written than in spoken language. Many of the languages of my sample
(and in fact the majority of the languages in the world) do not have a long tra-
dition as a written language, if any. Therefore dependent structures are often
underdescribed in grammars or lacking at all entirely, since they do not play a
signiﬁcant role in language use. Also a language might not have a distinct gram-
maticalized construction for encoding these structures. Relative clauses and ad-
verbial clauses are the two types of dependent clauses most likely to be treated
in a grammar.
Taking a closer look at the token frequency of dependent clauses inwritten ver-
sus spoken language, it becomes clear that the assumption formulated above (i.e.
dependent structures are a characteristic feature of written language) is an over-
simpliﬁcation. Biber et al. (1998: 139–141) demonstrate, based on English corpus
data, that the distribution of diﬀerent types of dependent clauses varies greatly
between diﬀerent registers. While relative clauses are most frequently found
in academic prose, causative adverbial clauses are for instance most commonly
used in conversations. However, the basic observation that data on dependent
clauses of all types are scarce in grammars of most under-described languages
still remains valid.
(i) a. John is scared [that he might lose his job].
b. John is scared.
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6.3 Valency-decreasing operations
Under the term ‘valency-decreasing operations’, a variety of constructions is sub-
sumed. All these operations have in common that fewer grammatical arguments
are realized than in the corresponding basic clause. Passive, antipassive, and
middle are typical instances of this type of operation. Both formal and func-
tional criteria are of interest when analyzing these voice alternations. A crucial
formal aspect is the case-marking of arguments in these constructions (which
is also the main focus of the present study), but also the pragmatic implications
of these structures are taken into account. Especially if on formal criteria no
passive structure can be identiﬁed in a language, functional criteria are often
considered in order to identify the equivalent construction in a language. So-
called ‘impersonal constructions’ often have functions similar to those of pro-
totypical passives. I will brieﬂy discuss impersonal constructions, though their
status as valency-decreasing operations is not unambiguous in languages with
verbal person agreement. In the following, the diﬀerent grammatical categories
and constructions that are involved in the reduction of verbal valency will be
introduced.
The most common valency-decreasing operation from a cross-linguistic per-
spective is the passive. Passive constructions realize non-agent arguments as
the grammatical subject of logically transitive verbs. All languages with passive
constructions allow for patients to be promoted to grammatical subject status,
but languages vary with respect to whether other semantic roles such as ditran-
sitive recipients can be promoted as well. Prototypical passives have a number
of formal properties which are not necessarily met by voice operations serving
the same pragmatic functions as typical passives in a given language. If a con-
struction meets all of the three following criteria, it constitutes a prototypical
instance of a passive (Siewierska 2005b; Payne 1997: 205).
1. Demotion of the A argument of the active counterpart to non-argument
status.
2. Promotion of the P argument of the active counterpart to subject.
3. Morphosyntactic marking of the voice alternation on the verb or in the
verb phrase (either through aﬃxation of periphrastic means).
If a construction does not meet all of these criteria, linguists diﬀer strongly
in whether they call a construction a passive or not. The last criterion – verbal
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marking of the voice alternation – is quite unproblematic in this respect. A de-
viation from the active clause in terms of verbal morphosyntax is considered a
crucial criterion for identifying a distinct passive voice in a language by some
(Siewierska 2005b), while others (Haspelmath 1990; Dryer 1982) do not include
morphosyntactic marking of passives as a necessary condition. The two crite-
ria relating to the status of S and P arguments in passives as compared to basic
clauses are more problematic. The subjecthood of the logical object is taken as a
hard criterion for identifying passives by many linguists – for instance byMunro
(1976) onMojave. Subjecthood is identiﬁed via case-marking and/or verbal agree-
ment. In languages in which passive ‘subjects’ deviate from the standard subject-
marking, such constructions can still unproblematically be included under the
term valency-decreasing operation, however.
Apart from passives, there are two other voice operations that reduce the num-
ber of syntactic arguments in a clause: Antipassive andMiddle. The antipassive
is a structure most commonly associated with languages of the ergative-absolu-
tive type. In antipassive sentences a verb that has two semantic arguments only
realizes the A argument of its usual argument structure. The P argument is not
realized and the verb treats the remaining A argument syntactically like an S
argument, marking it with absolutive rather than ergative case for instance.4
However, the same label is nowadays applied to parallel constructions in langua-
ges with other alignment systems. For example, the Surmic language Tennet has
both a passive (2) and an antipassive construction (3).
















‘He is beating the drum now.’





‘The child is eating.’
4 As with passive agents, the P argument can be overtly realized in some languages as a non-
argument phrase, for example with a special oblique case.
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‘The child is eating asida.’
The last valency-decreasing operation that is relevant here is the middle. The
middle is often interpreted as the voice in between active and passive (Klaiman
1991: 3–4). In this construction, the role of the agent is not exactly downplayed,
but rather the fact that an agent is involved is not considered. The semantic dif-
ference between active (4a), passive (4b) and middle (4c) sentences is tentatively
illustrated by the following English examples. Note, however, that the middle as
a distinct voice is only identiﬁed in a small set of languages and in the English
context the construction in (4c) is rather described as an inchoative (Levin 1993:
2–3).
(4) a. The ball broke the vase.
b. The vase was broken (by the ball).
c. The vase broke.
A functionally less restrictive argument-reducing voice operation is usually
referred to as a general detransitivizing operation. Such an operation adds a
special marker to a semantically transitive verb indicating that the verb is used
as a syntactically intransitive verb. One of the arguments of the verb is deleted,
but there are no syntactic restrictions regarding which argument of a transitive
verb is not realized. Thus, basically any of the two arguments of a transitive verb
could be deleted in a detransitivizing operation. However, there can be semantic
restrictions or at least general tendencies for an individual verb on whether the
A or P argument is deleted in this type of operation.
Apart from the formal criteria listed above, the pragmatics of a construction
are often also taken into account when identifying valency-decreasing opera-
tions. Pragmatic criteria are for instance a central factor in the discussion of
passives by Keenan & Dryer (2007). Even if a language does not have a passive
construction (or any of the other voice operations discussed in this chapter), it
will still have means to encode the same discourse functions associated with pas-
sives. Syntactically transitive constructions can have an unspeciﬁed A argument
in many languages. The German ‘man’-construction as in man spricht deutsch.
‘one speaks German (here)’ is an instance of this. Such constructions are often
referred to as ‘impersonal constructions’. In this type of construction the role of
the agent is downplayed. The logical P argument of the construction remains in
this position syntactically, but pragmatically it is the most salient argument. The
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logical A argument of this construction is unknown or irrelevant in the given
situation. Therefore, the A argument is not realized lexically. From a syntactic
point of view, these constructions are transitive, and thus do not decrease the
number of arguments of a verb. Therefore such constructions are not relevant
for the further discussion in this chapter.
6.4 Research questions
Case-marking in non-basic clauses does diﬀer in a number of languages of the
marked-S type. However, this is not an exclusive feature of the languages studied
here. Deviating patterns of case-assignment in non-basic clauses are also com-
monly found in other languages (i.e. non-marked-S languages). In this section
I will demonstrate (with examples from languages of the marked-S type) how
subjects of non-basic clauses behave diﬀerently from prototypical subjects of ba-
sic clauses. In most instances, the factor that diﬀerentiates between the clauses
is the assignment of S-case to basic clause subjects, while non-basic subjects re-
ceive some other case-marking, usually the zero-case. However, there are often
some other structural diﬀerences between the two types of structures such as in
word order, or verbal indexing . I will note these diﬀerences when discussing the
data. However, the main focus of this chapter is on the case-marking.
In the following sections, I will discuss howmarked-S languages mark the case
of the subject element of non-basic clauses. This includes the following:
• case-marking of subjects in all types of dependent clauses (i.e. relative
clauses, adverbial clauses, complement clauses)
• (promoted) subjects of valency-decreasing operations
A number of marked-S languages do not mark subjects of dependent clauses
in the same way they mark subjects of main clauses. Wappo relative clauses,
for example, leave the internal subject of the relative clause zero-coded (5b). It
never receives Nominative case like it would in main clauses (5a). Similarly, in
adverbial (5c) and complement clauses (5d) the subject remains zero-coded.
(5) Wappo (Wappo-Yukian; California;Thompson et al. 2006: 4, 117, 77,Thomp-











‘That ﬁsh, the man bought (it).’
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‘I know that he ate bread.’
In other languages, however, subjects in diﬀerent types of dependent clauses
receive diﬀerent kinds of case-marking. While Murle relative clauses mark their
subjects in Nominative case (6a), complement clauses have zero-coded subjects
(6b). Mojave exhibits yet another pattern: subjects of relative clauses are zero-
coded (7a) but subjects of adverbial clauses are in the Nominative case (7b).
























‘I know that she is cooking meat.’






















‘After I peeled the potatoes, Judy fried them.’
Still other marked-S languages do not show any diﬀerence in the case-marking
of subjects of main and dependent clauses. In the Harar dialect of Oromo, sub-




























‘He stayed until she came.’
I will now turn to the diﬀerent patterns of marking subjects in valency-decrea-
sing constructions. As already noted in Section 6.3, Tennet has both a passive (9a)
and an antipassive (9b). In both constructions the subject receives Nominative
case-marking.












‘The child is eating.’
In Maa, three grammatical voices are distinguished: middle, antipassive, and
the so-called impersonal passive. In the middle (10a) and antipassive (10b) the
subject is in the Nominative case. In the impersonal passive (10c) on the other
hand the subject is in the Accusative (i.e. zero-coded case)






















‘The policemen have arrested the thief.’
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Other than with the contexts of existential and locational predication (see
Chapter 4), which were encoded via identical constructions in most languages of
my sample, the contexts studied in this chapter are typically encoded by a con-
struction not shared with the other contexts. Therefore the data in the following
sections will be organized by the contexts rather than discussing all contexts for
each language at the same time. As in the previous chapters, the data are or-
ganized by geographical and genealogical groupings. Section 6.5 discusses the
languages of North America. Data from the languages of the Paciﬁc are given
in Section 6.6. And the languages of Africa are presented in Sections 6.7 (Nilo-
Saharan) and 6.8 (Afro-Asiatic) respectively.
6.5 North America
In a number of North American marked-S languages, dependent clauses, and
especially relative clauses, do not mark their subjects with nominative case but
leave them zero-coded. In Mojave, S arguments in valency-decreasing construc-
tions are also left zero-coded. However, most languages of the region use the
nominative case in this context. Generally, the voice systems of the North Ame-
rican languages in my sample are not highly complex, judging from the available
data.
In Wappo, S (11a) and A arguments (as demonstrated in example (5b) above)
in relative clauses have the zero-coded form. In main clauses these arguments
are marked with the Nominative case-suﬃx -i in contrast (11b). Note that it is
only subject case-marking via Nominative case which is absent from relative
clauses. Case-marking of recipient arguments via Dative case is preserved in
relative clauses (12).

















































‘The man gave the ﬁsh to the bear.’
But not only subjects of relative clauses are left without overt case-marking in
this language. Adverbial clauses exhibit the same pattern, as exempliﬁed by the
following temporal (13a) and conditional clauses (13b). Complement clauses (13c)
have zero-coded subjects as well.

































‘I know that he ate bread.’
With respect to relative clauses the languages of the Yuman family exhibit a
similar pattern. In Mojave, for example, nouns serving as S (14) or A argument
(15) of a relative clause are in the zero-coded form according to Munro (1976:
187–190).












‘The house is white.’









‘I saw the dog that chased the cat.’
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‘The dog chased the cat.’
Dixon (2010b: 333–334) discusses relative clauses in Mojave based on Munro’s
data with a slightly diﬀerent interpretation. Following Munro, he distinguishes
between relative clauses in which the common argument is the subject of the
relative clause and those in which it is not. In the former type, the verb of the
relative clause is marked by the preﬁx kw- and according to Dixon’s analysis the
common argument is stated in the main clause and not realized as independent
NP in this type of relative clause. Accordingly, the CA is case-marked for its
function in the main clause and not the relative clause. If the common argument
does not function as the relative clause’s subject, then the verb preﬁx is missing
and the common argument is realized in the relative clause. In example (15a)
above, according to his analysis, the noun hatčoq ‘dog’ is the P argument of the
main clause’s predicate (‘to see’) and the Accusative form is thus expected.
In the following example (16), the CA serves as the subject of both main and
relative clause. As is to be expected for subject relative clauses, the verb of the
relative clause is marked by the preﬁx kw- (just like in (15a)). However, the Nomi-
native case is missing from the noun phrase əinyaʔa:k-ny ‘that woman’. Instead,
the relative clauses as a whole is case-marked for the role. It is not clear to me
how this can be explained in Dixon’s analysis, which holds that in subject relative
clauses the common argument is not realized in the main clause. This behavior of
marking the relative clause for the function the common argument bears in the
main clause is also found in example (17), in which the relative clause is marked
with Locative case. This example is a non-subject relative clause. Accordingly,
the subject of the relative clause is realized inside the relative clause since it is not
an argument of the main clause. As in the examples of subject relative clauses
above, the subject is zero-coded.5


















‘The woman lives in Parker.’
5 The relative clause in (14) is also marked with Locative case. It functions as location in the
main clause, but bears the subject relative preﬁx kw-. Munro (1976) does not comment on this.
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‘My father built this house.’
Other than relative clauses, Mojave adverbial clauses straightforwardly mark
their subjectswith theNominative . Case-marking of subjects of temporal clauses
is illustrated by the examples in (18).









‘When a man is lonely, he can’t sleep.’









‘When the men came back, my mother cracked acorns.’
Complement clauses are not discussed in any detail in the Mojave literature.
Munro (1976: 232–234) notes that subordinate clauses with nya- ‘when’/‘i’ and
the switch reference/tense marker -k and -m have Nominative subjects. While
the when-and-if-clauses are of the adverbial type discussed above, the switch
reference markers apparently are used in complementation, as in the following
examples. Example (19a) marks the subjects of main (inyeč ‘I’) and complement
clause (Judy) with Nominative case. In the second example, the switch reference
marker is missing, however. Judging from the translation, this is an instance of
complementation. In this example, the subject iču:ra:v ‘man’ is not marked with
the Nominative case (19b), which it receives when the complement is realized
as an independent main clause (19c). But this might be explained by the general
possibility of Nominative case-marking to be dropped in Mojave, especially in
fast speech.









‘I know that Judy has arrived.’
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‘The man is sick.’
In general, the case-marking of dependent clauses exhibits parallel structures
across the languages of the Yuman family. For Jamul Tiipay, Miller (2001: 210)
states that within a relative clause subjects always appear in the Accusative case
(20a, b) while oblique noun phrases might be case-marked. Similarly to Mojave,
adverbial clauses show a diﬀerent pattern, cf. the purpose clause in (20c) that
overtly marks its subject with Nominative case. In Yavapai as well, subjects of
relative clauses are zero-coded (21a, b), while adverbial clauses mark their sub-
jects with Nominative case as exempliﬁed by the conditionals in (21c). The same
discussion as for Mojave could be held about the location of the common argu-
ment, i.e. whether it is in or outside the relative clause. In example (21a), the cat
serves as the subject of the relative as well as main clause and thus the absence
of case-marking cannot be explained on account of its role in the main clause (as
proposed by Dixon for Mojave). Example (21b), on the other hand, is ambiguous
since the coyote is the object of the main clause and as such would be expected to
be zero-coded. Also, there is an alternative construction which is often translated
as a relative clause into English (21d), in which the subject receives Nominative
case. Kendall (1976: 221) treats it as some kind of topicalization construction.





























‘I bought this horse for you to ride.’
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‘John is sitting in the car that Bill is going to buy.
For other Yuman languages, there is only sparse information on dependent
clauses, usually consisting of just one or two odd examples without any discus-
sion of their structure. Among these languages is Cocopa. The example in (22a)
clearly contains a dependent clause. However, its internal structure and type are
relatively unclear. The literal translation is probably something along the lines
of ‘where the king’s house is, he arrived at it’, which could be interpreted as
an adverbial locational clause. Whatever the exact semantic type of this clause
is, the subject of the dependent clause is in the Nominative case. Likewise, the
subject is marked with the Nominative in the temporal adverbial clause in (22b).
The Mesa Grande Diegueño example in (23) could likewise be interpreted as an
adverbial clause, or maybe a relative clause. Gorbet (1976: 135) analyzes it as ad-
verbial, but he notes that others might analyze it as a relative clause. The subject
of this dependent clause is zero-coded.












‘He arrived there at the king’s house.’
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‘When I was little, we lived in Somerton.’











‘the bite wasn’t bad at all’ (lit: ‘where the dog bit me, it wasn’t bad at all’)
In Maidu, the discussion of complex sentences, i.e. those containing more than
one clause, is very brief (Shipley 1964: 69–70). None of the given examples has an
overt subject argument in the dependent clause and the case-marking on such
arguments, should they occur, is not discussed.
Turning to the investigation of valency-decreasing constructions, Mojave has
an operation in which the logical subject is deleted. The single argument of the
resulting clause (i.e. the logical object) remains in the zero-coded form. Munro
(1976) therefore does not consider them to be subjects, although she still glosses
the verbal marker that is found in this construction as passive. In addition ‘pas-
sive’ verbs take the 1st and 2nd person object-agreement suﬃxes, and as such,
agree with their subjects (24a), third person objects do not agree with the verb
in any context in Mojave. Comparing the ‘passive’ clauses in example (24b) with
(24c), in which the logical subject is not realized either, the ‘passive’ morpheme
on the verb appears to make the logical object more central in the clause.













‘(Someone) hit the girl.’
Two other Yuman languages, namely Yavapai (25) and Havasupai (26), on the
other hand, have clear passive constructions in which the logical object is pro-
moted to syntactic Nominative-marked subject. As in Wappo, A arguments of
passive clauses bear Nominative case-marking (27a, 28a).
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‘Thala fried the rabbit.’
















‘The water is lying all over the ground (over there).














‘I chopped down the big trees.’












‘I’m going to pay you.’
Shipley (1964) does not discuss any passive or passive-like constructions in his
grammar of Maidu. Also, Siewierska (2005b) lists Maidu as one of the languages
in which a passive is absent, giving Shipley’s work as reference.
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language S rel S adv S compl S VDC
Cocopa - nom - -
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc acc - -
Havasupai - - - nom
Jamul Tiipay acc nom -
Mojave acc nom nom acc
Wappo acc acc acc nom
Yavapai acc nom - nom
Table 6.1: Marking of subjects in non-basic clauses in the marked-S languages of
North America
An overview of the marking of subjects in non-basic clauses is provided in
Table 6.1 for the languages of North America.6 Themost remarkable feature is the
consistent absence of nominative case-marking for subjects of relative clauses.
6.6 Paciﬁc
Dependent clauses in the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc exhibit quite a few
interesting patterns with respect to case-marking. The other non-basic clauses
are not remarkable, thoughmore detailed data on the Nias passive could possibly
be very interesting.
Main clauses and relative clauses in Nias show opposite properties, with re-
spect to the Mutated and Unmutated forms. Compare the relativized S in (29a)
with the main clause S in (29b). The same is true for the P argument, as can be
seen by comparing the (a) and (b) sentences in examples (30–31).
















‘His uncle died yesterday.’
6 In the column headings the following abbreviations are used: S = S-like/subject argument; rel =




















‘The dog bit me.’






























‘He took the papapya from the tree.’
The A argument of a relative clause is realized as a noun in the Mutated form
(32a), while in main clauses it would be Unmutated.7 The status of relative clause
A arguments, however, is somewhat unclear. In relative clauses that have the
internal A argument realized as an overt noun phrase, the verb usually bears the
preﬁx ni glossed as passive (cf. 32a). The status of this passive is not completely
clear. The passive morpheme appears predominantly within relative clauses, yet
in some rare instances, is also used in independent main clauses according to
Lea Brown (p.c.). I will return to this issue when discussing valency-reducing
operations.













‘She grated the coconut.’
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‘The boy hit the dog and ran away.’
In Ajië, subjects of purpose clauses (33a) and reason clauses (33b) are in the
Nominative case. De la Fontinelle (1976: 330) gives this example with parenthe-
ses around the Nominative marker indicating its optionality, but she does not
comment on this any further.
(33) Ajië (Oceanic; New Caledonia; Lichtenberk 1978: 113 after de la Fontinelle
















































‘I am not going to touch it because my hand might smell (and) because
the rat might eat my braids.’
For Savosavo, information is provided for a large number of diﬀerent types of
dependent clauses (Wegener 2008: 254–286). Several of these types allow for the
optional or obligatory realization of their subjects in the Genitive rather than the
Nominative case. Relative clauses always encode their subjects in the Genitive
case. Other constituents of the relative clause are encoded like in independent
clauses. The examples in (34) illustrate this pattern. Adverbial clauses, on the
other hand, use either the Nominative or Genitive case to mark their subjects, as
seen in (35).

































‘the man whose daughter went to Honiara’















































‘Then my father asked and then they said …’
I will now turn to the discussion of valency-decreasing constructions. None of
the existing descriptions of Nias gives an extensive discussion of the passive. The
passive morpheme appears predominantly within relative clauses. The passive
subject is in the mutated form in (36). In some rare instances, the passive is
also used in independent main clauses according to Lea Brown (p.c.), though
unfortunately, I have no example sentence to demonstrate this behavior.







‘He had already made a lot of knifes’ (lit. ‘The knifes made by him were
already a lot’)
The 3rd person possessive suﬃx on the passivized verb could indicate that this
is an impersonal construction rather than a true passive. Further, some passivized
verbs have a transitivizer (tr) aﬃxed to their stem (37a), which makes the whole
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situation even less transparent. But compare also (37b), where the tr-marker
occurs also with the non-passivized form of the same verb.














‘They made him a slave.’
There is no specialized passive or antipassive construction in Savosavo, but
the detransitivizer -za serves similar functions to those associated with passives
and antipassives in other languages. When it is attached to transitive verbs, this
results in a change in the argument structure of the verb. There are three possi-
bilities for the nature of change in argument structure, the ﬁrst (corresponding
to a passive reading) being the most common (Wegener 2008: 171):
1. The subject is demoted and removed, the object is promoted to subject
position.
2. The subject is unchanged, only the object is removed.
3. Both subject and object are removed and are replaced by a subject that is
a semantic cognate of the verb, e.g. ‘a shout’ in case of a verb ‘to shout’
The following example illustrates the passive use of the detransitivizer. In this
example the subject is in the Nominative case (38).














‘He cut (a) carrot.’
Table 6.2 summarizes the data just discussed. Similar to the North American
languages, case-marking of subjects in relative clauses is most interesting, al-




language S rel S adv S compl S VDC
Ajië - nom - -
Nias erg - - abs
Savosavo gen nom/gen - nom
Table 6.2: Subjects marking for non-basic clauses in the marked-S languages of
the Paciﬁc
6.7 Nilo-Saharan
The subject arguments of non-basic clauses are typically marked with the no-
minative case in the Nilo-Saharan languages, though for each context there is
at least one language behaving in an exceptional way. Another interesting phe-
nomenon is attested in Päri, a language with a marked-nominative system only
with dependent clauses.
The Päri system exhibits a split within its alignment type, as deﬁned in Chap-
ter 2. More precisely, it is split between diﬀerent clause-types. In main clauses,
Päri has an ergative-pattern, yet in imperatives and most dependent clause-types
the overt Ergative marker is also used for intransitive S (Andersen 1988: 316–319).
Those clauses thus exhibit a marked-nominative pattern, which Andersen (1988:
316) believes to be the source for the ergative pattern of main clauses in Päri.
This split is not only limited to case-marking, but it is also found with the ver-
bal indexing-system and word order. The examples in (39) illustrate the marked-
nominative pattern. The questions in (39a, b) are listed among the class of de-
pendent clauses. Unfortunately, Andersen does not analyze the structure of the
item glossed as ‘why’. Its complex structure and the fact that the whole structure
is identiﬁed as a complex clause suggest that this item constitutes the main or
matrix clause to the following subordinate clause. In the main clauses (39c,cd),
this marking is indeed restricted to A arguments and not found on S arguments.
















‘Why did the man jump?’
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‘Ubur insulted the woman.’
Among the subordinate clause-types that Andersen lists as having marked-
nominative coding are purposive clauses. This ﬁts Dixon’s expectations about
this type of splits:
[…] ‘purposive (= inﬁnitival) clauses’ normally refer to some attempt at con-
trolled action; clauses of this kind generally have an A or S ‘agent’ NP that
is co-referential with some NP in their main clause […] for this type of sub-
ordinate construction, we would surely expect S and A to be treated in the
same way within the complement clause. (Dixon 1994: 101–102)
Now I will return to the Nilo-Saharan languages which do exhibit marked-no-
minative coding in main clauses. In Tennet, relative clause-internal subjects are
in the Nominative case (40). Similarly in Nandi, subjects of relative clauses are
marked with the Nominative (41). Maa relative clauses, which have the struc-
ture V-AGR N [V-REL N], also employ the Nominative case for subject-marking
according to Tucker & Mpaayei (1955: chapter 12).


























’the animals that he went and speared’






















‘I want the person that is looking at the cow.’
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Arensen (1982: 112–114) distinguishes between what he calls ‘dependent’ and
‘subordinate’ clauses in his description of Murle. All examples he lists as de-
pendent clauses are relative clauses. Subjects inside the relative clause are in the
Nominative case (42a). The clauses referred to as subordinate clauses by Arensen
on the other hand mark their subjects with Accusative case (42b, c). All examples
he presents are of the complement clause-type.

































‘I want the people to work.’
Turkana relative clauses mark their subjects, when clause internal, in Nomina-
tive case (43). However, the subject is only realized in the relative clause if it is
not the common argument (43b).






































‘In the forest where there are baboons and elephants.’
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Other dependent clauses behave diﬀerently from relative clauses with respect
to case-marking. Most examples listed are of the complement clause type. Like
in relative clauses, the subject is only overtly realized in the complement clause
when it is not identical to the subject of the matrix clause. Otherwise, the subject
argument is only realized in the main clause in Turkana (44a). When occurring
inside the complement clause, the subject is in topicalized position (i.e. before
the verb of the dependent clause) and thus is in the Accusative case. Dimmendaal
(1982: 374) argues that they are nonetheless part of the dependent rather than the
matrix clause, since the matrix verb does not show any object agreement (44b).8





























‘He found his father was not there.’
In the following paragraphs, valency-decreasing operations are discussed. The
single argument of the Turkana ‘impersonal active voice’ (as Dimmendaal refers
to the most passive-like construction) has Nominative marking (Dimmendaal
1982: 132–133). In Murle, the subject of passive sentences is in Nominative case
(45a). And as seen already in Section 6.4, Tennet passive (46a) and antipassive
subjects (46b) also are in the Nominative case.












‘The man throws a spear.’
8 In Turkana the marker k- precedes the subject agreement aﬃx if there is a ﬁrst or second
person object (Dimmendaal 1982: 122).
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‘The child is eating.’
There are two processes which delete the logical subject of a sentence in Nandi.
The ﬁrst – termed ‘stativization’ by Creider & Creider – has the logical object as
the surface (Nominative) subject and expression of an agent is not permitted
(47a). In the other process, which is actually referred to as ‘passivization’, the
agent is obligatorily deleted but the object gains no Nominative case-marking
(Creider & Creider 1989: 125–126), as illustrated in (47b, c). In this construc-
tion, the verb receives invariant ﬁrst person plural agreement, while the 3rd
person stem form of the verb is chosen (Creider & Creider 1989: 100). ‘Imper-
sonal construction’ would probably be a better label for this construction, while
the ‘stative’ actually meets all criteria usually employed for a construction to be
classiﬁed as a passive. Creider & Creider (1989) claim that the lack of an optional
oblique phrase representing the logical subject disqualiﬁes the construction from
being considered a passive. However, this criterion is not widely used in cross-
linguistic work on passives.9

















‘The door is being opened.’
9 As Creider & Creider (1989: 100) note they chose the English passive, which allows for
the oblique realization of logical subjects in passive clauses, as their model for a passive
construction.
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Subjects of passive sentences are in the Accusative form in Maa (Tucker &
Mpaayei 1955: 175). Payne (2007) lists three kinds of verbal diathesis: middle,
antipassive and impersonal passive. In the middle (48a) and antipassive (48b),
the subject is in the Nominative case. In the impersonal passive on the other
hand the subject is in the Accusative (i.e. zero-coded case), as shown in (48c).
Compare this with the active counterpart of the sentence (48d).






















‘The policemen have arrested the thief.’
All these ﬁndings are summarized in Table 6.3. Unlike from the previous sec-
tions, relative clauses in the Nilo-Saharan languages always employ the nomina-
tive case to mark subjects. If any variation is found among dependent clauses, it
is with complement clauses.
language S rel S adv S compl S VDC
Maa nom - - acc/nom
Murle nom - acc nom
Nandi nom - - nom
Päri - nom nom -
Tennet nom - - nom
Turkana nom - acc (topic) nom




Non-basic clauses in the Afro-Asiatic languages exhibit little, if any, deviation
from the general pattern of marking subjects with nominative case. Only the
passive construction in Boraana Oromo might be diﬀerent in this respect. Unfor-
tunately, quite a few questions about the grammar of this construction remain
unanswered. In general, more detailed information on non-basic clauses in the
Afro-Asiatic languages would be very desirable. Especially lacking is informa-
tion about dependent clauses other than relative clauses, since only few gram-
mars treat this topic.
Relative clauses in the Boraana dialect of Oromo mark subjects with Nomina-
tive case (49). In the Harar dialect, the subject in dependent clauses is marked
with Nominative case as well. This is true for relative clauses (50a, b) as well as
adverbial clauses (50c). The latter, however, do not have an overt subject inside
the dependent clause in most cases.



















‘The people who killed Diido were the Janjamtu.’





































‘He stayed until she came.’
Arbore relative clauses are discussed by Hayward (1984: 314). In most of his
examples there is no independent NP functioning as the subject of the relative
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clause. One of the few examples in which a subject is realized within the relative
clause is given in (51a). The subject is in the Nominative case. Example (51b)
appears to be a complement clause according to the translation. However, the
structure of this example is not discussed by Hayward. In this case, the subject
of the complement clause saal-t-átto ‘that woman’ is zero-coded. However, the
referent coded by ‘that woman’ is apparently topicalised in this construction.
This fact could account for the absence of Nominative case-marking.
























‘That woman, I know that she died.’
In K’abeena relative clauses, the common argument is always realized in the
main clause and is marked for its function there. There is no resumptive or rela-
tive pronoun, and as such, the common argument is gaped in the relative clause.
Other arguments within the relative clause get the same marking which they
would receive in a main clause. This means that subjects inside the relative clause
are in the Nominative case (52a). Adverbial clauses mark their subjects via No-
minative case as well (52b).









‘The child which we raised has left us.’










‘When/After/Because a hyena (had) shrieked, I was shocked and
stood up.’
original translation: ‘Als/Nachdem/Weil eine Hyäne schrie/
geschriehen hatte, erschrak ich und stand auf.’
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Finally, for Gamo, the two types of dependent clause on which information
is provided are relative clauses (53a) and complement clauses (53b). Both mark
subjects in the Nominative case.
























‘I have told you not to ask Oratsi.’
Most Afro-Asiatic languages for which voice alternations are discussed in the
grammar have a construction labeled as passive. However, these passive con-
structions do not exhibit identical properties across the languages, especially
concerning the passivisation of non-P arguments. Passive subjects that corre-
spond to direct objects in the active counterpart of a clause are marked with
Nominative case in K’abeena (54, 55), Gamo (56a, b), and Harar Oromo (57a, b).
For Gamo and Harar Oromo, the grammars provide additional information on
the passivisation of ditransitive clauses. Gamo recipients or oblique marked par-
ticipants which get promoted to subject of a passive sentence keep their original
case-marking but gain verbal agreement (Hompó 1990: 394), as demonstrated in
(56c). In Harar Oromo both objects of ditransitives can be promoted to Nomina-
tive marked subject (57b, c). Passive agents cannot be expressed in Harar Oromo,
while they can be realized as Locative phrases in K’abeena (55). For Gamo, no
information on this topic is provided in the grammar.





‘Dalil was laughed at.’





‘Ilfu laughed (at Dalil).’
original translation: ‘Ilfu lachte.’ or ‘Ilfu lachte (Dalil) aus.’
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‘The cattle was stolen by thieves.’







‘Thieves have stolen the cattle.’
original translation: ‘Diebe haben die Rinder gestohlen.’









































‘The clothes were denied me.’
All examples of the passive in the Boraana dialect of Oromo mark their gram-
matical subject with the focus-marker yaa (58a, b, c).10 Stroomer (1995) does not
specify whether focus marking is obligatory for subjects of passives. Therefore,
10 As the following example demonstrates, at least pronouns can be in the Nominative case when
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it is not clear whether passive subjects would receive Nominative case-marking
in such a context (if the grammar of Boraana Oromo allows for it at all). Compare
also the impersonal construction in (58d), in which the the focus-marker is also
used.




























‘They killed the ox’
Table 6.4 on the next page summarizes the data. TheAfro-Asiatic marked-S lan-
guages make the most regular use of the nominative-case for encoding subjects
in non-basic clauses. Only the Boraana Oromo passive seems to have a peculiar
pattern. However, very little is known about the structure of this construction.
6.9 Summary
Non-basic clauses mark their subjects with regular S-case-marking11 in most in-
stances. However, some marked-S languages employ non-standard subject case-
marked by the focus-marker in Boraana Oromo. Stroomer (1995: 74) does not comment any













‘Yesterday I bought a knife at the market.’
11 Remember that in the terminology established in Chapter 1 the label S-case refers to the case-
form that is used among other functions for marking the single argument of intransitive verbs
(S). It corresponds to the nominative case in languages with nominative-accusative alignment
and the absolutive in those with ergative-absolutive alignment.
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language S rel S adv S compl S VDC
Arbore nom - - -
Gamo nom - nom nom
K’abeena nom nom - nom
Oromo (Boraana) nom - - acc+foc?
Oromo (Harar) nom nom - nom
Table 6.4: Subject-marking of non-basic clauses in the Afro-Asiatic marked-S
languages
marking for some of the roles discussed in this chapter. If a non-basic subject
receives a diﬀerent case-form than the S-case, this will usually be the zero-case.
An overview of the data of all marked-S languages investigated in this chapter
is provided in Table 6.5 on the facing page.
Atypical case-marking of subjects is most frequently found with dependent
clauses. Within the domain of dependent clauses, relative clauses are the most
likely type of dependent clause to employ an exceptional case-form for the sub-
ject. This is particular obvious for the languages of North America, especially
Wappo and the Yuman languages. While the Yuman languages only use zero-
coding for subjects in relative clauses, Wappo does not mark any type of depen-
dent subject with the Nominative. In addition atypical case-marking for depen-
dent subjects is found in Nias, which seems to reverse the marking relations in
relative clauses; it is also found in Savosavo, where Genitive marking is obligato-
rily (relative clauses) or optionally used (adverbial clauses) in dependent clauses.
Also in Africa, some special patterns are found in this domain of grammar. Murle
uses the Accusative case for subjects of complement clauses. In Turkana, subjects
of complement clauses (and all other arguments) obligatorily have to appear in
the pre-verbal topic-position and thus receive Accusative case. While the Yu-
man languages use zero-coding for relative clause subjects and overt marking
for other dependent clauses, Murle and Turkana show the reverse. Accordingly,
there does not appear to be a close association of any type of dependent clause
with the case-marking pattern found in main clauses.
The scale proposed for grammatical integration of clause-types (Payne 1997)
discussed in Section 6.2 could serve as an indicator of how diﬀerent types of
clauses might be expected to behave. Payne’s scale would suggest that relative
clauses should behave more like independent clauses than any other type of de-
pendent clause. The data does not provide clear support for such a relation, al-
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language S rel S adv S compl S VDC
Ajië - nom - -
Arbore nom - - -
Cocopa - nom - -
Diegueño acc acc - -
Gamo nom - nom nom
Havasupai - - - nom
Jamul Tiipay acc nom -
K’abeena nom nom - nom
Maa nom - - acc/nom
Maidu - - - -
Mojave acc nom nom acc
Murle nom - acc nom
Nandi nom - - nom
Nias erg - - erg
Oromo (Boraana) nom - - acc+foc
Oromo (Harar) nom nom - nom
Päri - nom nom -
Savosavo gen nom/gen - nom
Tennet nom - - nom
Turkana nom - acc (topic) nom
Wappo acc acc acc nom
Yavapai acc nom - nom
Table 6.5: Overview of the marking of subjects in non-basic clauses
though more languages would be needed to test for signiﬁcant correlations. In
addition, Päri exhibits a marked-nominative system only in dependent clauses,
while other clauses have standard ergative-absolutive alignment.
Subjects in valency-decreasing constructions typically employ the S-case. A
notable exception to this general tendency is Maa, where passive employs the
Accusative case to mark subjects. Also the ‘passive’ constructions of Mojave and
Boraana Oromo employ idiosyncratic marking of the subjects. However, these
constructions (like the Nias Passive) demand better understanding than presently
available before drawing any conclusions from this behavior.
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7 Non-clause-level case marking
7.1 Introduction
This last chapter in the data-oriented part of this study is dedicated to a num-
ber of special contexts. All of these contexts have in common the fact that the
case-marking of the noun is not based on its role at the clause level. The contexts
studied in the previous chapters were clauses of some kind or evenmore complex
constructions, e.g. the biclausal analysis of focus constructions (Chapter 5). In all
these contexts, the encoding of the subject or subject-like elements was investi-
gated, including the marking of one additional role, namely predicate nominals.
In this chapter, the contexts are on a lower level, and the roles investigated can-
not be considered to be subjects of any sort. Instead, all contexts encode roles
that do not relate to verbal argument structure but are deﬁned on a diﬀerent
level. In the ﬁrst context discussed in this chapter, attributive possession, this
level is the noun phrase. The role of interest in this context is that of adnomi-
nal possessor. Attributive possession in general and the encoding of possessors
are discussed in Section 7.2. The two other roles to be discussed in this chapter
are not deﬁned by any syntactic relation at all but are rather deﬁned entirely by
the larger meta-linguistic or conversational context. First, I discuss the form of
a noun (most often a name) when addressing someone. Some languages have a
dedicated case-form, a vocative, to be used in this function. A brief discussion
of the grammar of address is provided in Section 7.3. The other extra-syntactic
form is the citation form of a noun, which is used in meta-linguistic reference
to a noun. It is often associated with the form used in dictionaries, but also for
labeling things. This form is discussed in Section 7.4.
After introducing the three roles investigated in this chapter, Section 7.5 ad-
dresses the diﬀerent coding-patterns to be distinguished here. The subsequent
sections provide data on the marking of extra-syntactic functions and structures
below the level of the clause. As in the previous chapters, the data are divided
by area and genealogical groupings. Starting with the African marked-S lan-
guages, Section 7.6 discusses the Nilo-Saharan languages and Section 7.7 deals
with the Afro-Asiatic ones. Data on the languages of the Paciﬁc area are given in
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Section 7.8, while Section 7.9 provides information on the North American langu-
ages. Finally, a summary comparing the encoding strategies of extra-syntactic
contexts and attributive possessors in all marked-S languages is given in Sec-
tion 7.10.
7.2 Attributive possessors
Attributive possessors modify a noun in a way similar to other nominal modi-
ﬁers such as adjectives or quantiﬁers. 1 They can be either realized as full nouns
or as pronominal elements. If realized as pronominal elements, indicating num-
ber, person and/or gender of the possessor, the range of cross-linguistic coding
strategies is very large. In many languages, the head-noun is markedwith person
agreement aﬃxes if the possessor is not realized as an independent noun, either
identical to the markers used for indexing on verbs or a diﬀerent set of markers.
Other languages use independent pronouns to encode grammatical features of
possessors not realized as independent nouns. These can either be a special set of
possessive pronouns or the same forms used in other pronominal contexts. The
encoding of full-noun attributive possessors can be very diﬀerent from the en-
coding of pronominal attributive possessors. As for the contexts studied here, I
will focus on the encoding of possessors as full nouns rather than as pronominals.
The pronominal coding properties will only be discussed when relevant.
First, I will discuss the attributive possessive context in general. A possessive
contexts contains (at least) two entities, one that will be labeled as the possessor
in the following and one that will be labeled as the possessee.2 The semantics of
possessive constructions have been discussed extensively (Heine 1997: 143–156).
It has been noted that most possessive constructions are not restricted to actual
possession in the strict sense of one entity being the legal owner of another entity
(Lyons 1977: 722). More often the possessive context expresses a more general
association between two entities. Kinship terms and part-whole relations are the
1 Another strategy to encode possessive relationships is via predicative possessive constructions,
and thus is analyzed at the level of the clause. This context, studied in much detail by Stassen
(2009), has already been discussed to some extent in Chapter 4. In that chapter, I have explained
that in the languages of my sample predicative possession is either encoded via a locational
strategy, and hence with the same construction as locational predication, or via a transitive
possessive verb with regular transitive case-marking on its arguments.
2 The Latin-derived term ‘possessum’ is also commonly used in the linguistic literature. Dixon
(2010b: 262) introduces the roles R (possessor) and D (possessed) for the two nouns. However,




most common semantic domains to be expressed by possessive constructions,
next to actual ownership (Dixon 2010b: 263).
Further, many languages distinguish between so-called alienable possession,
involving items that can easily be disposed of, and inalienable possession, in-
volving items that are permanently possessed such as body-parts or kin (Chap-
pell & McGregor 1996). If a language distinguishes between these two types
of possessives, each type has a dedicated construction; the two constructions
might vary greatly in their means of expression. Due to the tight-knit relation
between possessor and possessee in inalienable possession, the relationship is
usually expressed using less material than with alienable possession. Strategies
often associated with inalienable possession are mere juxtaposition and indexing
on the possessee, while alienable possession is often expressed through genitives
or free or bound linker morphemes between the two entities (Chappell & McGre-
gor 1996: 4–5).
Croft (2003: 32–40) presents a detailed analysis of the diﬀerent kinds of mark-
ing found in possessive constructions. He distinguishes between three basic
types: ‘simple strategies’, ‘relational strategies’, and ‘indexing strategies’. He
further notes that these distinctions might become blurred once a strategy be-
comes more grammaticalized. Not all the details of Croft’s typology are rele-
vant for the present study. Therefore, I will concentrate on the strategies and
distinctions which are relevant for the present discussion. Apart from pure po-
sitional marking (i.e. juxtaposition of possessor and possessee), head-marking
and dependent-marking strategies can be distinguished. The dependent-marking
strategy appears to be more common cross-linguistically. In this strategy, the
possessor is marked for its role in the possessive construction, for example by a
special inﬂectional case-form, which is often labeled as ‘genitive’. This terminol-
ogy is indeed so common that Payne (1997: 104) refers to adnominal possessors
as ‘genitive’ irrespective of whether they are inﬂectionally marked or not. Apart
from being fully ﬂedged case-forms, the possessor in an attributive possessive
construction can also be marked via possessive particles or distinct prepositions
(cf. the English of -possessive). Head-marking attributive possessive construc-
tions are often associated with inﬂectional markers on the possessee that agree
with the possessor in person, number and the like. These markers are often only
used when the possessor is not expressed as an independent noun. However,
some languages use these markers in all possessive contexts. Further, in some
languages there is a special case-form used on the possessee sometimes called
an ‘anti-genitive’ (Andersen 1991). This marker diﬀers from the aﬃxal possessor
agreement-system, since it is not inﬂected for any properties of the possessor,
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like person or number. Since this type of case-marking appears to be less com-
mon and does not occur in any of the traditional case-marking languages (like
Latin, Greek or Sanskrit) there is no common term for a case like this. Dixon
(2010b: 268) proposes ‘pertensive’ as a label. However, note that he restricts the
use of the term ‘case’ to clause level marking and thus does not consider the
genitive nor his newly coined ‘pertensive’ to be cases altogether.
7.3 Forms of address
A special purpose form of the noun is the form used in addressing a person (or
more seldom a thing). Latin grammar has the Vocative, traditionally regarded as
a special case-form, and such a special form exists in a number of other languages.
However, if there is no special case-form in this context, the address function is
supposed to be passed over to the nominative case, as Jespersen (1992 [1924]: 184)
noted.
Daniel & Spencer (2009) discuss the ‘vocative’ as a member of case paradigms
and also consider other means used to achieve the same function. The function of
addressing someone is often performed by intonation or other prosodic means.
Lengthening of vowels or reduction of the noun stem are also commonly used,
as well as vocative particles. These particles combine with the unmarked or no-
minative case-form of a noun to form a kind of detached vocative according to
Daniel & Spencer (2009: 630). They also ﬁnd that the vocative seems to be derived
from the nominative case in most languages (even if other case-forms are not).
However, they conclude that it is actually the unmarked form of a noun, which
often coincides with the nominative, that serves as a source for the vocative. In
some cases, as they note, the vocative “is even less marked than the nominative”
(Daniel & Spencer 2009: 631).
By deﬁnition, nouns serving as terms of address are not integrated into the
argument-structure of a sentence. This is illustrated by the English example in
(1) in which the term of address is co-referential with the subject of the sentence
expressed via the second person pronoun. Orthographic convention often sepa-
rates these nouns from the remainder of the sentence by punctuation.
(1) Do you hear me, John?
In this study, I will restrict myself to the actual morphological shape of nouns
used for address. This topic of research is extremely restricted in its scope. Other
factors, especially concerning the prosody of terms of address, certainly need to




The citation form of a noun is a meta-linguistic concept. However, there are
also actual speech situations in which such a form might prove useful. Creissels
(2009: 450) lists labeling boxes or the like for their content or identifying persons
by means of a passport as such contexts. Furthermore, in societies without writ-
ing, such a form can be thought of as used in instructing language learners on
how a speciﬁc item is called (in case language teaching is practiced at all in the
particular society). These contexts cannot in all cases be interpreted as instances
of elliptic nominal predication of the type ‘(This is an) X’ since the form of ci-
tation and predicate nominals need not coincide, as Creissels (2009: 450) points
out (also compare the data in Chapter 3 on this issue).
The concept of a citation form was discussed prominently by Lyons, who de-
ﬁned it in the following way:
By the citation-form of a lexeme is meant the form of the lexeme that is con-
ventionally employed to refer to it in standard dictionaries and grammars of
the language. […] It is important to realize that the citation-form is indeed a
form of the lexeme (being used for a particular reﬂexive or meta-linguistic
purpose): it is not to be identiﬁed with the lexeme itself. (Lyons 1977: 19)
Lyons is careful to state that this meta-linguistic citation formmay be diﬀerent
from the form speakers use in referring to a word. This distinction is probably
more relevant for verbs than for nouns. While for verbs a variety of diﬀerent
traditions of choosing one form over the other in dictionaries and the like exist
(e.g. inﬁnitive; 1st person singular, present, indicative, active), for nouns most
often the nominative case is chosen for this purpose (Aronoﬀ 1994: 40). The
citation form is set apart from another meta-linguistic form by Aronoﬀ (1994:
41), the so-called ‘lexical representation’, which in contrast to the citation form
is an abstract form never realized at the surface level (cf. the contrast between
Semitic consonantal roots and the citation form of the corresponding lexeme).
The naming function is connected closely to the nominative case, as has al-
ready been discussed in the ﬁrst chapter (Section 1.4). Though extra-syntactic
functions do not play any role inmodern grammatical theories, ancient grammar-
ians put more emphasis on these uses when they chose to label the nominative as
“onomastikê ptôsis, and to transpose this term into Latin as casus nominativus ‘the
case used to designate’ ” (Creissels 2009: 450). However, as has been discussed
there, the nominative in marked-nominative languages most often does not ful-
ﬁll this naming function, hence the suggestion by Mel’čuk (1997) and Creissels
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(2009) to abandon the use of the term ‘nominative’ in these languages. Extra-
syntactic functions, and especially the form I refer to as ‘citation form’ here, are
one crucial aspect of Creissels’s (2009) proposal of case-terminology. As in this
study, he subsumes two functions under the label extra-syntactic use. The ﬁrst
one is the function of addressing someone (‘function of call’ in his terminology),
which was discussed in the previous section as form of address. His other form
of extra-syntactic use is the function of ‘quotation and designation’ (?)50]Creis-
sels:2009, which corresponds to my citation form.
7.5 Research questions
In the subsequent sections I will investigate how the contexts just outlined are
encoded in the languages of my sample. In short these contexts are:
• attributive possessors
• nouns used for addressing someone
• nouns in the citation form
Lander (2009: 590) notes that “languages often code the possessor in a similar
way to themarked participant in a transitive construction.” This wouldmean that
marked-S languages should make strong use of the S-case (nominative or absolu-
tive) for marking attributive possessors. While this pattern is for example found
in Dinka (2) 3 the more common pattern in marked-S languages is to either use
a diﬀerent overtly-coded form as exempliﬁed by Boraana Oromo (3) or the zero-
coded case-form like in Cocopa (4). Furthermore, polyfunctionality of case-forms
as attributive possessors and semantic cases such as local ablative or allative,
another common pattern according to Lander (2009: 590), does not seem to be
found in the marked-S languages.









‘Marial’s boy is coming.’
3 Andersen (1991) uses the following terminology: Genitive for the case that marks post-verbal









‘the house of the chie’






Apart from the dependent-marking of attributive possessors, head-marking
patterns are also found with some marked-S languages. Dinka, as demonstrated
above (2), not only uses the overtly coded Nominative to mark the possessor in
this context. There is also a special case-form labeled as the ‘antigenitive’ (gloss:
antgen) on the possessee. A case-form like this is found in Arbore as well (5).





‘(the) old man’s hoe’
Some languages of the Nilo-Saharan phylum have a more complex construc-
tion for attributive possession than the possessor and possessee in their respec-
tive case-forms. These complex constructions insert an additional marker be-
tween the two nouns as illustrated in (6). When the marker serves as a prepo-
sition in other contexts, it is usually glossed correspondingly. Otherwise it may
simply be referred to as particle, or with more language-speciﬁc terminology like
the ‘associative marker’ (glossed as am) in Tennet (6). I will uniformly refer to
such markers as possessive marker (poss), even if information on other uses is
provided in the grammar. If attributive possessors are in the zero-coded form
of a noun, but combined with such a particle, one might argue that this parti-
cle serves as a kind of case-marking in a wider sense, and thus the noun is not
zero-coded. However, these markers do appear with both zero-coded and case-
marked forms of a noun. As such, the two systems (i.e. case-marking proper and
particles) seem to be independent of one another, at least in the present sample
(compare Section 7.6, Table 7.1). If a possessive marker (poss) is used in the rele-
vant construction, this information will be provided in addition to the case-form
of the attributive possessor in the discussion of the data.
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A distinction in encoding of alienable and inalienable possession is made by a
few languages of the sample. As far as data are available, I will provide examples
from both contexts.
For the next two roles, namely terms of address and citation form, far fewer
diﬀerent patterns are to be expected since these are basically one word (or at
least one phrase) items. In addition, neither role is treated explicitly in most
grammars, and when they are, just in passing. The basic distinction for terms
of address is that between a dedicated form, often called Vocative, as in Gamo
(7), or encoding via the basic zero-coded form of a noun, like in Nias (8). Other
case-forms are rarely employed in this context. If other case-forms do occur in
this context, they are usually restricted to a certain set of nouns. Free vocative
particles are seldom found in the languages of my sample. If they do occur, these
markers are optional and the noun can also be used without them to the same
eﬀect.













‘What is it you want here, Sir?’
With respect to the citation form of a noun, most grammars simply list this as
one of the functions of the zero-coded case-form, without providing examples
or discussing how this function was established in the research (e.g. whether it
is a form actually used by the speakers, or something introduced by the linguist
for some theoretical or practical reasons). This form seems to be most strongly
correlated with the zero-coded case in the marked-S languages. The few cases in
which alternative forms for this function exist are usually an even more reduced




Most Nilo-Saharan languages do not have a special case-form to mark attribu-
tive possessors. Instead they usually use the accusative case-form in this context.
The possessor is either just juxtaposed to the possessee, or additional material in
form of a particle or preposition intervenes between the two nouns. Only in one
language, Dinka, is the Nominative case used to encode attributive possessors
(as seen in (2)). In the remaining languages, a special genitive case exists that
is employed in this context. Most grammars do not provide any information on
terms of address, which is probably due to the lack of a dedicated form or con-
struction for this context. Only for Turkana is a special Vocative case mentioned.
Finally, all Nilo-Saharan languages in my sample use the zero-coded accusative
as the citation form of a noun.
In Datooga the possessed noun and the possessor are simply juxtaposed with-
out any other overt marking of the possessive relationship. The possessor fol-
lows the possessee and is in the Accusative case (9), the possessee is marked for
whichever grammatical relation it bears in the given sentence.














‘The cow’s calf beat (him/her).’
Similarly in Maa (10) and Nandi (11), possessors are in the accusative case
and preceded by the possessee. However, the possessive relation is additionally
marked by some extramaterial, namely, the so-called Genitive particle le/lo/loo in
Maa, which inﬂects for gender and number of the possessor (Tucker & Mpaayei
1955: 213), and a similar particle aːp in Nandi.


















‘The friend of the boy calls him.’
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In Murle, attributive possessors are in a special case-form, dubbed as ‘Genitive’
in accordance with traditional Latinate case naming conventions. If a modiﬁer
follows the Genitive noun, the case-ending is dropped (Arensen 1982: 53–54). As
in the other Nilo-Saharan languages, possessors are preceded by their possessee.
And as in Maa and Nandi a particle (ci or o) intervenes between the two nouns
(12). This particle is also used to introduce relative clauses. Tennet (13) exhibits a
similar pattern. Attributive possessors are in the Genitive case and are preceded
by possessees, and the so-called ‘associative marker’ intervenes between the two
nouns. Note that in Tennet the Genitive case is identical to the Nominative for
some nouns (Randal 1998: 225).











‘The kite grabs the meat of the woman’








Turkana (14) also has a special Genitive case-form to encode most attributive
possessors. In this construction, as exempliﬁed by Dimmendaal (1982: 266–268),
the possessee precedes the possessor, and a particle/preposition glossed ‘o’ is
inserted between the two nouns (14a). As exempliﬁed below, the respective Ac-
cusative (14b) and Nominative (14c) case-forms diﬀer in tone from the Genitive.
With kinship terms, a slightly diﬀerent construction is used (Dimmendaal 1982:
340). The basic structure is similar to the construction discussed above, but the
possessor is in the Accusative case and obligatorily followed by a pronominal
(15). Also, in this construction a diﬀerent particle/preposition is used. 4
4 The noun ì-toò ‘mother’ is the only kinship term that uses the general possessive construction
with the particle à and the possessor in the Genitive case. However, it is still followed by the
obligatory pronominal found with other kinship terms (Dimmendaal 1982: 240).
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‘This cow is brownish.’





















Dinka is exceptional compared with the other Nilo-Saharan languages in us-
ing the same case-form to encode (post-verbal) subjects and attributive posses-
sors. In his (1991) paper, Andersen refers to this case-form as Genitive due to its
property of marking adnominal possessors. However, the use to encode subjects
(even though only if non-topical) sets this case apart from the Genitives of other
Nilo-Saharan languages, which are not used to encode subjects at all. Another
diﬀerence between Dinka and other Nilo-Saharan languages is the special case-
marking of the possessee in attributive possessive constructions. The possessee
in these contexts is marked in the so-called ‘Antigenitive’ (16a). If this possessed
noun serves as a possessor itself (16d) or is a post-verbal subject the special tonal
form of Antigenitive-Nominative (or Antigenitive-Genitive in Andersen’s terms)
is used.









‘Marial’s boy is coming.’
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‘The man is cutting with Marial’s boy’s axe.’
Special forms of address are not common in Nilo-Saharan languages. However,
the whole topic of address is treated only scantily in the grammars, if treated at
all. This is not special about this language family but actually holds true for most
grammars of the world’s languages. For Datooga, an example using a form of
address is provided. The Accusative is used in this context (17), like supposedly
in most Nilo-Saharan marked-S languages, although at the present moment this
remains unknown. In contrast, Turkana has a special Vocative case-form, which
is discussed by Dimmendaal (1982: 67, 268–269). The tonal shape of nouns used
in address (18) diﬀers from other case-forms such as the Accusative for example,
as exempliﬁed in (19).











‘This bull said: “Child, I’m going to swallow you now !” ’












‘There are four children.’
Finally, all languages use the citation form as the Accusative case (or vice-
versa). In languages that mark the distinction between nominative and accusa-
tive via a tonal contrast, the tonal shape of a noun in its citation form is taken as
one criterion to determine the Accusative as the basic form and the Nominative
as the derived form. This is discussed quite extensively for Dinka (Andersen 1991:
273) and Turkana (Dimmendaal 1982: 66).
Table 7.1 summarizes the data on non-clause-level case-marking in the Nilo-
Saharan languages. Concerning the possessor, all possible combinations of zero-
coded Accusative vs. overtly coded Genitive and the presence vs. absence of a
possessive marker in the attributive possessive construction are attested. Any
kind of particle- or preposition-like coding is abbreviated as ‘poss’ in the tables
in this chapter. Most languages use some type of overt marking, either case
or possessive marker or both, in this context. Only Datooga has no possessive
marker and no overt case-marking for this role. When considering only the ac-
tual case-marking, the data are split evenly between Accusative and Genitive
forms, with a special use of the Nominative for this function in Dinka. On forms
of address, little information can be found for the Nilo-Saharan languages. All
that can be said is that there is some variation between the use of the Accusative
(Datooga) and a special Vocative form (Turkana). The citation form is identical
to the accusative for all languages.
language Possessor Address Citation
Datooga acc acc acc
Dinka poss nom - acc
Maa poss acc - acc
Murle gen - acc
Nandi poss acc - acc
Tennet gen - acc
Turkana poss gen/ poss acc voc acc
Table 7.1: Non-clause-level case-marking in Nilo-Saharan
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7.7 Afro-Asiatic
Almost all Afro-Asiatic marked-nominative languages have a special, overtly
marked, genitive case-form to encode attributive possessors. Apart from case-
marking the possessive relation is expressed through juxtaposition of possessor
and possessee without any additional marking through prepositions, particles or
the like. Distinct vocative forms are found in quite a few languages of the sample.
Moreover, the relation between citation form of a noun and the accusative is not
as straightforward as in the Nilo-Saharan languages.
In both dialects of Oromo discussed in this study, attributive possessors are
in the Genitive case-form. This is illustrated by examples from Harar (20) and
Boraana (21a). Owens (1982: 50) provides additional data on focused possessors
in Boraana Oromo, which like other focused constituents are in the Accusative
case (21b).







‘The dog’s color is ugly.’

















‘As for the man, his house is good.’
In Gamo (22), K’abeena (23), Wolaytta (24), and Zayse (25), the genitive case
is used to encode adnominal possessors as well. In all the languages, nominal
possessors precede their possessees. Except for the second degree of deﬁniteness,
the Gamo Genitive is identical to the Accusative case (Hompó 1990: 380). 5 In
Wolaytta, the Genitive case has two diﬀerent forms according to Lamberti &
5 Gamo distinguishes between four degrees of deﬁniteness. The exact usage is not clear to
Hompó (1990: 367), but the following description seem to hold more or less. Degree 1 and
2 are indeﬁnite, degree 3 is speciﬁc to deﬁnite and degree 4 is deﬁnite. The forms used to en-
code degree 1–3 of deﬁniteness are interwoven with the markers of subject- and object-case.
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Sottile (1997: 217–218). Either the bare noun stem is used (24a, b) or it is derived
from the Accusative by lengthening the ﬁnal vowel of that case-form (24c, d).


















‘A woman made him crazy.’







‘My husband’s mule has disappeared.’










‘Who took my wife’s silver bracelet?’
original translation: ‘Wer/Was hat das Silberarmband meiner Ehefrau
weggenommen?’
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Arbore is the only Afro-Asiatic language in my sample that exhibits a diﬀerent
pattern in the attributive possessive construction. While the possessor is in the
zero-coded Accusative case-form, the possessee is in the so-called Antigenitive
form (26). In addition, the ordering of possessor and possessee is reversed in com-
parison to the other Afro-Asiatic languages. Instead of preceding the possessee,
the possessor follows it.















‘(the) forelimb of a lion’
Gamo (27) and Wolaytta (28) have vocative case-aﬃxes to mark terms of ad-
dress. The endings vary with respect to number and gender of the addressee in
Gamo; -o/-wu is used with masculine or neuter nouns, -e for feminine nouns and
-t-o for the plural (Hompó 1990: 382–383). Wolaytta also has two diﬀerent forms,
namely -ow and -ey. Which factors inﬂuence the choice of one over the other is,
however, not discussed by Lamberti & Sottile (1997: 66).


















‘Ali, take my book.’
For K’abeena terms of address, a quite complex scenario is described by Crass
(2005). The Vocative form is identical to the Accusative with personal names.
With nouns referring to relatives, the Vocative is identical to the citation form,
while with other nouns it is either identical to the Genitive, or else the Vocative
is derived by aﬃxation of the suﬃx -o, and for at least one noun the Vocative
is identical to the root. It is possible to distinguish the Vocative from identical
case-forms by means of the interjection koo (masculine) or tee (feminine) before
the noun (Crass 2005: 95–96).
Gamo has a quite complex system of case-marking, which distinguishes be-
tween four degrees of deﬁniteness/individuation. The citation form corresponds
to the so-called ‘ﬁrst degree’ Accusative, which is the least complex form of the
paradigm. For this form, the Accusative and Genitive are the same (Hompó 1990:
370). The Arbore citation form is identical to the basic form (Accusative) for most
nouns. For some nouns, however, the citation form is a reduced version of the
Accusative. According to Hayward (1984: 133) these nouns drop the second of
two ﬁnal consonants or reduce it to a glottal stop when used in isolation. In
K’abeena, diﬀerent forms of a noun are used in citation as well. The Accusative
is the form used as the most basic pattern (Crass 2005: 61). For proper names
the citation form deviates from the Accusative in some cases. Lamberti & Sottile
(1997: 67–68), in their grammar of Wolaytta, list an ‘Absolutive’ form and an ‘Ob-
ject’ case of a noun (distinct from other case-forms such as the Nominative). In
some of the noun classes those two forms diﬀer. This diﬀerence consists of the
following contrast: the so-called Absolutive form has an voiceless vowel as its
last segment, while the Object form has the voiced counterpart. The Absolutive
form seems to refer to nouns used in isolation, i.e. the citation form, while the
Object form corresponds to the Accusative in the traditional sense. Lamberti &
Sottile do not comment on this alternation, but in the phonology section they
state that unstressed ﬁnal vowels always seem to be devoiced (51–52), thus the
variation between Absolutive and Object form might be due to its context (espe-
cially stress assignment, of which is only little understood so far).
A summary of all Afro-Asiatic marked-S languages is provided in Table 7.2.
Most languages have an overtly coded genitive case to mark attributive posses-
sors. The only exception is Arbore, which uses the zero-coded Accusative for
this purpose. Three languages have a vocative case-form of the noun (Gamo,
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K’abeena and Wolaytta), but in K’abeena this form can only be distinguished
from other case-forms for a subset of nouns. All languages have a citation form
that is identical to the accusative case at least for some nouns. In K’abeena and
Arbore, sometimes the citation form is a reduced variety of the Accusative. The
exact distribution of the diﬀerent forms is, however, poorly understood. Thus
the possibility cannot be ruled out that there is no actual paradigmatic contrast
between the two forms, and the variation is rather triggered by other factors
such as morphophonological processes or prosody.
language Possessor Address Citation
Arbore acc - acc/reduced form
Gamo gen voc acc
K’abeena gen acc/voc/gen acc/reduced form
Oromo (Boraana) gen - acc
Oromo (Harar) gen - acc
Wolaytta gen voc acc
Zayse gen - acc
Table 7.2: Non-clause-level case-marking in Afro-Asiatic
7.8 Paciﬁc
Attributive possessors are expressed by very diﬀerent constructions in each of
the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc region. Terms of address on the other hand
are uniformly in the zero-coded form of a noun. This is also the form usually
employed in citation. However, in Nias there is some variation between speakers
as well as diﬀerent nouns. Both forms of a noun, the Mutated and Unmutated
form, occur as citation forms.
There are two constructions to express nominal possessors in Ajië; one for
inalienable and one for alienable possession. Inalienable possession is expressed
by mere juxtaposition of the possessor in the zero-coded form and the possessed
item, with the possessor following the possessee (29a, b). In alienable possession,
the possessor is preceded by the particle i, and also follows the possessee (29c).
Since the morphological means of expression is identical to way the Nominative
is encoded, this particle can actually be considered as part of a case paradigm,
unlike similar markers in the Nilo-Saharan languages. I will therefore treat this
particle, which is glossed as ‘o’ by Lichtenberk (1978), as a Genitive case-marker
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(and have altered the glossing respectively), just as the particle na is glossed as
Nominative case.


















In Nias attributive possessors are in the Mutated form of the noun (30) – cf. the
Unmutated form of the noun buaya ‘crocodile’. They immediately follow their
possessee. Pronominal possessors are expressed via person agreement suﬃxes.
This construction is used for alienable and inalienable possession alike (Brown
2001: 374).





‘the head of the crocodile’
Savosavo has a special case-form to express attributive possessors (among
other functions): the Genitive. The attributive possessive construction is illus-
trated in (31).

















‘Is she making her husband’s tea or hers?’
All Paciﬁc marked-S languages use the zero-coded form of a noun in address-
ing someone (i.e. Accusative or Unmutated form). This is illustrated by the fol-
lowing examples from Ajië (32), Nias (33) and Savosavo (34).
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‘Grandmother, take the ﬁsh.’
original translation: ‘Grand-mère, emporte les poissons.’









‘What is it you want here, Sir?’





















‘Minister, Secretary, you all who went, you will all be ﬁred.’
Usually, the zero-coded case-form (accusative or ergative) is considered to be
the citation form of a noun in the marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc. For Nias
Brown (2001: 69) states that the “unmutated form of a noun is usually its citation
form”, but apparently some speakers also employ the Mutated form (Absolutive)
for citation (Lea Brown, p.c.). This behavior, which might be viewed as a reinter-
pretation of the diﬀerent forms of the nouns, is especially frequent with a limited
set of nouns.
A summary of the Paciﬁc date is given in Table 7.3. Only Ajië makes a dis-
tinction between alienable and inalienable possession. This distinction is in ac-
cordance with the prediction by Chappell & McGregor (1996: 4–5), according to
which inalienable possession tends to be expressed by mere juxtaposition of the
(zero-coded form of the) noun, while alienable possession is expressed via overt
coding through genitive case. Nias uses the overtly coded Absolutive case (the
so-called Mutated form) to code nominal possessors. This is one of the few ex-
amples supporting Lander’s (2009: 590) claim that this relation is encoded by the
overtly marked transitive case-form. Terms of address are uniformly in the zero-
coded accusative/ergative case in all marked-S languages of this region. Also
the citation form tends to be identical to the zero-coded form, but in Nias some
reorganization of the paradigm can possibly be observed.
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language Possessor Address Citation
Ajië gen/acc acc acc
Nias abs erg erg/abs
Savosavo gen acc acc
Table 7.3: Non-clause-level case-marking in the Paciﬁc region
7.9 North America
TheYuman languages of North America use the zero-coded accusative case-form
for encoding attributive possessors. Wappo and Maidu, the other marked-S lan-
guages of this region, have a special genitive case for this purpose. In Wappo,
however, the Genitive is only used for alienable possession, while inalienable
possessors are encoded in the Accusative. Furthermore, the possessive relation
is marked via juxtaposition of the two nouns (i.e. possessor and possessee) rather
than by means of adpositions or particles. Possessor agreement marking is found
on the possessee, which is optional in most languages if the possessor is ex-
pressed as a full noun. Terms of address are encoded in either the accusative
form or via special vocative aﬃxes. In Maidu, the Nominative is sometimes em-
ployed in this context. Usually, the citation form coincides with the accusative
case of a noun, but for two languages there is a minor variation of this pattern.
Mojave expresses attributive possession by preposing the noun referring to the
possessor in its zero-coded form to the possessee (35). For alienable possession,
the preﬁx ny- is inserted between person marker and noun stem. This marker
may also appear with nouns which have a full-noun possessor (Munro 1976: 16–
18).













The other Yuman languages behave in a parallel fashion: in Cocopa (36), Mesa
Grande Diegueño (37), Jamul Tiipay (38)6, and Maricopa (39), the zero-coded
possessor precedes the possessee.
6 The exact morphological structure of the last word in the Jamul Tiipay example, especially the
function of the segments <ta>, is unclear. This is marked via the asterisk by Miller (2001).
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‘He was trying to break into Evelyn’s car …’



















‘That man’s house is big.’
The same pattern is found in Havasupai (40), Walapai (41), and Yavapai (42),
which form a distinct subgroup within the Yuman languages. For Yavapai, this
context is discussed in some more detail. The pattern of a zero-coded possessor
is used for both inalienable possession (42a) and alienable possession (42b).




















‘Joe’s hat ﬂew away.’















InWappo, two diﬀerent constructions are used to encode alienable and inalien-
able possession. Genitive marking is only used for alienable possession (43a),
while in inalienable possession, the attributive possessor is zero-coded (43b).






















‘The bird’s wing is broken.’
InMaidu, attributive possessors aremarkedwith Genitive case (44). No distinc-
tion between alienable and inalienable possession is mentioned in the grammar.
Only nouns which serve as subject, object, or location can be modiﬁed with a
Genitive NP (Shipley 1964: 30–31).













‘They say that Frog Old Woman was Coyote’s wife’
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Many Yuman languages use the zero-coded Accusative case-form of a noun
as a term of address. Among these languages are Cocopa (45), Mesa Grande
Diegueño (46), and Jamul Tiipay (47).



















‘Listen, all you people!’









‘What are you doing here, Fox?’
In some other Yuman languages, special forms are used in this context. Wala-
pai has two Vocative aﬃxes, -é for addressees near the speaker (proximal), and
-ó/-wo for addressees who are out of sight (48). As for the citation form, Munro
(1976: 129, footnote 3) notes that some Mojave speakers add a ﬁnal schwa to
nouns used for addressing.










Information on terms of address in Wappo is provided by the earlier grammar
by Radin (1929). It is unclear whether this system was still used in the mori-
bund stage of the language described by Thompson et al. (2006). Usually the
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zero-coded Accusative form is used for address. However, there is a tendency
to use a diﬀerent form, either by shortening stems with terminal vowels or by
using the Nominative (Radin 1929: 130). For a speciﬁc set of nouns, which Radin
(1929: 130, 133) calls ‘relationship terms’, a special Vocative form is used when
the addressee is invisible or far away (-sta). Maidu employs the Nominative as
a form of address for all nouns except for a certain class of kinship terms. For
these nouns the Accusative form is used instead (Shipley 1964: 30).
All Yuman languages use the Accusative form of a noun as the citation form.
However, in Mojave another pattern is described, in which many speakers show
a tendency to add -a or -ə to any noun in isolation including the citation form
(Munro 1976: 129, footnote 3). In Wappo too, the Accusative form is used in
citation (Li et al. 1977). Maidu uses the noun stem as a citation form, and this
form is identical to the Accusative of a noun for all vowel ﬁnal stems. Some
speakers always use the object form as citation form, according to Shipley (1964:
30).
language Possessor Address Citation
Cocopa acc acc acc
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc acc acc
Havasupai acc - acc
Jamul Tiipay acc acc acc
Maidu gen nom/acc acc/stem
Mojave acc acc/-ə acc/-ə
Walapai acc voc acc
Wappo gen/acc acc(/voc) acc
Yavapai acc - acc
Table 7.4: Non-clause-level case-marking in North America
Table 7.4 summarizes the data from the North American languages. Except
for Maidu, all languages use the accusative for attributive possessors. In Wappo,
this construction is limited to inalienable possession, while alienable possession
is expressed via Genitive case. This pattern nicely ﬁts the prediction by Chappell
& McGregor (1996: 4–5), according to which constructions that mark alienable
possession are prone to use more overt material than constructions that mark
inalienable possession. As a term of address, the accusative (most Yuman lan-
guages, some Maidu and Wappo nouns), special vocative forms (Walapai, and
Wappo, with some restrictions), and the Nominative (Maidu, with some restric-
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tions), are used. All languages make use of the accusative form in citation to
some extent. In Mojave and Maidu, there is some variation in the form used in
citation between diﬀerent speakers.
7.10 Summary
The ﬁnal overview of the encoding of attributive possessors and extra-syntactic
functions in marked-S languages is given in Table 7.5 on the next page. About
half the languages use the zero-coded form of a noun to encode attributive posses-
sors; most of these languages can be found in North America. Roughly the other
half has a dedicated genitive case for attributive possessors, which is distinct
from the marking of the overtly coded transitive argument. Only two languages
(Dinka and Nias) use the form corresponding to the transitive argument (A or
P) which receives overt coding. This pattern was predicted to be quite common
by Lander (2009: 590), but this prediction has not been borne out by the marked-
S languages in my sample. As for terms of address, the zero-coded form of a
noun is also frequently used. In a number of languages of Africa (especially in
Afro-Asiatic), and in Wappo at an earlier stage, special vocative forms exist(ed).
In Maidu (Nominative ) and K’abeena (Genitive), some other case-forms are em-
ployed in this context, but this is always limited to a speciﬁc set of nouns. No
case-form other than the zero-coded one is used as a citation form of a noun
in any of the languages, except for a reinterpretation of the relation between
Mutated and Unmutated nouns in Nias. Otherwise, if the form used in citation
diﬀers from the zero-coded case-form, it is a reduced form of the noun (Arbore,
K’abeena, Maidu). In sum, the correlation between zero-coded transitive case-
form and citation form appears to be very strong. This ﬁnding indicates that
there is no direct correlation between the nominative case and the citation form
of a noun by itself. Rather the relation is between the zero-coded form of a noun
and the citation form. The zero-coded form, however, corresponds to the nomi-
native in the majority of languages.
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language Possessor Address Citation
Ajië gen/acc acc acc
Arbore acc - acc/reduced form
Cocopa acc acc acc
Datooga acc acc acc
Diegueño (Mesa Grande) acc acc acc
Dinka nom - acc
Gamo gen voc acc
Havasupai acc - acc
Jamul Tiipay acc acc acc
K’abeena gen acc/gen acc/reduced form
Maa acc - acc
Maidu gen nom/acc acc/stem
Mojave acc acc/-ə acc/-ə
Murle gen - acc
Nandi acc - acc
Nias abs erg erg/abs
Oromo (Boraana) gen - acc
Oromo (Harar) gen - acc
Savosavo gen acc acc
Tennet gen - acc
Turkana gen voc acc
Walapai acc voc acc
Wappo gen/acc acc(/voc) acc
Wolaytta gen voc acc
Yavapai acc - acc
Zayse gen - acc




Analysis of the data

8 Typological comparison of marked-S
languages
8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters I have presented an in-depth investigation of the coding
patters of a number of S-like roles (and other roles commonly associated with
the nominative case in standard nominative-accusative languages) in marked-
S languages. Nominal case-marking, and more precisely the contrast between
overtly coded forms and zero-coded forms, has been the central aspect of what
I have called the ‘micro-alignment’ system of these languages. In this chapter, I
will employ the data collected in the individual chapters in order to produce two
typologies. First, I will compare the data based on the diﬀerent roles that I have
investigated. For each of these roles the extent to which they behave like regular
S arguments will be investigated. The other base of comparison is the language
(and genus) level. In this typology of marked-S languages I will compare how
similar the languages of this type behave with respect to one another. It will
also be investigated whether distinct subtypes of marked-S languages can be
identiﬁed. Based on this data, the diﬀerence between the weak and strong form
(cf. Section 1.5.3) of the functional marked-S hypothesis by König (2006) will be
put to a test.
In Section 8.2 I give a brief discussion on the nature of typological compar-
isons with focus on the statistical validity of the results. Also, information is
provided on how the data has been organized for the typological interpretation
in the following sections. Afterwards, the data collected in this study will be
compared on the basis of the roles that were studies (Section 8.3). Following this,
the data will be presented from point of view of the individual languages (Sec-
tion 8.4). At least the marked-S languages of North America appear to form a
distinct subtype, which behaves diﬀerently from the well-known marked-S lan-
guages of East Africa. While the ﬁrst two data analysis sections present the data
in the form of numbers and percentages in the form of ranked tables, Section 8.5
uses phylogenetic networks produced with the NeighborNet algorithm (Bryant
& Moulton 2004) for visualization. Section 8.6 provides a discussion of the geog-
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raphy of the marked-S type of coding. The languages of my sample are located in
three macro-areas: North-East Africa, the North American West Coast, and the
Paciﬁc. For each of these macro-areas, the inﬂuence that genealogy and areal
proximity could have had on the development of the rare marked-S type of lan-
guage are discussed. Finally, the ﬁndings are summarized in Section 8.7.
8.2 Making generalizations
Traditional large scale typologies attempt to make statements about the world-
wide distribution of certain linguistic features. These distributions can then be
used to arrive at cross-linguistic generalizations and to describe general tenden-
cies of linguistic behavior. The nature of this study does not allow for a classical
typological sample that is balanced for areal and genealogical aﬃliation. The
phenomenon studied is known to be extremely rare on a world-wide basis and
geographically highly skewed. Given the rarity of the phenomenon of marked-
S coding, the primary goal of this study has instead been to collect data from
as many languages exhibiting this pattern as possible. In the previous chapters
(3–7) all marked-S languages for which data on one of the roles was available
have been included into the discussion. For a number of languages, only very
few of the roles studied were represented in the available data. This has not been
a problem, given the more descriptive nature of these chapters. However, large
sets of missing data are problematic for making typological generalizations and
for statistical analysis of the data. Therefore not all languages mentioned before
will be included in the following analysis.
Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of all languages that have been discussed at
some stage in Chapters 3 to 7.1 Out of these 33 languages, ten languages have
data for less than half of the roles on which data has been collected (the number
of roles studied is 17 in total, including the transitive roles of A and P). These
languages are not included in the following.2 The remaining 23 languages are
visualized on the map in Figure 8.2.
The data collected in this study provides information on the encoding of indi-
vidual roles in individual languages. Both types of entities, i.e. roles and langu-
1 The maps shown in this chapter were generated with the interactive tool of theWorld Atlas of
Language Structures (Haspelmath et al. 2005), which was developed by Hans-Jörg Bibiko.
2 The languages which have been excluded from the analysis in the present chapter are all of the
Paciﬁc languages with the marked-S pattern only for emphatic subjects discussed in Chapter 5,
namely Eipo, Kaki Ae, Nabak, Waskia and Yawuru. In addition, the Yuman languages Cocopa,
Maricopa and Walapai have been excluded due to lack of data, as well as the Nilotic languages
Päri, which has the marked-S pattern only in some non-basic clauses, and Dinka.
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of the languages studied in Chapters 3–7
ages, can be used as the means of comparison, and indeed both will be used in
the next sections. In the remainder of this section I will discuss the two means of
comparison. The language level will be discussed ﬁrst, followed by the role level.
When making typological generalizations over a number of languages, one
runs into a problem when trying to arrive at meaningful results. Statistical anal-
ysis of the data demands independence of the data. This criterion is, however,
not necessarily met by language data that comes from related languages; and,
as Dryer (1989) remarks, all languages in the world might well be related to one
another. If a sample of languages contains a large number of related languages
sharing a linguistic feature (potentially due to their common origin), this feature
might wrongly be shown to be a signiﬁcantly preferred across the world’s lan-
guages, though in fact this preference only holds for the respective genealogical
grouping. This and related problems are discussed in Dryer (1989) and Bickel
(2008b); these two papers also propose solutions on how to avoid misinterpre-
tation of typological preferences. In short, the suggested solutions propose ge-
nealogical (and also areal) control of samples, even though if taken to the extreme,
this procedure can lead to very small sample sizes, leading to other statistical dif-
ﬁculties.
Two questions arise when attempting to balance data sets according to geneal-
ogy (and areal distribution). First, between which groupings of languages can
relative independence of the data be expected, and second, how does one then
proceed to balance the data between those groupings in the analysis. Dryer (1989:
267) proposes the genus as the level of relatedness above which one can assume
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Figure 8.2: Distribution of the languages used for comparison
relative independence of data points, though he notes that diﬀerent linguistic
features have diﬀerent levels of stability and therefore some features might be
considered independent on a smaller or larger time scale. Accordingly, with this
the data will be analyzed on the genus level in addition to the analysis based on
individual languages. The genera used in this study are taken from the classiﬁca-
tion used in Haspelmath et al. (2005). Diﬀerent methods are available to balance
the data with respect to the groups one has established for the analysis. The ﬁrst
possibility is to pick a representative language for each of the deﬁned groups and
use the data of this language. However, based on the language choice, the data
representing a group of languages might not be representative for the group as a
whole. Another possibility is to include more languages for each group in order
to take into account in-group variation but to weight the data of the individual
groups with respect to each other in the later analysis. This procedure provides
‘controlled genealogical sampling’ (Bickel 2008b). I have chosen a similar method
for analyzing marked-S languages on a genealogically controlled level (though
the details diﬀer from Bickel’s proposal). For each role that is investigated, an
average ﬁgure of the encoding-pattern has been calculated based on the langu-
ages of the respective genealogical grouping. The same has also been done to
determine the coding-pattern of the individual languages in case they allow for
alternative constructions to encode a certain role. Both types of data, based on
individual language data and grouped genealogically, are presented in the fol-
lowing, and the results are compared.
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In addition to the distinction between the level of individual languages and
genus, another contrast is made in my analysis of marked-S languages. For each
dataset, I provide two types of coding. In Section 1.5, I have distinguished be-
tween the weak and strong version of the functional explanation of marked-S. In
general, the functional hypothesis proposed by König (2006) lessens the impact
of the marking of the S, A and P roles. It takes other roles into consideration
and states that the overall distribution of the less-coded form (the zero-case in
my terminology) should have a wider distribution as the form it corresponds
to with respect to the S, A and P encoding would have in non-marked-S langu-
ages. What exactly is meant by wider distribution is, however, left a bit vague.
Two possible interpretations are, ﬁrst, that the zero-case is used in more contexts
than the S-case (weak version) or, second, that the zero-case is used in more con-
texts than all other (overt) case-forms together (strong version). In accordance
with these two versions of the hypothesis, I have compared two diﬀerent en-
codings of the role-encoding data in marked-S languages. In the ﬁrst variant, I
code whether a role is encoded by the same case-form as the prototypical P or A
role (dubbed the zero-case in this study), or as the S+A/P role. In addition, roles
that are coded by neither of the two case-forms are listed in a separate column
as ‘other’. The second coding used for the data strictly distinguishes whether a
role is encoded by zero-coding or by overt material. For many roles, the second
coding can be derived from the ﬁrst coding by adding up the S-case and other
case columns. However, the zero- versus overt-coding data-representation also
includes forms of overt coding other than case-marking. For example, the geni-
tive particles found in the attributive possessive construction in many languages
(cf. Chapter 7) are represented as overt material.
8.3 Comparison across roles
The roles studied in the previous chapters show varying tendencies of behavior
similar or dissimilar to that of S arguments in terms or their overt coding. While
all of the roles are found to be encoded with the S-case in at least one language
of my sample, the proportions of S-like and non-S-like encoding exhibit wide
variation between the individual roles. While subjects of locational clauses are
almost always encoded like standard intransitive subjects of a language, the form
used in citation is only encoded in this way as an alternative strategy in one
language, namely Nias (a behavior that most likely is a very recent innovation).
Further, for the roles investigated, if a case-form other than the S-case is chosen,
then the zero-case is the most likely alternative, although this varies between the
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roles, too. For attributive possessors, the tendency to choose the zero-coded case
is equally strong as the tendency to employ a special overtly coded case-form, a
genitive. These ﬁndings apply to the total set of individual languages as well as
to a genealogically controlled sample. In this section I will discuss these results
in more detail.
role ;-case S-case other total
No. % No. % No. % languages
S argument 0 0% 23 100 % 0 0% 23
Locational S 0.5 2 % 21.5 98 % 0 0% 22
S VDC 3.5 23 % 11.5 77 % 0 0% 15
Positive existentials 4.5 23 % 14.5 73 % 1 5 % 20
Adverbial clauses 2 22% 6.5 72 % 0.5 6 % 9
Nominal predication 7 33 % 14 67 % 0 0% 21
Negative existentials 4 40% 6 60% 0 0% 10
Relative clauses 6 35 % 10 59 % 1 6 % 17
Emphatic S 7 41 % 8 47 % 2 12 % 17
Complement clause 3 60% 2 40% 0 0% 5
Predicate nominal 17 77 % 4 18 % 1 5 % 22
Term of address 8.5 65% 0.5 4% 4 31% 13
Attributive possessor 10 43.5 % 1 4 % 12 52 % 23
Citation form 22.5 98 % 0.5 2 % 0 0% 23
Table 8.1: Overview on percentage of zero-case and S-case-marking for diﬀerent
roles
Table 8.1 lists the roles studied. For each role, it is indicated which percentage
of the languages uses a certain case-form. Three diﬀerent case values are dis-
tinguished, namely the zero-case, the S-case and other, if a diﬀerent case-form
altogether is used for the respective role. If a language uses more than one strat-
egy for a role, both patterns are included and a mean score from all diﬀerent
constructions is listed for the encoding of the role. If, for example, a language
has two constructions that encode a context and the relevant role is encoded
using the S-case in the ﬁrst construction and the zero-case in the second con-
struction, this role is represented with the value 0.5 in both columns. The roles
are listed in decreasing order according to the percentage the S-case is used for
encoding.3
3 The percentages have been rounded to full integers in the following. Therefore, the values in
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The data in table 8.1 show that the role that behaves most like intransitive S
arguments in terms of overt coding is the subject of locational clauses. This role
is marked with the S case in 98 % of the languages, while it is encoded with the
zero case in only 2 %. On the other end of the scale is the citation form of a noun.
Figures for this role are the reverse of those of the locational subject, with 2 %
being encoded with the S-case and 98% with the zero-case. In between these two
extremes, the other roles line up. The non-clause-level roles all have percentages
below ﬁve for the S-case encoding, but they still diﬀer in their encoding behavior.
While the citation form, as mentioned above, almost exclusively makes use of
the zero-case, half of the attributive possessors are encoded by a diﬀerent case-
form altogether, and roughly the other half is encoded by the zero-case. Terms
of address are located in between these to patterns with roughly a third of the
languages using a diﬀerent case-form altogether, and about two thirds using the
zero-case.
There are a number of roles that behave more like intransitive S arguments in
terms of their encoding. In addition to subjects of locational clauses, most roles
that will be subsumed under the subject category in most grammars are encoded
like intransitive S arguments quite regularly. Subjects of valency-decreasing con-
structions (77 %), positive existential constructions (73 %), adverbial clauses (72 %)
and nominal predications (67 %) are regularly marked with the same case as pro-
totypical S arguments in two thirds of the languages in the sample or more. Nega-
tive existential constructions (60 %) and relative clauses (59 %) still use the S-case
in more than half of the cases. Emphatic subjects (47 %) and complement clauses
(40 %) are encoded like typical S arguments in just below ﬁfty percent of the lan-
guages. Finally, predicate nominals (18 %) are seldom encoded in the S-case in
marked-S languages. This role is similar to the non-clause-level roles since it
does not represent a type of subject.
Table 8.2 distinguishes whether a role is coded through overt marking or with-
out any overt material. As noted above (Section 8.2), other overt material such
as particles has been included here, so that the ﬁgures for the zero-case in Ta-
ble 8.1 and the zero-coded in this table do not always coincide. The two extremes
are the same as in the previous table, with subjects of locational clauses being
overtly coded in 98 % of the cases and the citation form being overtly coded in
only 2 %. The roles that make frequent use of case-forms other than the S-case
or zero-case end up in diﬀerent positions than in the previous table. Attribu-
tive possessors (57 % of overt coding versus 4 % of S-case-marking) and terms
of address (35 % vs. 4 %) are found in a higher position of the table accordingly.
one row of the table add up to 101 % instead of 100 % for some rows.
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role zero-coding overt coding total
No. % No. % languages
S argument 0 0% 23 100 % 23
Locational S 0.5 2 % 21.5 98 % 22
S VDC 2.5 17 % 12.5 83 % 15
Adverbial clauses 2 2 % 7 78 % 9
Positive existentials 4.5 23 % 15.5 78 % 20
Emphatic S 5 29 % 12 71 % 17
Nominal predication 7 33 % 14 67 % 21
Relative clauses 6 35 % 11 65 % 17
Negative existentials 4 40 % 6 60% 10
Attributive possessor 10 43 % 13 57 % 23
Complement clause 3 60% 2 40% 5
Term of address 8.5 65 % 4.5 35 % 13
Predicate nominal 17 77 % 5 23% 22
Citation form 22.5 98 % 0.5 2 % 23
Table 8.2: Overview on percentage of zero versus overt coding for diﬀerent roles
Also, roles that are encoded via constructions that include additional overt (but
non-case) morphology on the respective roles have been aﬀected. Again, the at-
tributive possessor is subject to this (due to encoding with genitive particles) and
also the emphatic S role, which has a ﬁgure of 71 % overt coding as compared to
47 % of S-case-marking. In some other cases, the addition of the roles marked by
other cases have led to minor changes in positioning since Table 8.1 is ordered
according to the percentage of S-case-marking. Apart from these deviations, the
ranking of roles remains stable between the two tables. This indicates that there
is only a slight diﬀerence in the results, depending on whether one tests the weak
of strong version of the functional marked-S hypothesis. Moreover, the results
diﬀer only for a subset of roles.
In the two following tables, the same data is presented, but now the level of
comparison is not the number of languages that encode a particular role in a
given way, but the genus level. The languages of my sample belong to 10 dif-
ferent genera. The data represents the Nilotic and Surmic languages (both of
the Nilo-Saharan family), Eastern Cushitic and Omotic (both Afro-Asiatic) and
the Yuman languages. Furthermore, there are ﬁve languages that do not have
any closely-related languages within the sample and thus are the only represen-
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tatives of their family. These languages are Nias (Sundic), Ajië (Oceanic), both
of the Austronesian family, Savosavo (Solomons East Papuan), Maidu (Maiduan)
and Wappo (Wappo). For the languages that are the single representative of
their genus, their data has been used to represent the respective genus. For gen-
era with more than one representative, an average ﬁgure has been calculated for
each role.
role ;-case S-case other total
No. % No. % No. % genera
S argument 0 0 % 10 100 % 0 0% 10
Locational S 0.5 5 % 9.5 95 % 0 0% 10
Positive existentials 1.9 19 % 7.8 78 % 0.3 3 % 10
S VDC 1.8 23 % 6.2 77 % 0 0% 8
Adverbial clauses 1 20 % 3.5 70 % 0.5 10 % 5
Nominal predication 3 33 % 6 66% 0 0% 9
Negative existentials 3.3 42% 4.7 58% 0 0% 8
Relative clauses 3 38 % 4 50% 1 13 % 8
Emphatic S 4.6 46 % 4.9 49 % 0.5 5 % 10
Complement clause 3 60% 2 40% 0 0% 5
Predicate nominal 8 80 % 1.8 18 % 0.3 3 % 10
Attributive possessor 3 30 % 1 10 % 6 60% 10
Term of address 6 67 % 0.5 6 % 2.5 28 % 9
Citation form 9.5 95 % 0.5 5 % 0 0% 10
Table 8.3: Overview on percentage of zero-case and S-case-marking for diﬀerent
roles by genus
The data in Table 8.3 is divided into zero-case, S-case and other case. It ba-
sically shows the same picture as Table 8.1. There are only two instances in
which the two tables deviate from each other in the absolute rankings of the roles.
Both attributive possessors and terms of address, as well as subjects of valency-
decreasing constructions and positive existential predication have switched po-
sitions. Otherwise, the rankings are identical. Apart from these minor variations
in ordering, there are some diﬀerences between the language and genus level in
terms of the individual percentages. This is due to the fact that the total number
of genera is only 10, which increases the overall percentage of rarely attested
patterns that are found in genera with only a few or a single member within the
sample. These data have been organized into zero and overt coding in Table 8.4.
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role zero-coding overt coding total
No. % No. % genera
S argument 0 0% 10 100% 10
Locational S 0.5 5 % 9.5 95 % 10
S VDC 1.5 19 % 6.5 81 % 8
Positive existentials 1.9 19% 8.1 81% 10
Adverbial clauses 1.25 25 % 3.75 75 % 5
Attributive possessor 3 30 % 7 70% 10
Nominal predication 3 33 % 6 67 % 9
Emphatic S 3.3 33 % 6.7 67 % 10
Relative clauses 3 38 % 5 63 % 8
Negative existentials 3.3 42 % 4.7 58 % 8
Complement clause 3 60% 2 40% 5
Term of address 6 67 % 3 33% 9
Predicate nominal 8 80 % 2 20% 10
Citation form 9.5 95 % 0.5 5 % 10
Table 8.4: Overview on percentage of zero versus overt coding for diﬀerent roles
by genus
The relation between Table 8.4 and Table 8.2 is not as straightforward as be-
tween the two tables that have just been compared. The majority of roles have
kept an identical or almost identical position between the two tables. However,
there is one notable diﬀerence. The attributive possessor scores four positions
higher on the genus level than on the language level. This indicates that langu-
ages that use the zero-case for this role are somewhat overrepresented in the
sample. All other roles have the same rank between the two levels of compari-
son or deviate only by one position. Roles that show this minimal variation be-
tween the two tables are adverbial clauses and positive existential predications as
well as subjects of nominal predications and emphatic subjects; both pairs have
switched positions between the two tables. As in the previous table, though, the
ranking is rather stable for the language and genus level as with respect to overt
versus zero-coding, the individual percentages diﬀer occasionally.
Finally, comparing the data on genus level for the encoding as zero-case, S-case
and other with the encoding as overt versus zero-coding a number of deviations
between the rankings can be found. The attributive possessor is six positions
lower in Table 8.3 than in Table 8.4. This has also been the biggest diﬀerence
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on language level between the two encodings. Subjects of negative existentials,
meanwhile, score two positions higher in the ﬁrst table if one takes into account
the intervening attributive possessor (otherwise the diﬀerence is three positions).
Again, taking into account, the already mentioned diﬀerences, three more minor
deviations in terms of pairwise switching of positions exist between the two
tables. These pairs of roles are: subjects of valency-decreasing constructions
and positive existential predications; emphatic subjects and subjects of relative
clauses; as well as terms of address and predicate nominals.
8.4 Comparison across languages
While the previous section analyzed the data from the perspective of the diﬀerent
roles investigated in this study, this section takes a closer look at the diﬀerent
marked-S languages. More precisely, the similarities and diﬀerences in encoding
of the respective roles are investigated. Again, both types of encoding have been
taken into account. The ﬁrst type distinguishes between coding in terms of zero-
case (i.e. P/A coding) versus S(+A/P)-case versus other case-form. The second
type strictly diﬀerentiates between overt and zero-coding. Even though in the
last section the data on individual versus genus level has proved to be almost
identical, this section analyzes the data from both the language and the genus
level. In addition, for each language its genus is listed in the language level tables
and the overall similarity within the individual genera is discussed.
I have ranked the languages in Table 8.5 on the following page with respect
to the percentage of roles covered by the zero-case from high to low. The scores
range from 67% of roles being coverd by the zero-case to a 23 % coverage. These
data show that languages of the marked-S type do not behave in a uniform way.
Furthermore, while some languages indeed have a wide range of contexts in
which the zero-case is used, some marked-S languages do so only rarely. The
languages which make use of the zero-case to a lesser degree, however, often
employ other overtly coded case-forms than the S-case for the roles studied here.
Remember that in some of the languages both case-forms, the zero-case and the
S-case, are overtly coded. The ‘unmarked’ status of the zero-case is justiﬁed by
its use in extra-syntactic contexts in these languages. The Omotic languages are
of this type of marked-S language. Interestingly, these languages appear to make
little use of the zero-case in comparison with other marked-S languages and thus
are found near the bottom end of Table 8.5. This is especially obvious for Gamo,
which is the Omotic language with the best data coverage in the sample. Since
the total number of contexts that employ the zero-case in the related languages
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language ;-case S-case other total
No. % No. % No. % roles
Diegueño (Mesa Grande), Yuman 8 67 % 4 33% 0 0% 12
Ajië, Oceanic 7 58 % 4.5 38 % 0.5 4 % 12
Datooga, Nilotic 7 58 % 5 42% 0 0% 12
Maa, Nilotic 6 50 % 6 50% 0 0% 12
Jamul Tiipay, Yuman 7.5 58 % 5.5 42 % 0 0% 13
Wappo, Wappo 8 50% 7 44% 1 6 % 16
Nias, Sundic 7.5 54 % 6.5 46 % 0 0% 14
Oromo (Boraana), Eastern Cushitic 5 45 % 5 45 % 1 9 % 11
Mojave, Yuman 7 44% 9 56% 0 0% 16
Havasupai, Yuman 4.5 45 % 5.5 55 % 0 0% 10
Savosavo, Solomons East Papuan 6.5 43 % 6 40% 2.5 17 % 15
Tennet, Surmic 5.5 42 % 6.5 50 % 1 8 % 13
Turkana, Nilotic 6 40% 7 47 % 2 13 % 15
Yavapai, Yuman 5 39% 8 62% 0 0% 13
Nandi, Nilotic 4.5 38 % 7.5 63 % 0 0% 12
Zayse, Omotic 3 33 % 5 56% 1 11 % 9
Murle, Surmic 4 33 % 7 58% 1 8 % 12
Arbore, Eastern Cushitic 3 30 % 5 50% 2 20% 10
Wolaytta, Omotic 2.5 28 % 4.5 50 % 2 22% 9
Oromo (Harar), Eastern Cushitic 3 23 % 7 54% 3 23% 13
Gamo, Omotic 3 23 % 8 62% 2 15 % 13
K’abeena, Eastern Cushitic 3.5 23 % 10 67 % 1.5 10 % 15
Maidu, Maiduan 2.5 23 % 7.5 68 % 1 9 % 11
Table 8.5: Overview on percentage of zero-case and S-case-marking for diﬀerent
languages
is equally low, the higher percentage of use of the zero-case given for Zayse and
Wolaytta are probably a result of their small number of contexts attested. Most
languages of a genus tend to be scattered over roughly the same region of the
table. While the Omotic languages are found in the lower half of the table, the
Yuman languages are located in the upper half. The Eastern Cushitic languages,
except for Boraana Oromo, are found in the lower ranks as well. The Surmic
languages (Tennet and Murle) score in the lower mid region of the table. Only
the Nilotic languages are mixed with two languages (Datooga and Maa) located
close to the top of the table and two other languages (Turkana and Nandi) in
the lower middle of the ranking. Notably, these groupings do not reﬂect the
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genealogical grouping within the Nilotic languages but rather appear to be a
reﬂex of the languages’ geographical location.4 Of the languages in the sample
that are the single representative of their genus, the two Austronesian languages
Nias (Sundic) and Ajië (Oceanic) are among the highest ranked, together with
North-American Wappo; all these languages use the zero-case for half of the
roles studied or more. Non-Austronesian Savosavo scores just above the middle
of the ranking. Finally, Maidu is located near the bottom end among the Omotic
and Eastern Cushitic languages of the Afro-Asiatic family.
genus ;-case S-case other total
No. % No. % No. % roles
Oceanic 7 58 % 4.5 38 % 0.5 4 % 12
Sundic 7.5 54 % 6.5 46 % 0 0% 14
Wappo 8 50% 7 44% 1 6 % 16
Nilotic 7.2 48 % 7 47 % 0.8 5 % 15
Yuman 7 44% 9 56% 0 0% 16
Solomons East Papuan 6.5 43 % 6 40% 2.5 17 % 15
Surmic 6 43 % 7 50% 1 7 % 14
Eastern Cushitic 4.1 27 % 8.6 57 % 2.3 16 % 15
Maiduan 2.5 23 % 7.5 68 % 1 9 % 11
Omotic 2.8 20 % 9.2 66 % 2 14 % 14
Table 8.6: Overview on percentage of zero-case and S-case-marking for diﬀerent
genera
Table 8.6 summarizes the data organized by genus. For genera that are rep-
resented by more than one language the data of the individual languages from
the genus has been averaged like in the previous section. Again the ordering
is according to the percentage of roles covered by the zero-case beginning with
the highest percentage. This table repeats the general picture lined out in the
previous discussion of the languages. Oceanic, Sundic and Wappo, which are all
represented through a single language in the sample, mark the top of the rank-
ing by genus. Afterwards, Nilotic, Yuman, Solomons East Papuan, and Surmic
follow in the mid-ﬁeld. And as was to be expected from the data of the individual
languages, the ranking is concluded by Eastern Cushitic, Maiduan, and Omotic.
4 Genealogically, Maa and Turkana group together as East Nilotic and Datooga and Nandi as
South Nilotic. The geographical distribution of the languages will be discussed later in Sec-
tion 8.6. The curious reader may skip ahead to Figure 8.7 for a map of the East African marked-
S languages.
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The relatively low ranking of Yuman might be surprising at ﬁrst glance, since
the last table has been topped by a language of this genus. However, since the
overall number of Yuman languages is the sample is the largest of all genera, its
overall impact on the ranking of the whole genus has not been large in the end.
language, genus zero-coding overt coding total
No. % No. % roles
Diegueño Mesa Grande, Yuman 8 67 % 4 33% 12
Ajië, Oceanic 7 58 % 5 42% 12
Datooga, Nilotic 7 58 % 5 42% 12
Jamul Tiipay, Yuman 7.5 58 % 5.5 42 % 13
Nias, Sundic 7.5 54 % 6.5 46 % 14
Maa, Nilotic 6 50 % 6 50% 12
Wappo, Wappo 8 50% 8 50% 16
Havasupai, Yuman 4.5 45 % 5.5 55 % 10
Mojave, Yuman 7 44% 9 56% 16
Tennet, Surmic 5.5 42 % 7.5 58 % 13
Turkana, Nilotic 6 40% 9 60% 15
Yavapai, Yuman 5 38 % 8 62% 13
Nandi, Nilotic 4.5 38 % 7.5 63 % 12
Savosavo, Solomons East Papuan 5.5 37 % 9.5 63 % 15
Zayse, Omotic 3 33 % 6 67 % 9
Murle, Surmic 4 33 % 8 67 % 12
Arbore, Eastern Cushitic 3 30 % 7 70% 10
Wolaytta, Omotic 2.5 28 % 6.5 72 % 9
Oromo (Boraana), Eastern Cushitic 3 27 % 8 73 % 11
K’abeena, Eastern Cushitic 3.5 23 % 11.5 77 % 15
Oromo (Harar), Eastern Cushitic 3 23 % 10 77 % 13
Gamo, Omotic 3 23 % 10 77 % 13
Maidu, Maiduan 2.5 23 % 8.5 77 % 11
Table 8.7: Overview on percentage of zero-case and overt coding for diﬀerent
languages
The languages are also ranked for the data organized by zero-coding versus
overt coding, like has been done with the roles. The picture for the individual
languages, as represented in Table 8.7 has not changed in most cases. The most
remarkable diﬀerence is the ranking of Boraana Oromo, which has fallen 11 posi-
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tions from rank 8 to 19. This is the one language in which the re-coding to overt
versus zero-coding has the strongest eﬀect, since Boraana Oromo uses overt non-
case morphology combined with the zero-case-form for a number of roles. A
smaller re-ranking can be found with Savosavo which falls 4 positions as com-
pared to the previous table. Like Boraana Oromo, Savosavo encodes some roles
with overt non-case morphology. The other languages occupy identical positions
in the two rankings.
language family ;-coding overt coding total
No. % No. % roles
Oceanic 7 58 % 5 42% 12
Sundic 7.5 54 % 6.5 46 % 14
Wappo 8 50% 8 50% 16
Nilotic 7.2 48 % 7.8 52 % 15
Yuman 7.2 45 % 8.8 55 % 16
Surmic 6 43 % 8 57 % 14
Solomons East Papuan 5.5 37 % 9.5 63 % 15
Eastern Cushitic 3.5 23 % 11.5 77 % 15
Maiduan 2.5 23 % 8.5 77 % 11
Omotic 2.8 20 % 11.2 80 % 14
Table 8.8: Overview on percentage of zero-coding and overt coding for diﬀerent
genera
Despite the major diﬀerence in ranking seen for Boraana Oromo on the lan-
guage level, on genus level no large rearrangements happen. Table 8.8 presents
the ranking of genera in the zero- versus overt-encoding. Compared with the
ranking of genera based on S-case, zero-case or other case-form represented in
Table 8.6 above, there are almost no changes. Only Surmic and Solomons East
Papuan have switched positions between the two tables. This corresponds to the
drop in position by Savosavo, which is the only language of this family in the
sample, on the language level. The rankings of the other genera remain stable
between the two genus level tables.
8.5 Similarity networks
The two previous sections have compared the micro-alignment data from langu-
ages of the marked-S type as deﬁned in Chapter 2. Two diﬀerent perspectives
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have been chosen, the similarity/diﬀerence between the pre-deﬁned contexts and
between the individual languages. For each of the scenarios, I have established a
ranking from the most S-like context to the least S-like contexts or the language
which makes the widest/narrowest use of the zero-case-form respectively. These
ranking are very easy to interpret, but they reduce a complex and potentially
multi-dimensional data set to a linear order. A more sophisticated and mathe-
matically more complex way to analyze the data are (phylogenetic) networks.
The algorithms used to calculate these networks were originally developed to
analyze and compare gene sequences of biological species, however, the basic
mechanisms can also be used for comparison of linguistic data. Phylogenetic
networks are generalized versions of tree-structures that allow the inclusion of
conﬂicting information into tree-structures. In comparison with the linear order-
ing of the tables presented in the previous sections, these tree-likemanifestations
allow the addition of another dimension to the data analysis. If, for instance, half
of the languages of the sample use the zero-case for role A and the other half
of the sample uses the zero-case for role B, a linear ranking based on percent-
ages would show these contexts next to each other in the ranking. This might
be interpreted as a relation between roles A in B given only the linear ranking.
However, in the scenario described above, there is no similarity between the
two roles.5 A similarity network can visualize this diﬀerence between the two
roles that would appear to behave identical in a table ranked by percentages. In
the following, I will give a brief introduction to interpreting similarity networks.
However, it should be kept in mind that although they can be a visual aid to
discover interesting relationships within data sets, a lot of complexity has to be
reduced for the visual representation and thus they are not devoid of artifacts.
Afterwards, I will present and discuss the networks generated from the data on
marked-S languages. It has been demonstrated in the two proceeding sections
that there is no big diﬀerence in the results between the encoding of the roles
as either zero-case, S-case and other case-form, or zero versus overt encoding.
In this section, I have therefore chosen to only analyze one kind of data encod-
ing. The data sets which have been chosen are the ones that distinguish between
zero-case, S-case and other case-forms. This data represents the weak form of the
functional marked-S hypothesis (marked-S languages should encode more roles
with the zero-case than with the S-case-form). If the weak hypothesis does not
5 In this made up example, there is in fact a negative correlation between the two roles. How-
ever, as the statistically inclined reader will be well aware of, correlations, be they positive or
negative, do not imply causation. Also, such clear-cut distributions as described in the scenario
above, are unlikely to occur in naturalistic data.
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arrive at any meaningful results, the stronger version will likely fail to do so as
well.
The graphs in this section have been produced by NeighborNet, a neighbor
joining algorithm that produces phylogenetic networks.6 The algorithm is de-
scribed in Bryant & Moulton (2004); a more detailed discussion on the analysis
of genealogical data through split networks is given in Huson & Bryant (2006).
The traditional method of representing phylogenetic relationships, be they for
species or human languages, is the (phylogenetic) tree. However, due to vertical
transfer, missing data, and other factors, it is not always possible to construct a
perfect treelike structure from data sets. Network structures can include conﬂict-
ing data and thus are a good choice to represent linguistic data. For this study,
the reconstruction of prehistory is not much of an issue. The mechanisms used
for constructing genealogical trees can, however, equally well be used to analyze
data sets with respect to how similar/diverse the individual taxa are. Traditional
tree-building methods join two neighboring nodes and amalgamate them to a
single node. Instead, NeighborNet joins three neighboring nodes and combines
them to form two superior nodes. While points of divergence between the taxa
are represented through the bifurcations at the respective mother node in a tree,
in the network a split is represented through a set of parallel edges. In general
it can be said that the more treelike a part of the network looks, i.e. by clearly
branching of from the rest of the network, the clearer the split is.
Figure 8.3 on the next page shows the network produced by the data on roles
coded through S-case, zero-case or other case-form ordered by genus (the equiva-
lent of Table 8.3). Similarly to the representation in the table, the network shows
an almost scalar gradient from roles that behave very alike to the S role to roles
that behave unlike it. The transitive A and P roles have been included in the
graphic as well, since all but one language of the sample is of the marked-nomi-
native type A is almost lined up with S and P is at the other end of the graph
(together with the citation form). Apart from the gradual shift from S-like to
non-S-like role, which is visualized through the long vertical extension of the
network as compared to the horizontal dimension, the graph is almost separated
into two distinct halves through a kind of waistline in the middle. This waistline
nicely separates the roles which are some type of subject from the other roles
such as attributive possessors, citation form and so on. Emphatic subjects are
located at the border of these two parts of the network, just on the non-S-like
side. This corresponds to their status as not being the grammatical subject of the
6 I am very grateful to Michael Cysouw, who helped me with producing the NeighborNet
networks.
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Figure 8.3: Network of zero-case and S-case-marking for diﬀerent roles by genus
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clause in at least some marked-S languages. In these languages they are rather
analyzed as predicate nominals (cf. Chapter 3), next to which they are found
in ﬁgure 8.3. Furthermore, there is a small separation between relative clauses
and adverbial clauses and the rest of the network. Complement clauses, on the
other hand, do not form a sub-branch with these two other types of dependent
clauses, but are found on the other side of the network. This might suggest that
relative and adverbial clauses do behave more like each other while complement
clauses show diﬀerent behavior for the languages of the sample. One should
be cautious, however, since data on one or more types of dependent clause is
lacking for most languages, and this aﬃliation between relative and adverbial
clauses might be an artifact created because of these missing data. Locational and
existential predictions have been analyzed as making frequent use of the same
constructions (Chapter 4). This tendency, however, is not visually manifested
in the network as the subjects of these predications do not constitute a separate
branch. Locational subjects rather seem to go together with regular S arguments
and subjects of valency-decreasing constructions. The fact that locational clauses
use constructions similar to standard intransitive clauses, while existentials oc-
casionally use other constructions, has also been noted in Chapter 4. Meanwhile,
subjects of positive and negative existentials are found in adjacent positions of
the network. However, since the data on negative existentials is rather scarce
and the two roles do not form a branch structure together, this fact should not
be overrated.
The next network groups the data by languages (see Figure 8.4 on the following
page). The most salient subdivision of the language network is the one between
the Yuman languages and Wappo, which form a North-West American subtype
of marked-S, and the rest of the network. The other American language of this
sample, i.e. Maidu, does not belong to this typological subgrouping. The Nilotic
language Datooga also appears to be more similar in type to the American langu-
ages than to any other language in the sample. Also, the groupings within the Yu-
man genus are quite accurately mirrored by the network. Mesa Gande Diegueño
and Jamul Tiipay both belong to the Delta-California branch of Yuman, while
Yavapai, Walapai and Havasupai form the Arizona Pai branch. Mojave, which is
located between these two groups in the network, belongs to the River Yuman
branch. Other genealogical groupings that are represented in the network are
the Afro-Asiatic languages from the Omotic and Eastern Cushitic branch (ex-
cept Arbore, which is separated from its related languages). Even though these
languages are found in an continuous segment of the network (with intervening
Maidu, which exhibits the most areally atypical pattern of the sample), they do
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Figure 8.4: Similarity network of the languages studied
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not form a clear branch structure that would set them oﬀ from other languages.
However, there is a distinct African subgroup, although it is not limited to the lan-
guages of the Afro-Asiatic family. If one adds the non-related Surmic languages
(Murle and Tennet) and the Nilotic language Turkana of the Nilo-Saharan family
as well as Maidu and Savosavo, a distinct group separated from the remaining
languages by a branch-like structure can be identiﬁed.
The Austronesian languages Ajië and Nias are located in adjacent position at
the border between the North American and African languages, but like the Afro-
Asiatic language, they do not form an individual branch structure. The Nilotic
languages, on the other hand, are scattered all over the network and so do not
form any continuous subsection of the network. This genus has already been
shown to be the most divergent at the tabular ranking in the previous section.
Finally the data is grouped by genus (Figure 8.5). For this network, Maidu
Figure 8.5: Similarity network of the genera studied
(Maiduan) has been eliminated. It has already been noted that Maidu behaves
quite unusual compared with the marked-S languages in its macro-area. Also
compared with the total set of marked-S languages, it stands out by employing
the S-case almost like would be expected from a regular nominative-accusative
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language. Other than the Omotic marked-S languages, which also make wide use
of the S-case, and which have overtly coded forms for both S-case and zero-case,
on the formal level Maidu is a typical marked-S language.
Also when analyzing the language-internal grouping of uses in the Maidu
data, the picture is confusing. The semantic map in Figure 8.6 visualizes the
use of S-case (red/subj), zero-case (blue/zero) and other case-forms (black/other)
in Maidu.7 The arrangement of the roles is derived from the usage of these case-
Figure 8.6: Maidu semantic map (MDS)
forms for the individual roles across all languages of the sample via multidimen-
sional scaling (MDS). Semantic maps derived through MDS and how they can be




used to analyze and understand the nature of linguistic meanings are discussed
by Cysouw (2010). While the other languages use the individual case-forms for
continuous parts of the semantic map (or at least only one case-form shows dis-
continuous usage), Maidu rather constitutes a semantic patchwork.
Furthermore, including Maidu into the genus level network gives no clear pic-
ture. If one excludes this data, the genealogical and areal groupings come out
quite nicely, as demonstrated in Figure 8.5. The North American languages have
already formed a distinct subgroup on the language level. Not surprisingly, Yu-
man andWappo also form the most clear subgrouping in this graph. They branch
oﬀ almost tree-like from the other genera. TheAfrican genera also form a distinct
area of the network, and especially the Afro-Asiatic genera Omotic and Eastern
Cushitic even form a small separate branch. The twoNilo-Saharan genera, Nilotic
and Surmic, are adjacent to one another, though they form no branch-like struc-
ture. The Austronesian genera, Sundic and Oceanic, also from a separate branch
of the network (though the branching is not particularly strong) with Solomons
East Papuan, the other Paciﬁc genus, in adjacent position.
8.6 Geographical patterns
It has been noted several times in this study that the distribution of marked-S
languages is highly skewed in terms of geography. North-East Africa, where the
pattern is found in both the Afro-Asiatic and Nilo-Saharan family, appears to be
a breeding ground for languages of this type. Another area in which marked-
S languages appear frequently (as compared with the overall distribution over
the world) is the lower North American Paciﬁc coast. The majority of marked-
S languages found in this region are closely-related with one another as they
belong to one genus (i.e. Yuman). However, two unrelated marked-S languages,
namely Wappo and Maidu, do occur in the same macro-area. Finally the Paciﬁc
macro-area is home to some languages of the marked-S type. The three Paciﬁc
languages with the most prominent marked-S pattern are stretched out over a
quite large area. However, if additionally to Nias, Ajië and Savosavo the less pro-
totypical marked-S languages of the same region are included, such as the ones
discussed in Chapter 5.3, the Paciﬁc exhibits an above-average concentration of
marked-S languages as well. In this section, I will take a closer look at the areal
patterings of marked-S languages.
The largest number of languages in my sample is found in North-East Africa.
In addition to the large number for the African marked-S languages, they also
exhibit genealogical diversity as they are represented by four distinct genera be-
longing to the Afro-Asiatic (Omotic and Cushitic) and Nilo-Saharan (Surmic and
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Figure 8.7: Marked-S languages of East Africa by genus
Nilotic) families (cf. Figure 8.7).8 Marked-S patterns have been reported from
other genera of this area, but the data available for them was not suitable to in-
clude in this study. Areal inﬂuence is often proposed as an explanation if a certain
linguistic pattern is found in a group of geographically adjacent but non-related
languages, even more so if the respective pattern is rare on a world-wide basis.
The locus of the African marked-S languages has been suggested as a linguis-
tic area on several occasions. Güldemann (2005) describes a pattern of forming
complex predicates through a special type of auxiliary that is uniquely found
in the region referred to as Chad-Ethiopia macro-area. This region has been de-
scribed as a linguistic area in earlier work by Greenberg (1983), Ferguson (1976)
and Heine (1976), though the name and exact boundaries of the supposed area
diﬀer between the authors. However, the existence of an ‘Ethiopian language
area’ is disputed by Tosco (2000). Yet, his main argument is not that there has
not been linguistic contact between unrelated languages in this area, but that
the inﬂuence has been unidirectional. He lists multi-directional inﬂuence and di-
vergence towards a common model as deﬁning criteria for linguistic areas. The
network in Figure 8.4 has shown that the African languages do not group ac-
cording to their genealogical aﬃliations in most cases with respect to the roles
studied here. Only the Omotic languages in combination with most Cushitic lan-
guages do occur in adjacent position. However, they do not exhibit any clear
8 The language Maa is represented with its alternative name Maasai in the map.
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tree-like branching from the other African languages (and also the Paciﬁc langu-
ages plusMaidu). Instead they all are of the same general type, with the exclusion
of Datooga, which is more similar to the North American languages in its behav-
ior. Notably Datooga, which is the least typical African marked-S language, is
spoken at the periphery of the geographical region these languages cover. In
addition, Datooga and Maa are the two African languages that make the widest
use of the zero-case and thus have been shown to behave quite diﬀerently than
the two other Nilotic languages in the sample in Table 8.1. Indeed, Maa is the
language that is spoken closest to Datooga, though it is not the language which
is related most closely in terms of genealogy.
Figure 8.8: Marked-S languages of North-West America by genus
The second larger grouping of marked-S languages is found in North-West
America. These languages are far less genealogically diverse than their African
counterparts. The majority of languages belongs to the Yuman genus, which is
completely of the marked-S type, except for only one language, namely Kiliwa
(Mixco 1965), which is also seen as the language that ﬁrst branched of within
the genus (Joël 1998). Apart from the Yuman languages, two other marked-S
languages of this region are studied here. Wappo and Maidu are both located
quite a stretch to the North from the Yuman languages (cf. Figure 8.8), so that
the American languages do not form a contiguous area. Apart from the close
geographical distance between Maidu and Wappo, these two languages do not
show a similar linguistic behavior. Wappo rather conforms to the most frequent
type of American marked-S languages with the Yuman languages. Maidu does
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not show any similarities to this type. In the network in Figure 8.4, it is located
somewhere between Omotic and some Cushitic languages, the main similarity to
which isMaidu’s equally high percentage of S-case use. For the Yuman languages
of North America, genealogy is probably the main factor behind their common
typological proﬁle with respect to their marked-S case-system. Wappo is a lan-
guage of the same greater area which is not related to this genus. However, it
has a typological proﬁle similar to the Yuman languages. No contact history be-
tween the Yuman languages and Wappo is known and the geographical distance
between the languages (in addition to the large number of intervening langua-
ges) makes this scenario not very likely. However, one should not rule out that
in prehistoric times both Wappo and the Yuman languages were part of a larger
linguistic area in which marked-S languages were more abundant. If one takes
this scenario seriously, Maidu, which is located more closely to Wappo, could
also have been a part of this area. Still, Maidu’s marked-S system is distinct from
the other North American languages. So the system either must have radically
changed after the hypothetical period of intense contact with other languages
of the marked-S type, or it could be a development independent of contact with
languages that exhibit the typical North American type of marked-S.
Figure 8.9: Marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc by genus
Finally, the sample included three marked-S languages from the larger Paciﬁc
region. Comparing their distribution (cf. Figure 8.9), it becomes clear that ar-
guing for contact between these languages as source for the marked-S pattern
would be rather diﬃcult given that these three languages are stretched out from
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theWest Coast of Sumatra to the Solomon Islands and down toNewCaledonia. In
addition, the genealogical relation between these languages is very distant (Nias
and Ajië belong to diﬀerent genera of the Austronesian family) or non-existent
(as between Savosavo and the other two languages). In between the three lan-
guages studied in detail lies the entire Indonesian Archipelago including all of
Papua as well as large stretches of the Paciﬁc Ocean. However, within this area
there are a number of languages exhibiting a pattern that resembles the marked-
S languages in some respect. I have discussed this pattern, which consists of
overt subject-marking only in certain, mostly emphatic, contexts, in Chapter 5.
Adding these languages to the map, as done in Figure 8.10, at least the Eastern
half of the region pictured here gets closer resemblance to an geographically
contiguous area, which includes Savosavo and Ajië at its periphery.
Figure 8.10: Marked-S languages of the Paciﬁc including full and restricted
patterns
8.7 Summary
In this chapter, I have presented a summary of the data gathered through Chap-
ters 3–7. The micro-alignment approach I have chosen for the investigation of
marked-S languages consists of collecting data on the case-marking patterns for
a number of roles. These roles were selected from several contexts that include a
subject-like role (such as nominal predications or existentials), or roles that are
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commonly associated with the so-called ‘unmarked case’ of standard nominative-
accusative and ergative-absolutive languages (i.e. the nominative or absolutive
respectively). The data collected on the case-marking of these roles have been
analyzed from two perspectives: from the point of view of these roles and the
point of view of the languages studied.
I have demonstrated that the encoding of the roles chosen for this micro-ty-
pology of the marked-S coding-system range from (almost) exclusive encoding
with the S-case to zero-coding in almost all instances. Roles that do not consti-
tute any type of subject, though they have been associated with the nominative
case in previous work, are especially likely to be zero-coded. These roles are the
citation form and predicate nominals, as well as attributive possessors and terms
of address. The latter two are, however, also frequently encoded through other
overt non-S-case case-forms.
Variation is not only found between the diﬀerent roles but also between the
marked-S languages. While some make strong use of the zero-case, others use
this formmore sparsely. Especially the Omotic languages andMaidu do not diﬀer
strongly from standard nominative-accusative languages in the use of the S-case.
On the other end of the hierarchy, there are the distantly related Austronesian
languages Ajië and Nias, a number of the North American Yuman languages and
Wappo as well as the Nilotic languages Datooga and Maa. These languages make
especially wide use of the zero-case and also employ it for some types of subjects.
Given the rarity of the phenomenon, this study has included as many langu-
ages as possible and no quotas have been set in advance, e.g. one language per
genus (or other pre-deﬁned grouping). In this section, in addition to the data set
including the individual languages, a controlled version in which only one data
point per genus was included for each role has also been presented. The diﬀer-
ences between the two sets of data, the language and genus level, have been very
small.
Also, two diﬀerent encodings for the case-marking have been employed for
the data. These two codings roughly correspond to the weak and strong inter-
pretation of König’s (2006) functional marked-S hypothesis. The weak version
states that the zero-case should be employed in more contexts in marked-S lan-
guages than the overtly coded S-case. To analyze this version of the hypothesis
the data has been coded according to whether a role is marked with the zero-case,
S-case or another case-form. The strong version of the hypothesis states that the
zero-case should be more frequent than any other type of encoding, respectively
the data has been coded as zero-coding and overt coding to test this claim. The
diﬀerences between the two types of coding have been minor and are mostly
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restricted to non-subject roles such as attributive possessors. Most languages ei-
ther choose the zero-case or the S-case for the majority of roles investigated in
this study.
In addition, the data have been analyzed in form of phylogenetic networks
produced through the NeighborNet algorithm. The networks in general conﬁrm
the picture gained from the depiction in the form of tables ranked by percentage
of use of the individual case-forms. The roles appear to show a clear separation
between those that constitute some kind of subject and those that have diﬀer-
ent, mostly non-clause level, functions. The data on the languages do not show
any neat subtypes of marked-S languages apart from the grouping of the Yuman
languages and Wappo. The data on the genus level, meanwhile, produced an ac-
curate picture of the genealogical and areal groupings of languages. However,
one language, namely Maidu, had to be excluded in order to arrive at this neat
depiction.
Geographically, the languages of the sample can bee grouped as belonging to
three marco-areas: North-Eastern Africa, the North American West Coast, and
the Paciﬁc. The languages of North America, to the exclusion of Maidu, do form
the most distinct subtype in all analyses of the data. These languages mostly
belong to the Yuman genus. However, non-related Wappo also behaves quite
similarly to the Yuman languages. The other type of marked-S languages against
which the American type can be set oﬀ consists mostly of the African langua-
ges. The Afro-Asiatic languages, especially of the Omotic genus, are another po-
tential subtype of marked-S languages. However, these languages do not form
as distinct a subtype branching oﬀ from other languages as does the American
type. Nilo-Saharan, the other African language family, generally tends to cluster
around the Afro-Asiatic languages. These languages do not provide a legitimate
grouping with each other, especially the languages of the Nilotic genus do not
exhibit a uniform behavior according to the methods of comparison employed.
Languages of the Paciﬁc are too fewwithin the sample to make any strong claims
about a distinct type. Yet, the two Austronesian languages Ajië and Nias behave





9.1 Summary of the ﬁndings
In this study, I have analyzed the micro-alignment of a number of marked-S lan-
guages. Marked-S languages exhibit a peculiar pattern of encoding the basic (in-)
transitive roles S, A and P in that they overtly mark the S relation of intransitive
verbs while using a non-overtly coded form of a noun for one of the arguments
of transitive verbs (for more details cf. the deﬁnition and examples of marked-
S languages in Section 1.2). In addition to the S, A and P roles, this study has
investigated the coding of a number of additional S-like roles. The additional
roles have been selected from the contexts deﬁned in Chapter 2. While some of
these roles behaved like regular overtly-marked intransitive S arguments in most
languages, others were almost exclusively encoded by the zero-coded case-form.
Figure 9.1 summarizes the results of the previous chapter, in which the diﬀerent
contexts have been compared with one another. The roles have been ordered
with respect to their likeliness to be encoded in the same way as intransitive S
arguments in the languages of the sample. The further to the top a role is located,
the more often it is encoded with the S-case. Roles that are represented next to
each other in Figure 9.1 exhibit almost identical behavior in this respect. These
preferences are quite stable between diﬀerent calculations, both when including
all individual languages on which enough data was available (without employing
any mechanisms of genealogical and/or areal control) and when the data were
normalized to include only one data point per genus.
Two diﬀerent methods of analysis, ﬁrst through a ranking by percentage and
second through the more sophisticated NeighborNet algorithm, have revealed a
similar pattern for the diﬀerent roles, namely, a gradual shift from coding via
S-case to coding via zero-case. The subject-like roles, especially subjects of lo-
cational clauses, being the one extreme and extra-syntactic roles, especially the
citation form of a noun, being the other.
Apart from distinguishing which roles behave most or least like intransitive S
arguments in their encoding, the similarities and diﬀerences between the indi-




S of positive existential S of VDC
S of adverbial clause
S of nominal predication
S of negative existential
S of relative clauseemphatic S
S of complement clause
predicate nominal
attributive possessor term of address
citation form  @
Figure 9.1: Coding of S-like roles in marked-S languages (ordered from most S-
like to least S-like)
languages to which most marked-S languages of North America belong (exclud-
ing only Maidu). Further, there is an African type of marked-S comprising the
Afro-Asiatic languages of the Omotic and East Cushitic genera as well as Surmic.
The Nilotic languages do not behave in a consistent pattern that would allow to
classify them as following one or the other pattern. Languages of the Paciﬁc ex-
hibit some similarities, but the data does not justify proposing a distinct subtype
of marked-S for them.
After this brief summary of the results, I will now discuss the implications of
these ﬁndings for the understanding of marked-S languages. The central moti-
vation of this study has been to test whether the unexpectedness of the marked-
S coding-pattern based on the purely formal aspects of the system can be ade-
quately explained in terms of functional motivations, as it has been proposed
in König (2006). This major question will be addressed in Section 9.2. While an
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important factor in understanding marked-S languages, the range of functions a
case-form has cannot be the sole explanation for their existence. Furthermore, to
allow formeaningful generalizations over the functions ofmarked and unmarked
case-forms, one needs to apply a consistent deﬁnition of markedness that is inde-
pendent of functional considerations. Further, I will review the micro-alignment
approach that I have used for this investigation and comment on its usefulness
and limitations in Section 9.3. I also pointed out in the introductory chapter (Sec-
tion 1.6) that marked-S languages are a serious challenge for some of the more
formalistic approaches to alignment and case-assignment in particular. I will take
up this discussion in Section 9.4 and comment on the possibilities of integrating
the ﬁnding on marked-S languages into these formal approaches. Finally, I will
address some questions that remain open or have been raised by the ﬁndings of
this study, and which should be targeted in future research (Section 9.5).
9.2 Generalizations about the functional motivations for
marked-S languages
Marked-S languages have caught the attention of linguists based on a strictly
formal criterion, namely the overt marking of the S argument found with these
languages. The unexpectedness of the marked-S system is for example expressed
as Universal 38 in Greenberg (1963: 75). The two points of view from which the
existence of this unusual case-systems have been considered are the historical de-
velopment of these systems and their functionally-based motivations. Of course,
these two points of view do not have to bemutually exclusive. Historical changes
in the grammar of a language can certainly have a functional motivation; some
linguists will even argue that they must have one. In contrast to the formal def-
inition, a functional deﬁnition of marked-S languages has also been proposed
(König 2006). In this deﬁnition, the functional range of individual case-forms
is the central criterion for the ‘markedness’ or ‘unmarkedness’ ascribed to each
case-form. The functional aspect, i.e. the number of functions covered by the
case-forms, is an important aspect in the study of marked-S languages. However,
the number of roles covered by either zero-case or S-case does vary considerably
between the languages studied here.1
1 As deﬁned in Section 1.4 the term S-case is employed for the case-form that covers the function
of encoding transitive S arguments (i.e. the nominative in nominative-accusative languages
and the absolutive in ergative-absolutive languages). The term zero-case refers to the case-form
that is used for the non-S-case-marked argument of transitive verbs, and that is zero-coded in




For some languages the existence of marked-S coding cannot be plausibly ar-
gued for based on functional motivations of this type. From the point of view of
the formal encoding of case-forms, the Californian language Maidu is a regular
marked-S language with an overt Nominative case-marker and a zero-coded Ac-
cusative. Yet, the range of functions that the zero-coded Accusative covers does
not extend far beyond the encoding of transitive P arguments. Maidu is, however,
not the only problematic case for the functional account of marked-S languages.
The languages that are identiﬁed as being of the marked-S type by a functional
rather than purely formal deﬁnition, i.e. the languages referred to as Type 2
marked-nominative languages by König (2006: 658), do not use the ‘zero-coded’
form for as many of the roles as the languages meeting the strict form-based
deﬁnition do. For the Type 2 marked-nominative languages, the function of the
accusative case as citation form (and in other extra-syntactic contexts) is taken
as the main argument to consider this form as being the more basic form. Based
on the data collected in this study, the use as a citation form is also the main
function of the zero-coded form after its use as the case-form of transitive P ar-
guments, while the Type 2 languages do not extend its use to more subject-like
roles.
Taking a radically economical approach to case-marking, one could propose
the following explanation. If two case-forms of a noun do diﬀer in the number of
segments they consist of, the form that has the smaller number of segments will
be preferred because of its lower production eﬀort. If the two case-forms consist
of the same amount of segments, no such pressure exists to choose one form over
the other. Linguistic explanations that propose such radically economy-based ar-
gumentations can be criticized on various grounds. One argument against this
approach would be that actual ease of articulation rather than the bare number
of segments is a stronger factor. Extra segments added to a form, such as ﬁ-
nal vowels, can lead to a less complex syllable structure and thus increase the
ease of articulation. Consequently this entire discussion returns to the initial
question of how one deﬁnes the concept of linguistic markedness, which I dis-
cussed in Section 1.3. Since diﬀerent deﬁnitions of markedness can result in dif-
ferent identiﬁcation of marked versus unmarked forms in individual languages,
there is always the possibility of choosing the deﬁnition that best ﬁts one’s anal-
ysis of any language (e.g. deﬁning the ‘marked’ form as the one with the more
marked syllable structure even though this might be the morphologically zero-
coded form). While this approach improves the consistency of an analysis on
a per-language level, comparability between languages and consequently cross-
linguistic generalizations over marked-S coding are rendered meaningless, since
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this leads to a circular deﬁnition of the marked-S system. If one chooses the def-
inition of marked versus unmarked case-form which best ﬁts the prediction that
the unmarked form is used in more contexts, then it necessarily follows that the
unmarked form is made a wider use of in marked-S languages.
9.3 Concluding remarks on the micro-alignment approach
As Chapter 8 has shown, languages belonging to the marked-S coding type be-
have quite diﬀerently in terms of micro-alignment structures. While the pattern
of marking the S, A and P functions of prototypical verbs employs the same pat-
tern of case-marking in these languages, the marking of other types of clauses
diﬀers strongly between the languages. Diﬀerences in encoding between diﬀer-
ent clause-types or based on other factors, like the ones discussed in Section 2.2
are also known from languages with other coding-systems. Still, coarse classiﬁ-
cations of language as being of the nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive
type are made frequent use of in linguistic studies. Since much of the debate
on marked-S languages focuses on overt coding properties (and the unexpected-
ness of this pattern), an in-depth investigation of the coding-patterns of more
than just the most basic clauses is necessary to fully understand this unusual
pattern.
The contexts and roles chosen in this study have been deﬁned based on the
variation that the languages studied here exhibited. Data for all languages was
basically gathered in a parallel fashion and not one language after the other, since
the study of one language potentially revealed a new pattern of variation that
could proﬁtably be included in the study. On the other hand, based on an initial
list of possibly interesting domains of grammar, data have been collected on roles
that did not show any interesting patterns in any or almost any languages of the
sample and have thus not been presented in the ﬁnal study.
A small drawback of this approach is the frequent omission of parts of the
grammar in the description of languages that do not exhibit any variation in
the respective domain.2 Negative evidence, especially when dealing with a very
limited set of examples as data base, cannot be taken as evidence of the absence
of a certain pattern in a given languages. This has led to a considerable number of
missing data points. Consequently, the respective percentage of languages that
deviate from the pattern conceived as the norm, i.e. S-case-marking on subject-
like roles, might be a little too high in the ﬁgures presented in Chapter 8. This




is based on the assumption that if a grammar does not discuss a given context,
there will more likely be no variation from the standard pattern in this domain.
In addition, the larger the number of languages studied, the larger the number of
contexts of interest will become with this approach. Consequently, when relying
largely on secondary data, the larger the number of missing data points will
become.
Given these limitations, the micro-alignment approach – however, this is true
for any approach that aims at including very ﬁne-grained distinctions on any do-
main of grammar – is best employed in more detailed studies operating samples
of a smaller size. Preferably, primary data on the languages studied should be
available, which is, however, diﬃcult and tedious to obtain for the majority of
the world’s languages. The approach is less applicable in large scale typological
studies aiming at a large number of languages included.
9.4 Consequences for formal theories
For the languages of the marked-S type one can identify a case-form that can be
analyzed as a default case, a notion that many formal theories employ. However,
this case-form is not necessarily linked to the form that is used to encode the
subject function in a clause. For most marked-S languages, the case-form that
should be considered the default case by factors such as which form is the most
basic one in terms of morphological structure (derived forms versus underived
forms). The form which is used in extra-syntactic contexts does coincide with
the form used to encode the non-subject argument in basic transitive clauses.
In Chapter 1, I brieﬂy introduced the feature system of Lexical Decomposition
Grammar (LDG,Wunderlich 1997; Stiebels 2002). In this approach, the default sta-
tus, which is ascribed to the nominative or absolutive case, is mirrored through
the feature representation of the default case, which is an empty set. Other cases
have non-empty sets of features, and thus are more restricted in their use.
As argued above for marked-S languages, one has to assume that the accu-
sative case (or respectively the ergative case) functions as the default case. If
one wants to keep the generalization that the default case-form should have a
feature representation consisting of an empty set of features, and thus being po-
tentially employable in all contexts, one would have to assume that the cases
used in marked-S languages have a diﬀerent set of features than the standard
feature representations proposed in LDG (cf. Section 1.6). The following feature
representations could be employed:
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• marked-nominative: [-hr]
• default accusative: [ ]
• marked-absolutive: [-lr]
• default Ergative: [ ]
(1) and (2) demonstrate the linking of a basic transitive verb using these feature
speciﬁcations. As in in the standard LDG approach, feature speciﬁcations for the
arguments of a verb are derived from the semantic form and the theta-structure
of a verb. The cases that are available from the lexicon of the language are then
matched to the argument positions based on their feature speciﬁcation, choosing
the most concrete case available for each position (2). In marked-nominative lan-
guages, the overtly coded nominative and default accusative are available. Both
argument positions could be ﬁlled with the default accusative. However, the no-
minative is a better match for the x argument since it is the more concrete case
(i.e. it has more features speciﬁed) and its feature speciﬁcation as [-hr] (‘there is
no higher role’) is compatible with the feature speciﬁcation of this argument posi-
tion. Conversely, in marked-absolutive languages the two available case-forms,
the overtly coded absolutive and default ergative, are matched to the x and y
argument position by the same mechanism.
(1) λx λy λs|        {z        }
theta-structure







The standard case-representations of LDG only make use of features that have
a positive speciﬁcation. In contrast, for the speciﬁcations I proposed for the cases
of marked-S languages, negative feature speciﬁcations are used. This procedure
goes against most considerations relevant to the setup of feature systems, in
which negative feature speciﬁcations are often equated with underspeciﬁcation
with respect to the given feature. Without doubt, the introduction of the addi-
tional cases and their proposed feature speciﬁcations would deprive the LDG
approach of some of its elegance. Yet one could argue that this dispreferred fea-
ture speciﬁcation employed to model case-assignment in marked-S languages is
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reﬂected through their cross-linguistic rarity. Another possibility, which would
not make it necessary to include negative feature speciﬁcation for the represen-
tation of cases would be to introduce a new set of features for languages of the
marked-S type. Since this section is not meant as a proposal to reformulate LDG,
but rather a sketch of how marked-S languages could be integrated into that the-
ory, I have restricted myself to employing the features that are already provided
by the theory.
However, there is another issue that makes the inclusion of marked-S langua-
ges into the LDG theory problematic. While the proposed feature values lead to
the right case-assignment for prototypical transitive and intransitive clauses (2),
some minor clause-types can not easily be analyzed by the modiﬁed feature sys-
tem. The previous chapters illustrated that marked-S languages make common
use of the zero-case in subject like roles, e.g. the subject of existential clauses
(cf. Chapter 4). While there is, in principle, no conﬂict in assigning the default
accusative to existential subjects, the Elsewhere Principle would predict that no-
minative case is assigned to these arguments. Lexical case-assignment is possible
within the LDG framework, but it is counter-intuitive to the whole notion of a
default case if the default case would have to be lexically assigned.
At the present moment, marked-S languages pose a challenge to LDG and
other formal theories that employ similar mechanisms for case-assignment. The
issues raised here should be resolved by the proponents of such theories if they
want to make general claims about the nature of case-assignment in human lan-
guage. At present it appears that one has at least to abandon one central assump-
tion in order to include marked-S languages. If one keeps the standard LDG case
features for marked-S languages, that will assign the nominative (or absolutive)
case to all subjects automatically, while clause-types that take zero-coded accu-
sative (or ergative) subject could be handled through lexical case-assignment. In
this case, the notion of default case becomes somewhat arbitrary, since many
properties typically associated with default case-forms (e.g. use in citation) are
not fulﬁlled by the case-form that has the default feature representation. If one
accepts the default accusative and default ergative as legitimate cases in the the-
ory, one has to resolve the problem of lexical assignment of default case (or pos-
sibly ﬁnd other mechanisms to block the assignment of the marked-nominative/
marked-absolutive in some contexts).
While the existence of marked-S languages results in abandoning at least one
of the major generalizations for the LDG approach, other formal approaches to
case-marking have no such principled diﬃculties in integrating languages of this
type. Yet these other approaches would still beneﬁt from considering marked-S
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languages. De Hoop & Malchukov (2008), Malchukov (2008) and Malchukov &
de Hoop (2011) provide an optimality-theoretic approach that can account for a
number of splits in alignment systems found in diﬀerent languages of the world.3
These analyses draw on the two prominent functions of case-marking, the dis-
criminating function and the identifying function (Mallinson & Blake 1981: 91–
939). Constraints motivated by the two functions and their respective rankings
are employed to account for splits based on factors such as the animacy and def-
initeness of the nouns involved. The approach has also been extended to align-
ment splits that are conditioned by the tense or aspect of the clause (Malchukov&
de Hoop 2011; Malchukov 2014). All languages modeled in these papers are of the
standard, i.e. non-marked, types of nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive
alignment. Amodeling of languages of themarked-S type in this approachwould
deﬁnitely be useful in order to expand the explanatory power of the approach. I
will not attempt to give a fully-ﬂedged optimality-theoretic analysis of marked-S
coding at this point, but rather limit myself to a few general reﬂections on the in-
tegration of marked-S languages into an optimality-theoretic approach. In order
to model the general pattern of marked-S languages in this approach, constraints
that penalize overt morphology cannot be ranked very highly, since overt mark-
ing of intransitive S arguments would not be possible when these constraints
were undominated. However, these markedness constraints do apparently have
some eﬀect in these languages, since the case-formwith less or no overt coding is
preferred for a number of diﬀerent roles. Furthermore, the approach of de Hoop
& Malchukov (2008) and Malchukov & de Hoop (2011) does not included data
with the same level of granularity as I have discussed in this study, but rather
have focused on prototypical transitive clauses, somewhat neglecting more spe-
cialized clause-types such as nominal predication, existential predication, and
the like. More ﬁne-grained information on the alignment system of a language
could very probably be included in this approach. However, they might increase
the complexity of the analysis considerably. Also, most optimality-theoretic anal-
yses do not aim at depicting the entire complexity of a single language but high-
light more fundamental diﬀerences between a number of languages which can
3 Optimality Theory (mostly abbreviated as OT) is a formal mechanism that describes langua-
ges andmore particularly linguistic variation though a set of supposedly universal and violable
constraints. The ranking of these constraints, which diﬀers between languages, leads to diﬀer-
ent outputs in the surface grammar of individual languages. The more highly a constraint is
ranked in a language, the more important it is in that language and the more likely the eﬀects
of that constraint will be visible in the surface structure of that language. For a more detailed
discussion of Optimality Theory, the reader is referred to the literature (Prince & Smolensky
2004; Kager 1999; Legendre et al. 2001).
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be accounted for by the rearrangement of a small number of selected constraints.
However, in order to plausibly model the grammar of an individual language
(or even all possible grammars of the world’s languages), optimality-theoretic
approaches should eventually be able to account for these variations between
diﬀerent types of constructions.
9.5 Future research
This study has demonstrated that the usage of the zero-case and S-case diﬀer
greatly between individual languages. As pointed out already in Section 2.6, an-
other interesting factor to investigate would be actual usage-frequencies of the
two forms. Especially for the languages that do not use the zero-case to encode
a large number of roles, it would be a worthwhile research question to gather
data on the usage frequency of the two case-forms. Factors such as the frequent
omission of overt subject NPs could lead to the situation that the form used to
encode the non-subject argument of transitive clauses is indeed used more often
in discourse.
Another point that could not be addressed in suﬃcient detail here is the in-
triguing marked-S pattern found in a number of languages spoken in the Paciﬁc
area. These languages exhibit the marked-S coding properties only in certain
discourse contexts, mostly associated with constituent focus. To reach a better
understanding of this type of marked-S structure, original ﬁeldwork on a number
of these languages would doubtless be necessary.
For all areas which I have studied, some kind of contact scenario that can
explain the existence of the marked-S pattern appears to be plausible. In East-
Africa, the common assumption appears to be that the pattern originated within
the languages of the Afro-Asiatic family and spread to surrounding languages
such a the Surmic languages of the Nilo-Saharan family and the Nilotic language
Turkana, which pattern along with the Afro-Asiatic marked-S languages. Also
the similarity of the coding-pattern of the Yuman languages and the unrelated
language Wappo could hypothetically be the traces of a prior, and supposedly
larger, areal marked-S pattern in North America, including intervening langua-
ges that abandoned the marked-S system or became extinct before they could be
documented. As I have pointed out, in order to study the marked-S languages of
the Paciﬁc region and its geographical distribution and possible contact scenar-
ios, ﬁrst the majority pattern of this region, i.e. discourse-based overt S-marking,
has to be studied in more depth.
In all three cases, a historical study of the contact-situation between the rele-
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vant languages would contribute much to the understanding of the phenomenon
of marked-S. Historical data might also give a better understanding of the origin
of the marked-S pattern altogether. Diﬀerent explanations for the origin of this
coding-system have been discussed in Section 1.5. While for some areas, an ori-
gin within the discourse structure of a language appears to be plausible, this
source appears to be especially likely for the languages of the Paciﬁc. In other
areas, namely North America, discourse structure does not seem to have any im-
pact on the marked-S systems of the languages. This observation hints at the
possibility that the phenomenon of marked-S coding has a number of diﬀerent
pathways that lead to this pattern. Ultimately, the diﬀerent types of marked-S
languages my study identiﬁed might well be a residue of these distinct pathways
leading to the marked-S structure. Thus the functions covered by the overtly
coded S-case (and respectively, the functions not covered by it) will likely prove
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